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ABSTRACT 
 This study explores ways in which Saturday art school teachers use the material world 
in teaching art. Specifically, this research investigates how pedagogy can be enacted through 
the presentation of the materiality of the classroom. Drawing on Bresler's (1994) three 
orientations within visual arts curricula: imitative, complementary, and expansive, this work 
illustrates the richness and complexity of how the material world is used in each orientation, 
and how these orientations interact and coexist. This research adds to the understanding of 
the unique contribution of visual arts curricula in relation to schooling and educational goals 
broadly conceived.  
 A concurrent nested mixed methods design (QquanUAL) employed within a cast study 
framework enabled qualitative understanding of teachers' actions while quantitative 
components served to establish associations between physical variables while contributing to 
complex descriptions of the taskscapes under investigation. Analysis as dictated by the 
constant comparative method focused on the spatial and material practices and processes of 
teaching assistants and student teachers. A case study approach enabled engagement with a 
variety of evidence including fieldnotes and photographs from 39 participant observations, 
interview transcripts from six key participants, classroom artifacts, lesson plans, and program 
documents. 
 The rationale for this study arose from the acknowledgement that although essential, 
the material world remains predominantly a part of the implicit rather than the explicit 
curriculum. Description and interpretation of the operational curricula of six key participants 
portray diverse uses of the material world. Even though the six individuals taught art 
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education within the same institutional context, within the same Saturday art school program, 
in fact, within the same physical classroom, their uses of the material world were individually 
varied.  
 Findings indicate that the imitative uses of the material world highlight classroom 
management and discipline. The complementary uses highlight affect, serving to motivate, 
activate, and engage, as well as teach specific artistic skills. The expansive uses employ 
artistic forms of presentation that meaningfully intermingle engagements on sensory, 
emotional, and cognitive levels. These material orientations are not mutually exclusive: each 
orientation offers important aspects of a balanced curriculum.
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"It is difficult to see what is always there. Whoever discovered water, it was not a fish" 
(Geertz, 1996, p. 259).  
 
 Interacting with the material world is fundamental to human experience. Education 
occurs while a student's body is emplaced1 within a physical space surrounded by physical 
items. This research explores the use of the material world in teaching visual arts. Although 
essential, the material world remains predominantly a part of the implicit rather than the 
explicit curriculum. 
Background 
 In August of 2011, I was conversing with a colleague,2 a former classmate from my 
educational entrepreneurship and case study classes, and shared that I was looking for a 
research opportunity that could connect my professional and academic backgrounds. My 
early research on space in learning environments (Murray-Tiedge, 2010) had resulted in 
semiotic descriptive readings of three higher education environments (a school of art and 
design, a college of education, and a center for performing arts) but did not generate a clear 
connection point to education beyond the provided physical context relating to the built 
environment. One of my early research findings illuminated the uninspiring spaces associated 
with college level art classes. The presence of this contradiction, that these spaces did not 
                                           
1 Howes’ (2005) theory of emplacement highlights the "sensuous interrelationship of mind-body-environment" (p. 
7) that implicates "the intertwined nature of sensual bodily presence and perceptual engagement" (Feld & Basso, 
1996, p. 94). 
2 Now an assistant professor of art education at a Midwestern university. 
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seem to support the pedagogical and curricular activities that took place within, presented the 
challenge to find a way to connect, explicitly, physical space and contents to learning. 
 As my colleague and I discussed the possibility of energizing spaces and places, and 
using them as supplemental teaching tools, she mentioned the Saturday Art School (SAS) at a 
local area campus. She spoke of classroom transformations that were lesson-specific and 
used space as a teaching tool, subliminally for inspiration (i.e., color and materials) and 
explicitly to direct student attention to art exemplars and resource materials. Could this be the 
link for which I had been searching? At that moment, I decided I wanted to learn more about 
the SAS. 
 I conducted an Internet search of the phrase "Saturday art school" as a general 
concept and found that, in art education, this phrase refers to a program conducted on 
Saturdays that provides pre-service art educators a diverse range of teaching experiences. 
Pre-service art education students teach the SAS class sessions under the supervision of art 
education graduate students and art education faculty. Student teaching is one of the 
significant components of teacher education (Darling-Hammond & Cobb, 1996), and the 
SAS provides some of this direct experience. In addition to preparing teachers, SAS programs 
simultaneously provide art-learning opportunities to the community at large. The Saturday art 
school is a popular offering in many art teacher education programs, and programs vary 
depending on the age range of the community population they serve. As an educator, I was 
interested in the teaching of children. As a researcher I was interested in the teaching of 





 Intrigued with the SAS practice of transforming higher education settings into grade-
school art classrooms before each Saturday art school session, I turned to SAS directors. In a 
conversation with a past director Janet, (who had directed for 5 years before moving to a new 
university), I asked for the rationale behind the room transformations. Janet explained it was a 
tradition that had been handed down from art educator to art educator. In a subsequent 
discussion, I asked the current director Paula what reading materials she incorporated into 
her teacher training regarding the physical aspects of classroom teaching. Paula looked 
puzzled, and after thinking for a few minutes, replied, "I don't know of any."  
 Following these conversations, I contacted Sharon (director in the late 1980's-1990's) 
and asked her about the origins of the SAS lesson plan template (See Appendix A). I was 
particularly interested in discussing the prompt that addressed the physical setup of the 
classroom—one aspect of the material world. Sharon responded that the template had 
originated before she was appointed director, and, to her recollection, when she left the 
position, the physical setup of the classroom was not a part of the template. She continues to 
use the same template in her new location, with no reference to the classroom’s physical 
setup. However, she believes the physical setup is "a huge consideration in her current 
program" due to "shabby and badly used" rooms at her university. She shared an article she 
assigns to her pre-service teachers (Tarr, 2001) that discusses what art educators can learn 
from Reggio Emilia regarding the physical setup of the classroom as a “third teacher.”  
Research Aims and Objectives 
 This research explores ways in which Saturday art school teachers use the material 
world in teaching art. One overriding and one supporting question guided and focused my 
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study. The first research question was addressed through in-depth observations; the second 
was addressed through interviews and conversations with the key participants. 
1. How does the material world shape curriculum and pedagogy in a pre-service (SAS) 
classroom? 
2. How does the use of the material world reflect the individual values, expertise, and 
backgrounds of the SAS teaching assistants and student teachers? 
Context 
 Drawing on conceptualizations of the operational curriculum (Goodlad, Klein, & Tye, 
1979), several scholars have conducted research on visual arts education within American 
public schools. I looked to Bresler (1994, 1998a), Efland (1976), and Hetland, Winner, 
Veneema, and Sheridan (2007, 2013). 
 The term school art style, coined by Efland (1976), is defined as a "form of art that is 
produced in the school by children under the guidance and influence of a teacher" (p. 37). 
This differs in both form and function from child art (Viola, 1949) that "is a spontaneous, 
unsupervised form of graphic expression usually performed outside of school by children for 
their own satisfaction" (Efland, 1976, p. 37). Bresler (1998a) further differentiated school art 
into the genres of child art,3 fine art, and art for children. Child art produces child-created 
original compositions; fine art relates to the works of masters in various disciplines used in art 
education; art for children is art created for educational purposes for children. Because 
school art is an institutional art style, it attends to institutional goals and structures. 
 Efland (1976) contends that the school art style exists and is recognizable around the 
world. When he identified the term, the focus of school art had traditionally been on making 
art. Since then, important exceptions have evolved such as discipline-based arts education 
                                           
3 This differs from Efland’s concept of child art in that it occurs inside the school. 
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(DBAE) (Barkan, 1966; Greer, 1984) and visual culture (Duncum, 2002), to name a few. 
Today, school art may include art appreciation or art history that requires specialized 
knowledge.  
 Based on her research in public schools, Bresler (1994) conceptualized three 
orientations relating to the role of arts education in the general curriculum—imitative, 
complementary, and expansive. Because I am looking at a program that prepares teachers to 
teach in the schools, I was curious to see how the material world interacts with these different 
orientations.  
Research Design Overview 
 This study employed an exploratory qualitative case study approach (Stake, 1995). 
Within this framework I engaged a qualitatively guided, concurrent nested mixed method 
design (QquanUAL) that enabled simultaneous collection of qualitative and quantitative data. 
The mixed methods adopted within this broad methodological framework included a 
quantitative instrument that isolated variables for frequency and duration, and traditional 
qualitative methods of document analysis, participant observation, and semi-structured 
interviews. Data collection borrowed sensory focus from emplaced sensory ethnography.4 As 
an emplaced researcher, I paid particular attention not only to participant actions, but also to 
all of their sensory experiences. The research site was purposefully selected based on a rich 
SAS program with a long history. Individual classrooms were purposefully selected based on a 
combination of physical constraints and affordances and usage patterns by key participants. 
Key participants were selected based on their relationship with the targeted spaces. 
                                           
4 Emplaced Sensory Ethnography "attends to the question of experience by accounting for the relationship 




 This chapter begins with a general outline of the scholarly conversations in physical 
space and experiential places in education and art education literature. My journey began 
looking specifically at space and place and evolved to encompass the material world. Space 
and place are part of the material world. Lastly, I provide a review of the literature on 
experience and education as a foundation towards understanding the role the material world 
in experiential learning. I reviewed these areas in order to situate my research within the 
larger conversations. 
Physical Space 
 Although some scholars cite a general neglect in interest (leading to low awareness 
and minimal understanding) surrounding the influence of physical space on learning (Banning 
& Canard, 1986; Van Note Chism, 2002), empirical research surrounding physical space in 
educational environments has been conducted on several levels (Lackney, 1999). This section 
will discuss scholarly contributions surrounding general environmental variables (such as 
temperature and air quality, noise, light, and color, and structural building characteristics) 
and physical classroom variables (such as design, furniture arrangement, seating location, 
and aesthetic treatment).  
 General environment variables. According to Earthman (2004, as cited in Higgins et 
al., 2005, p. 16), temperature, heating, and air quality are rated as the most important 
individual environmental elements connected to student achievement. Researcher consensus 
connects air quality to health, and health to attitude, behavior, and absenteeism. Poor 
attitude affects behavior and health affects attendance. Hamer (1974, as cited in Schneider, 
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2002, p. 5) determined a temperature range best suited for learning (68 to 74 degrees 
Fahrenheit) and cautioned that subjects were "adversely affected" by temperatures above the 
optimal range. 
 Noise is another physical variable that has been found to affect learning. Higgins et 
al. ’s (2005) research synthesis reported the connection between chronic noise exposure and 
impaired cognitive functioning as a reliable finding and noted that several noise-related 
studies connect particularly to deficiencies in pre-reading skills and reading problems (p. 18). 
 Conflicting evidence exists relating to the effect of lighting on learning. Higgins et al. 
(2005) reported a disagreement among researchers surrounding the educational lighting 
source of choice: daylight or artificial. Acknowledging the positive biological effects of 
daylight on the human body, (Wurtman, 1976, as cited in Higgins et al., 2005, p. 20), 
natural light levels (accessible through windows) are difficult to control and maintain. Larson 
(1965, as cited in Weinstein, 1979, p. 592) found a general preference for windows by 
students and parents, whereas teachers approved of windowless classrooms based on 
minimized distraction from weather changes and outside noise. Weinstein (1979) equated 
less windows with more space for bulletin boards, decreased vandalism, and increased 
flexibility in spatial arrangement opportunities. Weinstein concluded that the absence of 
windows has little impact on student achievement. In contrast, Farley and Veitch (2001) cited 
medical evidence that suggests windows do affect the behavior and health of school children. 
Results of a quasi-experimental study (Kuller & Lindsten, 1992) suggested that the absence of 
natural light might affect basic hormone patterns that have a bearing on the ability to 
concentrate and cooperate. Farley and Veitch (2001) acknowledge a general preference for 
windowed places over non-windowed places (and views of nature over views of the built 
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environment), as well as a general conclusion that windows contribute to psychological and 
physical well being. Barnitt (2003, as cited in Higgins et al., 2005, p. 20) defines good 
lighting as a combination of both direct and indirect sources. 
 Conflicting evidence exists relating to the effects of color on learning. Sundstrum 
(1987, as cited in Higgins et al., 2005, p. 22) names color as one of the least studied 
aspects of the physical environment in spite of the color research that has illuminated 
connections to elevated morale and efficiency. Higgins et al.’s research synthesis argued that 
color affects mood, mental clarity, and energy levels (p. 20). Engelbrecht (2003, as cited in 
Higgins et al., 2005, p. 20) reported that color stimulation varies by age, finding that 
adolescents prefer subdued colors, whereas young children prefer bright colors and patterns. 
Sundstrum (1987, as cited in Higgins et al., 2005, p. 21) suggested that the color of 
surroundings impacts mood and behavior through perceptual changes (such as room 
temperature and size). Research consensus (Higgins et al., 2005) links a variety of color 
evidence to learning. For example, children's cooperative behavior is affected by color and 
ceiling height (Read, Sugawara, & Brandt, 1999); the color of classroom walls affects 
productivity and accuracy (Engelbrecht, 2003, as cited in Higgins et al., 2005, p. 20 ); cool 
colors affect concentration in a positive manner (Brubaker, 1998). Hamid and Newport 
(1989, as cited in Higgins et al., 2005, p. 21) reported results indicating that preschool 
children within a pink-colored room exhibited an elevated mood and an elevated level of 
strength compared to mood and strength levels measured in a blue-colored room. In the 
adult realm, Schauss (1985, as cited in Higgins et al., 1985, p. 21) argued that the color 
pink serves as an anti-aggression tactic because of its tranquilizing affect. Maxwell (2000) 
found that, though children (students) regard environmental color as important, teachers and 
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parents do not. Higgins et al. (2005) also synthesized that as a response to the common 
complaint of eye strain in a classroom, researchers concur that relief can be achieved by 
painting the wall directly behind the teacher a different color than the three remaining walls 
(Engelbrecht, 2003; Brubaker, 1998; Pile, 1997; as cited in Higgins et al., 2005, p. 22). 
 Findings from empirical research surrounding the effects of general environmental 
variables on teachers and students have resulted in the establishment of building standards 
for new construction. Higgins et al. (2005), however, recommended using caution while 
interpreting the evidence and emphasized that many of the individual areas highlighted were 
often studied in isolation and not within the complexity of environmental interaction. 
Following recommendations in one area, they argued, can have a negative impact on 
another area (for example, opening a window to improve airflow at the cost of compromising 
the temperature). Even though the general environmental variables discussed in this section 
are only partially controllable by teacher and/or student, understanding the effects of these 
variables on learning can contribute to an informed educational experience. 
 The physical classroom. Research evidence reveals a predominant focus on four 
physical classroom variables that are potentially available as teacher and/or student 
resources: (a) classroom design, (b) furniture arrangement, (c) seating position, and (d) 
aesthetic treatment. By classroom design I refer to aspects of the space that are humanly 
controllable (such as placement of equipment, bookcases, and materials). 
 Classroom design. Classroom design pertains particularly to open-space or large 
classroom structures. Prior to 1980, much of the educational research on spaces occurred 
outside the traditional self-contained classroom structure (Weinstein, 1979). Open space 
schools (Educational Facilities Laboratories, 1965) followed a trend in building design that 
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minimized interior walls.5 De-compartmentalizing interior space resulted in increased spatial 
arrangement flexibility that frequently involved considerate placement of sound-absorbent, 
variable height partitions to define class boundaries. Studies involving the effects of spatial 
arrangement occurred using a variety of populations. Pre-K level findings correlated quality of 
space with teacher control, positive teacher sensitivity ratings, positive student interest ratings, 
rule reiteration frequency, and conflict frequency among students (Kritchevsky & Prescott, 
1977). Elementary level findings correlated spatial arrangement to behaviors related to 
attention span, frequency of loud conversation, and non-task-oriented movement (Zifferblatt, 
1972, as cited in Weinstein, 1979). Statistically significant elementary level findings (time-
series analysis) linked spatial arrangement to student movement, and locational broadened 
behavior ranges (such as material manipulation) (Weinstein, 1977). High school level 
findings linked spatial arrangement to class interruptions, noise levels, student distraction, and 
substantive question frequency (Evans & Lovell, 1979). Higher education findings linked 
spatial arrangement to verbal participation (Sommer & Olsen, 1980). 
 Furniture arrangement. Furniture arrangement is also a physical classroom variable 
potentially available as a teacher and/or student resource (assuming the classroom houses 
movable furniture). Studies surrounding the effects of various seating arrangements have 
been plentiful. An early study (Sommer, 1967) compared four seminar rooms, two equipped 
with rows of fixed tables and stools, and two with moveable furniture—one with tables 
arranged in a horseshoe and the other with tables arranged in a square. The proportion of 
                                           
5 Not to be confused with open education, an educational movement that positions the teacher and the child in 
complementary roles relating to the child's school experience, thus combining the approaches of teacher-
centered, child-centered, and material-centered education (Walberg & Thomas, 1972). 
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participation was found to be higher in the horseshoe and square rooms whereas both fixed 
table rooms logged more student statements per class period. Row and column arrangements 
have been found to increase time on-task (Galton et al., 1999) but decrease teacher control 
(Macpherson, 1984), especially when compared to table seating (Wheldall et al., 1981; 
Wheldall & Lam, 1987; Hastings, 1995). These results contradict a time-sampling study by 
Rosenfield et al. (1985) that found on-task behavior in primary level students to be the lowest 
when seated in rows, increased when seated in clusters, and highest when seated in a circular 
formation. Becker et al. (1973) linked circular seating arrangements in a higher education 
classroom to increased interactions and an increase in favorable teacher evaluations. While 
attempting to measure verbal interaction associated with a circular seating arrangement, 
Sommer (1974) repeatedly found that the students rearranged the seating into row and 
column formations prior to the start of class. The horseshoe formation has been widely 
studied (Alexander, 1992; McNamera & Waugh, 1993; Marx et al., 2000; Horne-Martin, 
2002). Marx et al. (2000) found this configuration to be appreciated by students and 
teachers alike—by students because it permits conversation and by teachers because it allows 
a teacher to quickly see what every student is doing. Marx et al. also found that students ask 
more questions when seated in a horseshoe configuration as compared to row-and-column 
configurations. Horne-Martin (2002), however, associated the horseshoe arrangement with a 
teacher-dominated, controlling approach. 
 Seating position. As a physical classroom variable, seating position is potentially 
available as a teacher and/or student resource. Studies focusing on seating position within 
traditional row-and-column configurations produced findings relating student location to 
frequency of class participation (Sommer, 1967; Adams, 1969, as cited in Weinstein, 1979); 
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student level of learning valuation (Walberg, 1969); level of attentiveness (Schwebel & 
Cherlin, 1972); course grade (Becker et al., 1973); and level of self-esteem (Morrison & 
Thomas, 1975). Stires’ (1980) study found that student-selected permanent seat location 
produced higher grades than teacher-dictated alphabetical seat location. Several studies 
have found increased participation from students located in the front of the room and the 
center of each row (college level: Sommer, 1967); (primary and secondary levels: Adams, 
1969, as cited in Weinstein, 1977; Adams & Biddle, 1970). Adams and Biddle (1970) 
coined the term "action zone" to refer to this front-and-center region of increased 
participation. Koneya’s (1976) study involving location and interaction in row-and-column 
seating arrangements supported Adams and Biddle's (1970) action zone finding. Marx et al. 
(2000) reconceptualized the T-shaped action zone into a base-up/vertex-down triangle, and 
extended it from traditional row-and-column seating into semicircular arrangements. 
 Aesthetic treatment. Aesthetic treatment is also a physical classroom variable 
potentially available as a teacher and/or student resource. Several studies surrounding the 
aesthetic effects of the physical environment on learning point back to seminal studies by 
Maslow and Mintz (1956) who found evaluation results of facial photographs conducted in a 
"beautified" room were more positive than the same evaluations that were conducted in an 
"uglified" room, and by Mintz (1956) whose study tracked the additional time people spent in 
a "beautified" versus "uglified" room over a three-week period. 
 Sommer and Olsen (1980) found in a study involving the complete remodel of a 
traditional college classroom that verbal participation relating to both the percentage of 
contributing students as well as the mean number of comments per contributing student 
increased after the remodel. Pre-remodel, the classroom was equipped with rows of chair-
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desks. Post-remodel, aesthetic appeal was increased through the installation of carpeting, 
cushioned benches, adjustable lighting, and live plants. 
 Wollin and Montagne (1981) conducted a quantitative study surrounding a barren, 
sterile control classroom and an identical classroom that was painted bright colors, carpeted, 
had softer lighting installed, and contained live plants and decorations in the form of kites 
and posters. Two introductory psychology classes were exposed to each classroom for five 
weeks within a 10-week semester. Dependent variables included learning as measured by 
scores on tests taken in each room, teacher performance through student evaluation, student-
teacher interaction, student attitude evaluation, and amount of vandalism sustained. The 
experimental room yielded significantly higher test scores, more positive teacher evaluations, 
and more positive student attitudes. Student-teacher interactions were not found to be 
significantly different and vandalism was not an issue in either room. Although large-scale 
changes surrounding the aesthetic nature of a classroom are generally out of the teacher's 
control, small improvements such as the addition of a small plant, poster, or rug are feasible. 
 Summary of variables. Multiple findings back the claim that physical aspects of 
educational facilities affect learning (Higgins et al., 2005; Lackney, 1999; Weinstein, 1979). 
However. interpretive care should be exercised as the research presented ranges widely in 
age of students, size of sample, and methodological approach. Multiple research designs, 
predominantly quantitative and particularities in context caution aggressive generalization of 
findings. Regardless, results have illuminated four physical classroom variables that are 
potentially available as a teacher and/or student resources. The collective evidence suggests 
that general environment variables (such as structural building characteristics, temperature 
and air quality, noise, light, and color) as well as physical classroom variables (such as 
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classroom design, furniture arrangement, seating location, and aesthetic treatment) 
significantly influence both teacher and student behavior and attitudes. My qualitative-guided 
study will attend to the four physical classroom resource variables discussed in this section 
review. I will address prolonged engagement through persistent observation achieved through 
systematic cycles of lived experience through participant observation. 
 Physical space and teaching art. Based on the work of Hall and Hall (1977); Sommer 
(1977, 1969); and Weinstein (1977), Susi (1985) presented a method for studying the spatial 
dimensions of teaching that he deemed fundamental to instruction. These dimensions were 
defined as "the arrangement of physical space, student and teacher patterns of travel, and the 
kinds and durations of behaviors that take place" (p. 163). Araca (1986) concurred that 
classroom places and spaces are "an integral part of the total teaching process" (p. 13) but, 
pointing to Weinstein (1979), contended that classroom space and contents had historically 
been considered "a minor aspect of the learning environment" (p. 13). Drawing from 
environmental psychology Araca (1986) acknowledged that management of spaces should 
reside with the teachers who actively interact in and with their environments, rather than 
letting decisions fall on architects, planners, administrators, or custodians. In describing the 
role of the classroom environment as "emerging," Araca acknowledged that more research 
was needed surrounding physical contexts for learning. 
 Pointing to a tacit relationship between environment and behavior, Susi (1986) argued 
that "the arrangement and use of the classroom physical space are especially significant for 
art educators" (p. 6), due to the varied behaviors associated with art education (i.e., making, 
collaborating, critiquing, viewing, etc.). Drawing on research in sociology, environmental 
psychology, architecture, and education, that connects spatial variables to attitude, emotion, 
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and behavior, Susi expressed concern that this awareness was not being practiced at the 
classroom level. He argued that different spatial considerations were required in order to 
physically and psychologically support multiple dimensions of art education such as the 
facilitation of self-expression and response activities. Research surrounding the relationship 
between environment and attitude, behavior, and emotion is particularly valuable to my 
study. 
 In describing education as a process that interactively involves teachers, students, 
content, and settings, Clark (1986) argued that of the four areas, educational settings were 
under-studied. Critical analysis of the settings that art educators teach in was advocated by 
Guilfoil (1986), who noted that oftentimes these physical settings were designed for other 
purposes. She proposed opportunities for learning from these spaces in areas beyond 
aesthetics relating to description, analysis, and judgment, based on the educational activities 
scheduled for the spaces. 
 By 1989 Susi's focus narrowed from the spatial considerations of education to the 
spatial considerations of behavior management. "Good behavior results from an effective set 
of contextual circumstances" and "the physical environment functions as a silent aspect of 
classroom life that works to support or undermine instruction" (p. 37). Specifically he noted 
that "discipline problems often result from environmental conditions that are under or over 
stimulating" (p. 40) and suggested that arousal levels could be regulated through 
environmental aesthetics (p. 41). By 2002 Susi had devised a set of 10 principles and 
guidelines for behavior management for art educators that listed attention to the physical 
environment second, as seen in the following list: (a) teacher responsibility, (b) physical 
environment, (c) class meetings, (d) nonverbal dimension, (e) rules, (f) activity system, (g) 
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pacing, (h) contracts, (i) monitoring, and (j). intervention planning. Marschalek's (2004) 
typography of learning environments (studio, information design, planning, electronic) 
addressed the relationality of contemporary aspects of an art education curriculum that 
include making, thinking, and sharing. 
 Research targeting a specific art learning environment, a pottery studio, was 
conducted by Stokrocki (1986), who described and interpreted spatial, pedagogical, extra-
structural (related to atmosphere), and self-reflective dimensions in order to better understand 
the meaning of this particular setting from a participant's point of view. Stokrocki's work 
considered both physical and social aspects of learning environments. The term social space 
is defined by human geographers as "space as it is perceived and used by groups" (Johnston 
et al., 2000, p. 762). According to Lefebvre (1974), "Every social space is the outcome of a 
process with many aspects and many contributing currents, signifying and non-signifying, 
perceived and directly experienced, practical and theoretical" (p. 110).6   
 Aside from Stokrocki's (1986) contribution surrounding meaning in a specific art 
learning environment, much of the research reviewed in this section has connected the 
physical spaces in art education to behaviors that occur within those spaces. The next section 
will review research that connects the experience of place in education and art education to 
learning. 
                                           
6 LeFebrve's (1974) spatial triad consists of lived space, perceived space, and conceived space. Lived space, or 
representational space, is affective and located in our minds. Perceived space, or spatial practice, is empirically 
observable. Conceived space, or representations of space, is lifeless, theoretical, and abstract. Social space, or 
spatial practice, is a process that relentlessly accesses components of the triad. 
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Experiential Place 
 In comparison to lived-space, the concept of place is more difficult to pin down. 
Various conceptualizations relate to Cresswell's (2004) definition of place: "an aspect of how 
we choose to think about it [a location]—what we decide to emphasize and what we decide 
to designate as unimportant" (p. 11). Visual artist Thoma’s (2006) work explicitly questioned 
"how one might pursue the idea of place" (p. 4). She invoked Heidegger's (1962) notion of 
dwelling, and reminds us of Merleau-Ponty's (1962) placement of the physical body at the 
forefront of awareness and perception. She also highlighted Bachelard's (1964) connection to 
space and mental memory. Her focus framed the role of physical perception in the 
measurement of lived-space "in a time context defined by the movement of our own body 
through it" (p. 86). By depicting a subject moving through time and space, Thoma's (2006) 
visual approach to place illuminates the concepts of repetition, duration, continuity, and 
change. These rich conceptualizations are all relevant to my study. Other scholars reference 
the notion of place less directly. 
 Place variety. Through the use of varied terminology, various scholars evoke my 
assumed notion of place. For example, pedagogical space (Garrison, 1999) is a product of a 
student-subject matter-teacher relationship. "I think teaching resembles a triangle; you cannot 
have one unless there are all three sides and they enclose a pedagogical space" (p. 312). 
Curriculum spaces (Judson, 2006) illuminate spatial dimensions in curriculum, theory, and 
practice. McGregor (2004) introduced the concept of spatiality as the meaning made from 
the interactive relationship between physical and social space (McGregor, 2004, p. 2). Tuan 
(1977) is credited with pairing meaning and space to arrive at place. 
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 The caring containers of Reggio Emilia. The Reggio Emilia approach to teaching and 
learning places a high value on lived-space, labeling their spaces caring and educational 
(Gandini, 1993, p. 135). Here space is described as "a 'container' that favors social 
interaction, exploration, and learning" but is seen as "having educational 'content,' that is, as 
containing educational messages and being charged with stimuli toward interactive 
experience and constructive learning" (Filippini, 1990, as cited in Gandini, 1993, p. 138). 
From a lived-space construct, Reggio Emilia space documents process and both temporarily 
and permanently exhibits finished work. From a place construct, the Reggio Emilia 
environment is "a living, changing system" shaped by student need and rhythm and pace (pp. 
146-147). "When one observes children and adults in the schools of Reggio Emilia one 
perceives that there is a particular connection between time and space and that the 
environment truly works" (p. 147). The spaces of Reggio Emilia teach. Gandini (1993) 
conceptualized space as a "third teacher" along with two conventional teachers for each 
classroom (p. 148). Strong-Wilson and Ellis (2007) referred to the three Reggio Emilia 
teachers as the teacher-child-environment. In either conceptualization, the environment is 
considered an integral teaching element. According to Gandini (1993), components of 
educational space include reflections of culture and history (p. 137). Components of space 
and time interact in common goals that nurture the students. Compared to educational 
settings in the United States, Reggio Emilia settings in Italy are deeply aesthetic. 
 While using the classroom as an interactive teaching resource, Rosario and Collazo 
(1981) coined the term "aesthetic codes" in an exploratory study focused on the treatment of 
aesthetic knowledge in a preschool classroom. The authors considered both the 
developmental orientation, how aesthetic competence develops over time, with the 
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sociological perspective, how aesthetic knowledge is culturally shaped. Citing Bourdieu's 
(1968) notion of aesthetic perception as a learned or socially acquired deciphering 
operation, Rosario and Collazo (1981) framed a range of aesthetic perceptions that featured 
simple enjoyment on one end of a continuum and delight through scholarly appreciation on 
the other end (p. 74). Data surrounding early aesthetic experiences of preschool children in a 
formal context were gathered using focused observation. Data analysis resulted in the 
formulation of "aesthetic codes" relating to particular types of "aesthetic rationality, that was 
being distributed in the classroom" (p. 76). 
 Tarr (2001) utilized Rosario and Collazo's (1981) notion of aesthetic codes in a 
comparison that juxtaposed messages associated with the physical aspects of early childhood 
classrooms in Reggio Emilia, Italy with early childhood classrooms in the United States and 
Canada. Tarr’s (2001) study drew on Flannery's (1977) definition of "aesthetic" that combines 
visual qualities of objects and environments and experiences associated with deep feeling. 
Results of Tarr’s (2001) study found that North American early childhood classrooms have a 
distinct institutional "school art style" aesthetic (explicitly extending Efland's 1976 notion of 
"school art"7 to school art environments). This school art environmental style reflected "notions 
of preparation for the future world of work, of an environment that isolates particular aspects 
of culture, that simplifies visual forms, and protects children from the outside world" (p. 38). In 
contrast, Tarr (2001) also noted that the Reggio Emilia approach holds the physical learning 
space to be an integral part of the educational experience, referring to the environment as the 
                                           
7 As articulated in Chapter 1, school art refers to "art that is understood in the context of its educative function" 
(Efland, 1976, p. 38). "The school presumably exists to transmit a cultural heritage including the knowledge, 
beliefs, values, and patterns of behaviors that are prized by society that establish the school" (pp. 38-39). 
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"third educator," along with the two classroom teachers (Gandini as cited in Tarr, 2001). In a 
Reggio Emilia setting "all aspects of the physical environment are carefully considered as to 
their educational potential" (Tarr, 2001, p. 38). Multisensory learning is highly valued in the 
Reggio Emilia approach. The Reggio Emilia approach appears to place great value on the 
emplaced student and their connection to the physical world. Seeming to refer to the school 
art environmental style, Tarr questioned the ramifications when what is being taught is "at 
odds" with where it is being taught. 
 Yu (2008) discussed ways in which the organization of the physical environment can 
play a key role in art education contexts. Again looking through the lens of the Reggio Emilia 
approach, Yu revealed that learning partnerships utilize documentation such as dialog 
between artist, student, teacher, and family. These partnerships rely on displays that stress the 
importance of both aesthetic and content aspects of student work (p. 127). According to Yu, 
the dual focus casts the student work in a serious light that reinforces that the work is 
important. While fostering collaboration between teacher, student and parent, displays 
document stories and events that have occurred in the classroom. These displays offer 
glimpses of the processes and products of learning. Yu outlined four purposes documentation 
served in her North American classroom: "making learning visible, classroom planning, 
creating a narrative context or showing the emotional aspects of learning, and professional 
development" (p. 129). Use of display documents meaning making as well as the exploration 
of the capabilities of different mediums and offers visual evidence of experiencing different 
voices and languages (p. 128-131). Documentation also fosters forms of collaboration 
through the modeling of techniques embraced by a student's peers (p. 133). 
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 This section reviewed research on a variety of conceptions of place which directly 
connect teaching and the immediate learning environment, and illustrated how physical 
aspects of a learning environment can promote an interactive educational experience. The 
next section will relate place to teaching style. 
 Place and teaching style. Hickman’s (2001) work surrounding inventories of visual 
resources within art rooms compiled data from 24 post-graduate-certificate-in-education 
students. Analysis resulted in four classifications (efficient, chaotic, cozy, visually rich) and the 
association of each type of art room with a preferred teaching approach. Hickman utilized 
teaching approach categories originally conceived by I. Smith (1980, as cited in Hickman, 
2001) that included the technocrat, high priest, social worker, pedagogue, and anomic. 
Hickman's (2001) "clean, tidy, and efficient" art room was associated with the "technocrat" 
teaching approach believed to be concerned with "giving opportunities for exploration and 
understanding of materials" (p. 8). Hickman's "anarchic art studio" said to be "full of intrigue, 
mystery, and chaos" was associated with the "high priest" teaching approach believed to be 
"concerned primarily with facilitating individual personal expression" (p. 8). Hickman's "cozy 
home away from home" art room was associated with the "social worker" teaching approach 
believed to be primarily concerned with "encouraging social awareness, treating their 
classrooms more as therapy rooms rather than studios, a place where they can give and vent 
their emotions" (p. 8). Finally, Hickman's "anthropological museum" said to be "full of visually 
interesting items from the made and natural world" was associated with the "pedagogue" 
teaching approach believed to be primarily focused on perceptual development relating to 
the aesthetic responses of students" (p. 8). Although Hickman did not observe an environment 
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to pair with Smith's fifth teaching approach, he speculated that such an "anomic" environment 
would "be characterized by a certain sterility" (p. 8). 
 Relationally, Hickman (2001) described curriculum focus in connection with his four 
highlighted categories. According to Hickman, the "high priest" type of art teacher would 
create a studio (not a classroom) atmosphere and "expect students to rely on their own 
imaginations for their inspiration, rather than on external stimuli" (p. 9). The "high priest" is an 
artist who happens to teach, whose work is his or her own art making (p. 10). The 
"pedagogue and "technocrat" would however "base their lessons on the visual resources 
available" (p. 9). According to Hickman, these two categories represent professional art 
educators who may even consider their own art work to be art education (p. 11). The "social 
worker" according to Hickman's observations, "is more likely to adopt an issues-based 
approach" (p. 9) that focuses on a particular concept but may additionally include the use of 
a range of resources. Hickman did qualify his categorizations by stating that the approaches 
outlined may not be mutually exclusive. Indeed, they may overlap resulting in the 
determination of resource utilization based on the degree of emphasis placed on each 
aspect. Because teaching art involves creativity, and creativity results from complexity and not 
the acquisition of specific traits (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996), overlapping, though difficult to 
imagine, best not be ruled out. 
 Through informal interviews Hickman (2001) discovered that art teachers commonly 
share two beliefs: (a) visually stimulating environments indirectly enhance creative learning 
opportunities, and (b) collections of natural forms and artifacts provide ready resources for 
observational drawing (pp. 8-9). Hickman found that creating an ambience is valued by art 
teachers and pointed to work by Sikes (1987) and Tallack (2000) to back up his claim. In 
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summary, with the possible exception of the technocrat, Hickman stated that, "art teachers 
have an awareness of the need to work in an environment that is not threatening, 
institutional, or just plain dull, but is welcoming, personalized, and intriguing" (p. 11). 
 This section reviewed research connecting place to teaching style. The next section will 
connect the classroom to place. 
 Connecting the classroom. Bolin (2000a) tagged the visual art classroom as "a critical 
locus of art education" but stressed the importance of the critical connections between what 
happens in the classroom and what students encounter in the outside world (p. 4). 
Subsequently Bolin (2000b) discussed apprehension and appreciation in relation to the 
importance of the contexts of time and place. Contextual studies of time, place, and people 
offer fertile grounds for exploration of the human condition (p. 4). "Nearby locations of 
context" provide the means to explore local history (p. 5).  
 In the same spirit, Thompson (2003) articulated that the emergent curriculum in early 
childhood education relies on Lowenfeld's (1957) assumption that a child's world expands 
from direct experience of self and gradually extends outward, towards family, neighborhood, 
school, and the larger world. Due to this particular nature of early childhood learning, 
Thompson highlighted the work of Helm and Katz (2001) as an example of how experiences 
and inquiries can "be grounded in tangible objects and sites available for direct examination" 
(Thompson, 2003, p. 137). This grounding can be accomplished through the physical 
environment of the classroom in the form of artifacts and visuals that are lesson-specific. 
Thompson also acknowledged that children of today interface directly with mediated 
messages from a complex array of sources including television, video games, and the Internet 
which often results in leaving behind the representations of direct experience for 
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representations made through "terms made familiar by popular culture" (p. 144). While 
advocating for curriculum spaces that allow for personal meaning making, Thompson's article 
also reveals key roles connected to social influence. "The presence of other children—as 
companions, models, audience, tutors, students, and collaborators—is one of the primary 
reasons that art classes for young children should exist" (p. 139). 
 Staying with the theme of connections, Trafi-Prats (2009) work surrounds art 
education's role in the enhancement of aesthetic and social interconnections between children 
and environment. Her work studies spatial experience through visual ethnography and seeks 
to illuminate issues of childhood identity and "the material experiences of being a child in the 
actual world" (p. 7). She invokes Bourriaud's (1998) relational aesthetics in a call for " a 
model of art education centered on relations and transformative actions" (Trafi-Prats, 2009, 
p. 18) which "cultivate forms of aesthetic relationality between children and the spaces where 
they live" (p. 19). 
 This section reviewed the research illustrating how the classroom can connect to 
places in the outside world. The next section will discuss place-based education. 
 Place-based education. The concept of place in education and art education has 
been most popularly associated with place-based education, which includes engagement with 
a local setting. Gruenewald's (2003) summary including "experiential learning, context-based 
learning, problem-posing education, outdoor education, environmental/ecological 
education, bioregional education, natural history, critical pedagogy, service learning, 
community-based education, Native American education" (p. 620) illustrates the wide range 
of educational approaches that foster place-conscious teaching and learning.  
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 Place-based art pedagogies emphasize the relationship between art, art education, 
and the environment. Reaching back to Smith (1970) and Smith and Smith’s (1970) pairing 
of value in aesthetic experience with sensitivity to the maintenance of a healthy environment, 
Blandy and Hoffman (1993) combined conceptions from eco-theorists and eco-activists to 
derive an "art education of place": 
We will provide means to embody and manifest a sense of place into everyday action 
by encouraging art educators to be cognizant of their unique biotic and geologic 
communities, to promote language as a means to affirm life-sustaining relationships, 
and to suggest a critical analysis of taken-for-granted concepts within existing arts 
institutions that affect the environment. (p. 23)  
 
Placed-based education teaches against human-centered biases in support of 
interdependence and harmony with natural systems.  
 Blandy and Hoffman (1993) differentiated between community-based and place-
based art education by emphasizing the definition of community to include anthropocentrism, 
or "humans but not the ground on which we walk, the other species with whom we share this 
ground, the atmosphere that sustains life, and the greater knowns and unknowns of the 
universe" (p. 26). Blandy and Hoffman's "art education of place" emphasizes a holistic 
worldview that reinforces environmental awareness. Their concept urges art educators to 
"create learning environments that are sensitive to practices that promote the sustainability of 
the environments and attend to the concept of community as place" (p. 31).  
 Illustrating the popularity of place-conscious education, a recent issue of Art Education 
was dedicated to place and its relationship to an art educator's professional practice. Themes 
included challenging perceptions of homelessness and community through service learning 
(Lawton, 2010), constraints and possibilities connected with teaching art in a Muslim country 
(Pepin-Wakefield, 2010), learning art education in virtual places (Lu, 2010), interdisciplinary 
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(artists, community members, educators, engineers, social activists) projects connecting 
cultural, environmental, health, and social issues related to the human significance of water 
(Cornelius et al., 2010), growing environmentalism in Canada (Inwood, 2010), plastic bag 
pollution in Hong Kong (Sang, 2010), and place-based visual mini-ethnographic approach 
to art (Powell, 2010). 
 Aligning with the notion of place-based or place-conscious education, Ellsworth’s 
(2005) concept of place refers to places outside of the school and focuses on what is seen 
and felt in direct experience within the process of learning. This resonates with Dewey's 
philosophy of education (1938) as well as his philosophy of art (1934) as both utilize 
experience as a main component. Ellsworth's relation to "knowledge in the making" as 
opposed to knowledge as "a thing made" also aligns with Kolb's (1984) perpetual spiral 
model of experiential learning cycles that begin with experience and move through reflection, 
conceptualization, and action, then on to further experience. 
 Examples of places of learning in art education include Perrin's (1986) use of the local 
built environment to teach junior high school students an array of lessons surrounding 
aesthetics, function, structure, style and community, and Jeffers (2004) use of theme parks. 
Citing as tools the art of placemaking, storytelling, and experience design, Jeffers portrayed a 
theme park as a "cultural vortex" composed of the dynamic dualisms of place and space, 
myth and reality, and work and play (p. 221). Theme parks were described as experiential 
catalysts of personal story creation where one can "wander in and out of their own realities, 
even as they allow themselves to be immersed in the park's mythical themes" (p. 222).  
 A theme park designer works "to intensify experiential connections between human 
movement and place" and explains that "feelings of wonder or exhilaration can be produced 
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by creating sudden transitions between various scenes" (p. 225). Tuan's (1997, as cited in 
Jeffers, 2004, p. 226) description of a "good place" is one that stimulates the imagination 
and has "a boundary that separates it from, yet allows, traffic with the larger world" (p. 191). 
Tuan's (1977, as cited in Jeffers, 2004) definition of place as security and space as freedom 
reinforces the interrelated terms, "from the security and stability of place, we become aware of 
the openness, the freedom, and the threat of space, and vice versa" (p. 226). According to 
Jeffers (2004), space is converted to place as an individual slows and locates him/herself. 
Ultimately Jeffers illustrated that the theme park story evolves from movement between place 
and space and the human desire to "attach to the one and long for the other" (Tuan, 1977, 
as cited in Jeffers, 2004, p. 226). Jeffers (2004) stressed that theme parks reduce that 
longing by presenting endless opportunities for shifts creating simultaneous hybrids of both. A 
most interesting point made by Jeffers is that both the design of the experience and the 
experience is driven by story. "Theme park design...is less of a story about place and more 
about creating a place for story" (p. 227). 
 Several more examples of "places of learning" in art education illustrate the multiple 
scales at which place can be illuminated. For example, York et al. ’s (1993) focus on setting 
to emphasize the impact and effects of natural and constructed environments on all living 
things; Kushins and Brisman’s (2005) perspective surrounding the classroom and the 
importance of material culture to learning as one way of making lessons meaningful; James’s 
(1996) use of systems theory in a sculpture studio class to show that all elements in a learning 
context contribute to learning; Powell and Lajevic’s (2011) study highlighting place as a 
means to connect self, art, community, and local knowledge; and Speed’s (2010) "underview" 
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effect (which will be elaborated on in the next section) which play's on White's (1987) 
"overview effect" and its relation to the Gaia hypothesis.8    
 This section reviewed the research that connected experiential aspects of environments 
to learning, and illustrated how physical aspects of a learning environment could contribute 
to a sense of place, experience design, and the creation of story. The next section will discuss 
alternate geographies. 
 Alternate geographies. Recent work by Leander et al. (2010) frames the "classroom-
as-container" as a dominant discourse that functions as an "imagined geography" which has 
shaped educational learning and research practice and perspectives (p. 329). According to 
these researchers, this container-like perspective permeates beyond the material location of 
the classroom through related concepts such as conventions surrounding pedagogy, 
scheduling, and maintenance of order. This "fractal of educational research" has been 
multiplied, expanded, and combined to produce scaled images of learning, but they argue 
that this dominant discourse does little to account for the multiple geographies and mobilities 
of the contemporary student (pp. 332-333). As a fix, they propose disrupting the classroom-
as-container discourse through expansion into alternate conceived or imagined spaces 
(Lefebvre, 1991, as cited in Leander et al., 2010): learning-in-place, learning trajectories, 
and learning networks. "The classroom as an imagined and expanded geography" considers 
how contemporary students "produce virtual 'places' in online spaces," and connect to 
multiple places, people, and resources across space-time (p. 330). Leander et al. (2010) 
                                           
8 James Lovelock’s (1979) Gaia theory, named after the Greek earth-goddess, views the earth as a complex, 
self-regulating, unified, cooperating, evolving, living organism, of which man plays an integral component. 
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challenge us to abandon the isolated container metaphor of a classroom and replace it with 
the notion of "place as a multiplicity, a product of interrelations, and thus, as constantly 
opened up to interactions with other places" (p. 336). Moreover, they encourage the 
metaphor of an intersection over that of a parking lot (p. 336). 
 Conversion of virtual space to virtual place is a specific concern of Burbules (2004). 
His differentiation of virtual learning spaces from virtual learning places involves familiarity 
and significance. "As virtual learning spaces become familiar and significant, they become 
virtual learning places" (p. 162). According to Burbules virtual placemaking is accomplished 
through immersion, and immersion is accomplished through four processes of engagement 
(interest, involvement, imagination, and interaction). The educational modifier is earned when 
the processes of engagement are judged to be "educationally productive" (p. 178).  
 Speed (2010) explores mobile technology's effect on sense of place. Citing White’s 
(1987) previously mentioned "overview effect" as a lens to view the earth as a whole system, 
rather than through identification with parts, Speed (2010) offers an alternative, "underview 
effect" which involves experience gained from a surface standpoint through the connection of 
people to people. Speed explains that abstractions of space in the form of maps and 
diagrams do not contain a sense of place. Potentially locative media can provide a sense of 
place through connection of people to environment. Speed's work is another illustration that 
place can be felt on many levels. 
Experience and Education 
 This section provides a theoretical foundation through the review of several learning 
theories that rely on experience in order to inform how they might relate to interactions with 
the material world. 
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 The connection of experience and education goes back at least as far as Aristotle as is 
evident in his quote: “For the things we have to learn before we can do them, we learn by 
doing them” (cited in McKeon, 1941, p. 952). I interpret this to mean that even when we 
attempt to learn something indirectly, we do not really learn it until we experience it directly. 
For example, take Dewey's (1925) popular example of hot and cold (p. 263). When we 
isolate these qualities from the experiences they were naturally a part of, and ascribe them to 
other concepts, we are in essence making the qualities of hot and cold exist without the 
experience of our body in relation to it.9 Dewey's notion of experience posits that something 
becomes knowable by ascribing qualities to events on a physical level. Active learning relies 
on knowledge creation through the transformation of experience, in contrast to the antiquated 
model of passive learning that relies on knowledge creation through the transmission of pre-
existing, fixed ideas. 
 Influenced by Dewey, Swiss educational philosopher, Jean Piaget is credited with 
formalizing the constructivist theory of knowing. This theory suggests that individuals construct 
meaning and new knowledge from an interaction between their ideas and their experiences. 
This occurs through processes of assimilation (incorporating new experiences into existing 
frameworks) and accommodation (reframing to fit new experiences). According to this theory, 
the transmission model of education falls short because students do not merely take in what is 
being taught but interpret the information in light of their own knowledge and experience 
(Ackerman, 2004). 
                                           
9 Dr. Kredell (2012) cited and interpreted this reference in her work, which greatly helped me think through my 
own research. 
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 Experiential learning theory. Building on Dewey and Jean Piaget, and several other 
prominent 20th-century scholars (Kurt Lewin, William James, Carl Jung, Paulo Freire, and 
Carl Rogers) who made experience central in their theories on human development or 
education, David Kolb (1984) authored an experiential learning theory (ELT). ELT conceives a 
spiral model10 of experiential learning that begins with experience and moves through 
reflection, conceptualization, and action, then on to further experience (p. 33). ELT posits that 
knowledge is gained through personal and environmental experiences that are constantly 
being updated. The theory relies on six propositions: 
1. Learning is a process, not an outcome. 
2. All learning is re-learning. 
3. Learning requires conflict resolution between antipodal modes of adaptation. 
4. Learning is a holistic process of adaptation that requires thinking, feeling, perceiving, 
and behaving. 
5. Learning results from synergetic transactions between the learner and environment. 
6. Learning is a process of creating personal knowledge. (Kolb & Kolb (2005, p. 194) 
 
 Experiential learning styles. More recent developments in ELT refine the assessment of 
“experiential learning styles” using a concept called learning style inventory (LSI) (Kolb & Kolb, 
2005, p. 193). LSI defines learning style as a description of individual differences in learning 
based on the learner’s preference for employing different phases of the learning cycle (pp. 
194-195). LSI has identified four dominant learning styles that are associated with different 
styles of learning: diverging, assimilating, converging, and accommodating (p. 196). A brief 
review of the ELT model will clarify the impact of experiential learning styles on ELT. 
                                           
10 Kolb acknowledged it was John Dewey who first conceived the experiential learning cycle as a spiral and not 
a closed circle (1984, p. 132). 
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 The ELT model portrays two sets of dialectically related modes of experience. The first 
set has to do with grasping experience and runs a continuum between concrete experience 
and abstract conceptualization. The second set relates to transforming experience and runs a 
continuum between reflective observation and active experimentation (p. 194). According to 
ELT, “experiential learning is a process of constructing knowledge that involves a creative 
tension among the four learning modes that is responsive to contextual demands. This 
process is portrayed as an idealized learning cycle or spiral where the learner “touches all 
bases”—experiencing, reflecting, thinking, and acting—in a recursive process that is 
responsive to the learning situation and what is being learned” (p. 194). Table 1 illustrates 
learning style paired with dominant learning abilities. 
Table 1. Learning Styles Paired with Dominant Learning Abilities (adapted from Kolb & Kolb, 2005, pp. 196-197) 
 
 A learner with a diverging learning style is “best at viewing concrete situations from 
many points of view,” and “performs better in situations that call for generation of ideas” (p. 
196). A learner with an assimilating style is “best at understanding a wide range of 
information and putting it in concise, logical form” in addition to being “less focused on 
people and more interested in ideas and abstract concepts” (p. 196). A learner with a 
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converging learning style is “best at finding practical uses for ideas and theories,” and has 
“the ability to solve problems and make decisions based on finding solutions to questions or 
problems” (p. 197). A learner with an accommodating style has “the ability to learn from 
primarily ‘hands-on’ experience,” and enjoy carrying out plans and involving themselves in 
new challenges and experiences” (p. 197). 
 Learning space. Kolb and Kolb’s (2005) concept of learning space provides a 
framework for understanding the interface between student learning styles and the institutional 
learning environment (p. 193). 
The ELT learning space concept emphasizes that learning is not a universal process 
but a map of learning territories, a frame of reference within which many different 
ways of learning can flourish and interrelate. It is a holistic framework that orients the 
many different ways of learning to one another (p. 200). 
The ELT learning space concept (Kolb & Kolb, 2005) aligns with the Contextual Model of 
Learning which posits that learning is the process/product of interactions between three 
overlapping contexts: the personal, the sociocultural, and the physical (Falk & Dierking, 
2000, p. 10).  
 Dewey's theory of experience, Kolb's constructivist-based experiential learning theory, 
Kolb and Kolb's notions of learning styles and learning spaces, and Falk and Dierking's 
contextual model of learning can collectively help to inform a deeper conversation 
surrounding the use of the material world in art education.   
Summary 
 Literature has revealed six significant ways in which scholars in education and art 
education talk about and/or relate to space and place: (a) as a physical space for teaching 
(a place to control and manage); (b) as a tangible teaching resource (grounding experience 
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in a tangible material culture for direct examination); (c) as a place to tell a story (providing 
sparks of engagement that lead the imagination); (d) as an environment to nurture a teaching 
style; as a vehicle to maintain a healthy relationship with the environment; (e) as a connection 
point to the larger world (systems approach);and (f) as a concept to ground curriculum and 
pedagogy. 
 My study seeks to enter this rich conversation by deepening the understanding 
surrounding the educational potential of the material world by highlighting engagement 




 This chapter discusses the details of the research process I undertook to fulfill my goal 
of exploring the use of the material world in teaching visual arts education within a pre-
service Saturday art school classroom. In this chapter, I present the research design, including 
my methodological rationale, the research setting, and selection of participants, as well as 
elements I bring into the study as the main research instrument. I also discuss my methods of 
data generation and analysis and close with a brief discussion on the issues of trustworthiness 
and ethics. As is customary in research designs predominantly guided by qualitative methods, 
I looked to my proposal as a guide rather than a fixed blueprint (Bogdan & Biklen, 1988, p. 
70). In this chapter, I chronicle the path that evolved and explain when and why I deviated 
from my original plan. 
Research Design Overview 
 I chose an instrumental case study approach (Stake, 1995) to facilitate my 
understanding of the use of the material world within a pre-service Saturday art school (SAS) 
program. This broad methodological framework enabled me to blend aspects of 
interpretation and lived experience (Stake, 1978, p. 7). Within my case study framework, I 
employed a concurrent nested mixed method design that facilitated the simultaneous 
collection of qualitative and quantitative data. Although qualitative methods guided my study, 
I nested the quantitative methods within the predominant qualitative methods (QquanUAL). 
This design served a mixed methods purpose of complementarity (Greene, 2007, pp. 127-
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128).11 I relied on the qualitative methods to facilitate understanding. I drew on the 
descriptive quantitative components to facilitate the establishment of associations between 
variables in order to help me describe with complexity the taskscapes under investigation. I 
delimited my "bounded system" (Smith, 1974, as cited in Stake, 1978) by the educational 
spaces utilized by the SAS program (see Figure 3). 
 
Figure 1: Graphic representation of my case study framework. 
  
 Using the Saturday school as my unit of analysis (Erickson, 1984, p. 2) I focused on 
the spatial practices and processes12 of teaching assistants and student teachers in their roles 
of both teaching and learning. I sought to describe and interpret how these participants 
                                           
11 "In a complementarity mixed-method study, qualitative and quantitative methods are used to measure 
overlapping but also different facets of phenomenon" (Greene, Caracelli, Graham, 1989, p. 258). 
12 How they use space, or involve it in what they are teaching and/or learning. 
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related to the situated phenomena of the material world. As an emplaced researcher, I was a 
part of the social, sensory, and material environment under observation (Pink, 2009). From a 
constructivist perspective, I acknowledge there are multiple realities, and knowledge is actively 
and individually constructed and created (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). As the research instrument, 
I was individually responsible for obtaining and interpreting the data. Indeed, my involvement 
with the participants was fundamental to understanding the phenomenon under investigation. 
 A case study approach enabled engagement with a diverse variety of evidence 
including artifacts, documents, interview transcripts, and fieldnotes (Stake, 1995). This 
framework highlights: description and explanation, rather than prediction; and hypothesis 
generation, rather than hypothesis testing. My hypothesis emerged from patterns and themes I 
mined from my data. 
 I aimed to gain an in-depth understanding, through this exploratory project, of how 
the material world is used in teaching visual arts education in a SAS environment. The focus 
of my study was to understand from the perspective of the teaching assistants and pre-service 
teachers. Through my qualitative components, I highlighted the features, or qualities, of 
experience and gleaned teacher values through discussions with my key participants. My 
quantitative components enhanced the description of the taskscapes under investigation. The 
case study structure served to promote the understanding of the complex interrelationships 
between data sources (Stake, 1995, p. 37). 
 Why the Saturday Art School? This study was conducted within the SAS program on a 
university campus. As I detailed in Chapter 1, I became interested in this venue based on the 
SAS practice involving lesson-specific transformations of the material aspects of the SAS 
classrooms. This concept of teachers in transition applies to many public schools that have no 
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designated classrooms for art education. Despite its higher education laboratory-like setting, 
the SAS attends closely to K-12 values because of the dual layers of education it serves. As 
part of a teacher-training program, the SAS provides pre-service art educators with a diverse 
range of teaching experiences while simultaneously providing visual arts learning 
opportunities to the community at large. It is less formal than public education and the 
student population is voluntary. Although the SAS is an atypical school art setting, it shares 
important aspects of the school art style as the student teachers are being trained to function 
within public school environments. Conducting research within this special setting enabled me 
to isolate a single classroom and observe how it was purposefully transformed by six different 
pre-service teachers.  
 The setting. I chose a representative setting that resides inside the boundaries of a 
large midwestern top-tier research university. I collected data during two consecutive SAS 
semester-long sessions within the spaces of a school of art and design, within a college of 
fine and applied arts. The associated department of art education had included a pre-
kindergarten through 12th grade (PreK-12) Saturday Art School (SAS) program for almost 50 
years. This SAS program, which I refer to by the pseudonym Prairie SAS, offered a laboratory-
school environment that served to broaden PreK-12 students’ exposure to traditional and 
contemporary arts practices. Simultaneously, the program provided authentic teaching 
experiences to pre-service undergraduate and continuing graduate art educators.13   
 Program recruitment involved soliciting PreK-12 students via brochures sent out to past 
participants; news releases to area media outlets; an announcement in a weekly email sent to 
                                           
13 Taken from school web page. 
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all university employees; and through the program website. In addition, subsidized waivers for 
children were available through the local school district and the local Boys and Girls Club. 
Young student participant demographics were not available, other than the age group 
enrollment statistics. According to the program secretary, waiver admissions were believed to 
increase PreK-12 participant diversity. 
Site information. Within this Prairie SAS domain, I purposefully selected (Patton, 2002) 
two classrooms (classroom-A and -B) for primary data collection. I based my selection criteria 
on opposing constraints and affordances. Classroom-A contained no built-in smart room 
capabilities; classroom-B contained a ceiling-mounted projector, stereo speakers, and 
presentation podium. I suspected that technology might play a key role in bringing in some of 
the "alternate geographies" outlined earlier by Leander et al. (2010). Both classrooms dually 
served the undergraduate/graduate pre-service art education student population as a space 
to learn and a space to teach. 
 On Wednesdays and Fridays, classroom-A hosted an undergraduate class preparing 
art education student teachers for the Saturday art school and a graduate class in advanced 
philosophy of art education that directly impacts the teaching philosophies associated with the 
SAS teaching assistants. On Saturday, classroom-A hosted an SAS elementary-level class. In 
other words, college students who taught in classroom-A on Saturday were themselves 
students in that same physical classroom on Wednesdays and Fridays. In addition, classroom-
A was the site of a talkback reflective meeting that occurred immediately following final 
cleanup each Saturday the SAS was in session. The reflective meetings facilitated a sharing of 
stories and experiences from the intersecting viewpoints of student teacher, teaching assistant, 
and faculty member. 
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 Classroom-B, the smart room, also hosted an elementary-level (session-1: third grade; 
session-2: third and fourth grade) SAS class on Saturdays. On Mondays and Wednesdays, 
classroom-B was home to a course designed to teach elementary education majors how to 
integrate art into their general curriculum. On Tuesdays and Thursdays, classroom-B hosted 
an undergraduate art education class that emphasized professional development and 
reflective practices. In summary, I chose my primary data collection sites based on 
opportunities for comparison between student teacher-as-student and student teacher-as-
teacher scenarios. This is important because my study focused on understanding from the 
viewpoints of the student teachers and experienced teaching assistants, both while learning 
how to teach and while practicing the craft of teaching. Serendipitously, I learned midway 
through my data collection that of the six classrooms utilized by the SAS program, classroom-
A and -B were the only two earmarked solely for art education purposes. The remainder of 
the classrooms belonged to other art and design disciplines during the week. 
 In addition to primary observations, which occurred in classrooms-A and -B, 
background observations occurred weekly (each week the SAS was in session) in all six SAS 
classrooms. Each Friday afternoon, art education student teachers and teaching assistants 
physically transformed the higher education classrooms into the SAS classrooms. A tour, 
facilitated by the faculty member in charge, immediately followed the transformations. This 
tour included the assembly and involvement of all SAS student teachers and teaching 
assistants. The collective group visited each classroom and listened to the associated student 
teachers talk about what was to occur inside the space the following day when the children 
were present. I also observed, at the end of each semester-long session, the setup, exhibition, 
and teardown in a gallery space located within the same building that housed the SAS 
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classrooms. These ancillary participant-observations afforded me additional time to converse 
with all levels of participants. The art exhibition experiences also gave me an opportunity to 
view collectively the artworks created by the young-students who participated in the program. 
Participants. I linked participant selection to individuals with past or present 
involvement in the SAS program. Recruitment involved verbal and written invitations to 
become research participants. I issued a verbal group invitation, sanctioned by the professor 
in charge, to all current SAS teaching assistants and student teachers at the beginning of 
Session-1 and Session-2. After each invitation, I made available an information sheet to all 
who showed interest (see Appendix B). Primary participants included teaching assistants and 
student teachers who taught in classroom-A and -B. Secondary participants included teaching 
assistants in art education and student teachers who taught in the remainder of the SAS 
classroom spaces. My secondary participants offered richness of perspective that I based in 
part on grade level teaching experience. Background participants were individuals who could 
teach me something about the context, who were either currently or previously involved in 
some aspect of the Prairie SAS program. This included faculty members, teaching assistants, 
past student teachers, and program administrators and support staff. 
Key participants. Teaching assistants and student teachers who taught in classroom-A 
became my key participants. This decision enabled me to focus on the physical properties of 
one classroom instead of two. Selecting key participants from a single classroom provided the 
greatest opportunity to help me understand the phenomenon under investigation while 
working with a small sampling of participants within the targeted context (Lincoln & Guba, 
1985). My key participants offered a diversity of interests that I based in part on favorite 
medium and personal art style.  
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 Hannah: Listen through new media. Teaching assistant Hannah was a 35-year-old 
international student from Canada, working towards a PhD in Art Education. She came to the 
program with a Bachelor’s of Arts in Art History, Visual Arts, and Education, along with a 
teaching certification from a Canadian university. Her teaching experience included five years 
in Canada while working on her Master’s of Arts in Education, followed by four years in Asia 
prior to returning to academia to work on her doctoral degree. Her future plans included 
teaching art education and digital media in higher education. Hannah was a practicing artist, 
and her preferred medium was photography. Miss Hannah told me that, as an art teacher, 
because art is very personal, she believed in establishing inter-personal connections with her 
students. She added that she found new media to be a strong vehicle through which to relate; 
a way of listening to their current interests and values so she could adjust her pedagogy 
accordingly. I observed Hannah teach one lesson and supervise eight others in classroom-A 
during a fall semester, which I refer to as SAS Session-1.  
SAS Session-1, in classroom-A, involved a nine-week curriculum unit titled "Body as 
Culture." The age-level served was fourth and fifth grade. The class duration was 90 minutes, 
and met from 9:00 a.m.–10:30 a.m. The class roster included 13 students: three boys (one 
Caucasian American, one Asian American, and one African American), and 10 girls (six 
Caucasian American and four Asian American). As my focus was on the teachers, I did not 
conduct interviews with any of the children or their parents. However, I did respond when 
questioned by members of either group, and that sometimes initiated short conversations. 
During SAS Session-1, Hannah directed two student teachers: Jane and Laurel.  
 Jane: Bombard with diverse languages. Student teacher Jane worked under the 
supervision of Hannah for weeks two through five of the nine-week curriculum unit. Jane was 
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a 37-year-old second-year master's student in art education, working concurrently towards 
her state teaching certification. After earning a Bachelor’s of Fine Arts in Sculpture, she 
married and worked professionally for 12 years as an artist who built three-dimensional 
objects for historical museum work. As manager of the botanical department at an exhibit 
company, she sculpted plants and trees through various methods like casting in urethane, 
braising, silver soldering, welding, and vacuum forming. She then would paint or airbrush the 
results so they looked real. During this time, she worked closely with a botanist. Loving her 
job that mixed science with art, she collected specimens and used them to make molds.  
When she became pregnant, the travel demands associated with her job caused her 
to re-evaluate. When she had one child, and then a second born with hearing loss, her 
experience learning botany through art led her to teaching. She discovered just as she had 
learned about botany through the language of sculpting; she could teach her children to find 
their own answers through the diverse languages of art, that is, answers to questions that had 
no boundaries. As a result, she evolved from a sculptor to an artist who, she said, has no 
favorite medium. She told me that learning through art gave her the confidence to teach 
through art. Her future plans included working as an art teacher in high school, junior 
college, or a community arts program. I observed Jane teach four 90-minute lessons in 
classroom-A. Miss Jane was also present during Miss Hannah's week 1 session. 
Laurel: Guide through personal art making experience. Student teacher Laurel also 
worked under the supervision of Hannah for weeks six through nine of the SAS Session-1 
nine-week curriculum unit. As a 21-year-old undergraduate, Laurel was working concurrently 
towards a Bachelor’s of Fine Arts in Graphic Design, and a Bachelor’s of Arts in Art 
Education and a state teaching certification. Laurel was a practicing artist with preferred 
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mediums of inks, spray paints, and markers. As an art teacher, whenever possible, Laurel 
used art she personally created as the inspiration behind her lesson plans. She enjoyed both 
teaching based on the parameters she personally experienced and wrestled with as an artist, 
as well as learning from the diverse directions her students invariably ended up pursuing. She 
hoped to work as a graphic designer until she was ready to "settle down, have a family, and 
teach art at the high school level." I observed Laurel teach four 90-minute lessons. 
Table 2. Key Participants Teaching in Classroom-A during SAS Session-1 
  
Table 3. Key Participants Teaching in Classroom-A during SAS Session-2. 
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 Yoko: Make sense visible. Teaching assistant Yoko was a 30-year-old international 
student from Taiwan, working towards a PhD in Art Education. She came to the program with 
a Master's degree in Art education and Arts Administration from a university in Taiwan. In her 
home country, she had taught in a private art studio for two years, and for three years she 
had worked as a private art tutor. She planned to return to Taiwan to become a professor of 
art education, where she hoped to conduct research and teach students how to become art 
educators. She said she considered herself as someone who "used to be a practicing artist." 
As an artist, her preferred medium was installation art, and this experience influenced her 
teaching practice. As an art teacher, Yoko believed in visually motivating her students and 
guiding them through experiences they could feel. I observed Yoko collaboratively teach one 
lesson and supervise seven others in classroom-A during a spring semester I refer to as SAS 
Session-2.14  
 SAS Session-2, in classroom-A, involved an eight-week15 curriculum unit entitled "Art 
Making is Transformation." The age-level served was fifth and sixth grade. The class duration 
was two hours, and met from 9:00 a.m.–11:00 a.m. The class roster included 23 students, 
11 boys (six Caucasian American, three Asian American, one Mexican American, and one 
African American); and 12 girls (seven Caucasian American, and five Asian American). 
Remaining procedurally consistent with SAS Session-1, I did not interview any children, or 
                                           
14 I also observed Yoko in conjunction with a nine-week curriculum unit in classroom-B during SAS Session-1. 
Here, she taught one 90-minute lesson and supervised eight others while directing four different student 
teachers. Thirteen third grade students in classroom-B included seven males (four Asian American, two 
Caucasian American, one Mexican American) and six females (three Asian American, two Caucasian American, 
one African American). I include information from those observations when noted. 
15 This is a format change from the nine-week curriculum offered the previous semester. 
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their parents. Once again, I did respond when questioned by members of either group, and 
that sometimes initiated short conversations. During SAS Session-2, Yoko directed two student 
teachers: Abby and Tom. 
 Abby: Learn through creative expression. Student teacher Abby worked under the 
supervision of Yoko for weeks one through four of the SAS Session-2’s eight-week curriculum 
unit. As a 21-year-old undergraduate, Abby was working concurrently towards a Bachelor’s 
degree in Art Education and her state teaching certification. As a practicing artist, Abby's 
preferred medium was ceramics. Her future plans included working as an art teacher and, 
later, seeking a graduate degree in art therapy. As an art teacher, Abby relied on creative 
expression as a foundational tool for learning and engagement. I observed two lessons in 
Abby's classroom, and one lesson she co-taught with Yoko. (Yoko and I missed one of Abby's 
solo teaching sessions due to both of us presenting at the NAEA annual conference.) 
Tom: Practice art through teaching. Student teacher Tom worked under the supervision 
of Yoko for weeks five through eight of the SAS Session-2’s eight-week curriculum unit. Mr. 
Tom was an undergraduate, working concurrently towards a Bachelor’s degree in Art 
Education and his state teaching certification. He introduced himself as 33-years young, 
married, and the father of a 2½ year-old son. He returned to school after serving in the army 
in Bagdad. Mr. Tom had been a practicing artist since before he graduated high school. He 
told me his preferred medium had evolved to video production. He elaborated that, because 
video as a medium involves a fourth dimension of time, through video he can incorporate 
several other mediums. He hoped to work concurrently as an artist and art teacher. Mr. Tom 
viewed teaching art as an art practice itself. As an art teacher, Mr. Tom relied on interest and 
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fun as ingredients for engagement in the art process. I observed four lessons in Mr. Tom's 
classroom. 
The Research Instrument 
 Although I attempted to begin my participant-observations with no preconceived 
notions, I am aware that who I am influences what I see. My standard mode of looking at the 
material world is heavily influenced by my education/training, and 30 years of professional 
experience as an industrial designer. My specialized training as an exhibit designer has taught 
me to be acutely aware of spatial context. The job of an exhibit designer is to make the 
unremarkable remarkable. An exhibit designer integrates pieces of information a customer 
wishes to share and composes a story within a three-dimensional space to facilitate target 
audience engagement. Through the use of architecture, objects, image and text, sound and 
video, taste and smell, light and shadow, space planning, aesthetics, motion and 
movement—all elements to which people respond; an exhibit becomes an experiential form 
of communication between a customer and an audience. As a result of my training, I envision 
space as a medium that can calm, communicate, delight, educate, excite, identify, inspire, 
persuade, and sell. 
 Professional exhibit designers understand that the engagement strategies they employ 
must support the desired narrative. Success lies not in the effects achieved but in the 
particular communicative experiences that reach the targeted audience. An exhibit designer is 
responsible not only for the two and three-dimensional design, documentation, and 
construction of a space but for enticing a desired audience to respond physically and/or 
emotionally and/or intellectually to the constructions. 
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 I have designed temporary spaces, mobile spaces, floating spaces, stationary retail 
and wholesale spaces, and residential spaces. I have also designed the furniture and cabinets 
and fixtures and displays that affect usage and function within the many spaces I have 
designed. My professional and personal experiences have combined to teach me much about 
the anatomy of a spaces and places. Spaces and places have a purpose, a function, and are 
capable of being charged with emotion. Habitual response, use and/or function, and 
message, meaning and remembrance, (Norman, 2004) are tools relied upon by exhibit 
designers. 
 Prior to my professional training and experience, a year abroad heavily impacted the 
way I personally respond to spaces and places. As a senior in high school, I spent 11 months 
in Japan as a Rotary international exchange student. This experience exposed me to a culture 
that artfully mastered the maximization of function and comfort in small spaces. Real estate 
was precious in the city where I lived. In Matsudo City, located less than one hour northeast 
of Tokyo, physical space was not plentiful. Spaces were small but efficient. Vertical space was 
highly valued. Stairs were steeper; gas station pumps were suspended high above the ground 
plane. To fill up one's car with gasoline, one needed merely to position their car underneath 
a hanging hose. Golf driving ranges had two levels of tee boxes. These and other vertical 
space-saving innovations left a huge impression on me. 
 My extended stay in Japan also exposed me to concepts of Eastern aesthetics such as 
Wabi, Sabi, Wabi-Sabi, and Shibui.16 My prolonged engagement in a country that views 
                                           
16 Wabi teaches one to see beauty in flawed details. Sabi is a beautiful patina, or beauty or serenity that comes 
with age. Wabi-Sabi together refers to the acceptance of transience. And Shibui is an adjective that describes 
the beauty of aging. 
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space as a precious resource laid the groundwork for my research focus, surrounding the 
purpose and function of space in art education. Concepts from Eastern aesthetics surfaced in 
my analysis even before I was introduced to the notion of a living pattern (Alexander, 1979). 
 Based on my exposure to Eastern aesthetics, it is somewhat ironic that I graduated with 
a Bachelor’s of Fine Arts in Industrial Design. The term ‘industrial design’, often 
misunderstood, originally referred to the integration of design and industrial mass-production 
techniques. Mainstream industrial design largely recognizes the aesthetic of technological 
sleekness that includes symmetry and mass-produced perfection in the form of consumer 
products. The mainstream industrial design aesthetic, where the general desire is to make 
sure each product that comes off the assembly line is pristine and fresh and exactly identical, 
is comparable to a non-living pattern that repeats in exact detail. The Eastern aesthetic, which 
incorporates transience, is comparable to a pattern that repeats in a living manner, like the 
leaves of an oak tree, where all can be identified as an oak leaf, but no two are exactly the 
same.  Throughout my professional career, I have operated outside the mainstream, 
predominantly within the areas of furniture, display, and exhibit design. It is in these areas that 
I feel I can stay close to the physical product production, and keep repetition of exact detail to 
a minimum. Although I am familiar with mass production techniques, designing nonliving 
patterns in the form of injection molded housings to be produced in satellite third world 
countries has never appealed to me. Maybe that is why "vanilla" classrooms leave me cold; 
classrooms stripped down with no distinguishing or identifying characteristics. My bias 
towards unique authentic design, design that incorporates a story within the materials and 
processes that compose it, has no doubt influenced my data analysis surrounding the use of 
the material world in the SAS environments. 
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 Outsider perspective. I am an outsider to K-12 art education. Prior to undertaking this 
study, most of my experiences in this arena occurred in a different century, when I was myself 
a K-12 art student. I consider myself lucky because I was a K-12 student in an era when art 
was formally part of the curriculum.  As a child who thoroughly enjoyed art class, I 
experienced frequent recognition for artworks I produced. Throughout my K-12 educational 
experience, my teachers often recognized my work in class, showcased it on school bulletin 
boards, and/or chose it for exhibition. I won the junior high school art award at my eighth-
grade graduation ceremony. I won a national Scholastic gold medal art award my junior year 
in high school, before leaving to spend my senior year in Japan. 
 I briefly returned to K-12 art class in the mid 1980s, this time as a teacher. In my five-
year affiliation with a state-funded religiously founded children's home I spent a large portion 
of time as a staff member within the therapeutic recreation department. My job duties 
included independent responsibility for developing and teaching nightly classes in ceramics, 
arts and crafts, and painting and drawing. Additionally within this time frame, I held a 
substitute-teaching certificate. Over a 3-year period, I substitute taught grades four–eight 
within the children's home district-certified campus school. My fieldwork resurrected many 
memories from my past teaching experiences. These memories infiltrate my study and 
heighten empathic connections between me and the student teachers and teaching assistants 
I observed. 
 My limited pre-K teaching experience afforded genuine opportunities in my research to 
describe and interpret the spatial processes of student teachers and teaching assistants (in 
roles of teaching and learning) in a fresh manner. Because of my lack of formal training 
within this realm of experience, I reacted to everything I saw not as a prescribed action but a 
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unique revelation. Targeting my study inside an area I had not been professionally involved 
enabled me to study aspects that insiders may take for granted (Bogdan & Biklen, 1988, p. 
52).  
 Insider perspective. My professional and personal experiences contributed to my 
advantageous insider knowledge on space and place. I am familiar with the functional and 
emotional components of the built environment and have the vocabulary to discuss them. 
However, this familiarity also provided challenges as my designer persona at times clashed 
with my researcher persona. Throughout my research process, I reflected on the contexts I 
brought to the investigation. Indeed, my insider status as a designer of spaces frequently 
awakened my problem-resolution training. Design is not always a problem-solving activity 
because solving implies a correct answer. Problem resolving, on the other hand, is about 
making judgments and often necessitates compromise between conflicting requirements. 
Problem-resolving design often yields multiple viable alternatives. Good design successfully 
identifies negotiable and non-negotiable constraints, managing the non-negotiable while 
optimizing the negotiable. Experienced designers often move quickly through the alternatives 
to reach timely, thereby economical, resolutions. I felt my researcher persona continually 
remind my designer persona that qualitative research is less about making quick judgments, 
and more about exposing the dimensions and aspects that lead to understanding. Although 
research ultimately involves judgment, it is more about illuminating complexity through the 
systematic investigation of questions. 
 Throughout my research process, I worked hard to remember that my designer 
persona could distort what I see. In my reflections, I also remained mindful that, as a situated 
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researcher, my human voice is an important part of the multiple perspectives I have a 
responsibility to include in my report.  
Generating Data 
 I generated data for my study through participant-observation, formal and informal 
semi-structured interviews, and artifact review. The SAS Session-1 consisted of 39 participant-
observations, several informal conversations with primary, secondary, and background 
participants, and one semi-structured interview with a key participant. Artifact analysis during 
the SAS Session-1 included 18 lesson plan reviews and five website reviews, and review of the 
photographs I took of the spaces and the artworks displayed and produced within the spaces. 
The SAS Session-2 consisted of 23 participant-observations, several informal conversations 
with primary, secondary, and background participants, four semi-structured interviews and 
eight follow-up emails with key participants, and two email interview questionnaires and four 
follow-up emails with key participants who were not available for face-to-face formal 
interviews. I also exchanged several emails with background participants. Artifact analysis 
during the SAS Session-2 included eight lesson plan reviews and review of the photographs I 
took of the spaces and the artworks displayed and produced within the spaces. For examples 
of contact summary sheets, see Appendix C for observations; Appendix D for interviews. 
 Participant observation. A key principle in the method of participant observation is that 
the researcher take on a role within the studied population. On the first Friday of Session-1, I 
met the SAS teaching assistants and student teachers. The professor-in-charge introduced me 
to the group as an education researcher interested in learning spaces. On the second 
Saturday, the facilitating professor invited me to attend the weekly talk-back sessions. Each 
successive week I felt further assimilated into the art education community. I began to help 
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with classroom setup on Friday afternoons. This involved being an extra set of hands to 
arrange furniture, cover tables, and/or hang materials. On Saturdays, the young-students 
frequently engaged me. Sometimes my involvement was the result of a direct question such 
as, "Do you like this?" Sometimes my recruitment involved the affirmation of a student's 
discovery. For example, a young student looked at me, wide-eyed and smiling, pointed to 
what she was working on and said, "Look at this! I thought of this all by myself!" The young-
student's parents began to make eye contact and thank me as they signed their children in 
and/or out. Apparently they assumed that I was part of the educational team. I began to wear 
a lab coat/smock so I could participate aggressively in the cleanup at the end of each class 
period. 
 As a participant-observer, during each session, I wrote fieldnotes on what I was 
noticing, and tried to note when I was noticing it. I made notes on informal conversations I 
had with student teachers, teaching assistants, the facilitating faculty member, the young-
students, and their parents. I took many photographs as I tried to capture the animated 
spatial patterns within the spaces.  
 In the field, I took on what my case study professor, Bob Stake, referred to as "the vow 
of postponement." As I generated data I consciously remained committed to letting issues 
emerge gradually, over the course of multiple observations. Cyclical analysis of my recursive 
data collection facilitated the development of codes, and then themes, and finally issues, 
which helped me continuously clarify my research focus. Table 4 and Table 5 summarize my 
participant observations. 
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Table 4. SAS Session-1 Participant Observations. 
 
Table 5. SAS Session-2 Participant Observations. 
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 Semi-structured interviews. Informal interviews began during my second cycle of 
participant observation in Session-1 and continued through my last cycle in Session-2. The 
Friday setup and tour and Saturday after-class cleanup periods presented quality 
opportunities to ask my participants questions that surfaced during participant observation. 
Often a question would spur a short conversation. I recorded these engagements in my 
notebook.  
 Formal interviews, though open-ended, had more structure. The data I generated 
through recorded interviews followed Kvale’s (1996) seven stages of an interview 
investigation (thematizing, designing, interviewing, transcribing, analyzing, verifying, and 
reporting).  My purpose was to understand the use of the material world from a participant's 
point of view and to "aggregate perceptions" (Stake, 1995, p. 65) over multiple respondents. 
I designed my questions to supplement the thick descriptions I gathered as a participant 
observer and documented in my fieldnotes. I chose the semi-structured interview as my 
vehicle for generating multiple detailed accounts relating to use of the material world in art 
education.  
 I revised my question guide after conducting my first recorded interview and finding 
that my original questions were too general. As a result, I crafted an interview question guide 
following themes I generated through recursive cycles of analysis during Session-1. When 
possible, I grounded my questions in concrete circumstances that occurred while observing 
the key informant inside classroom-A. I designed my questions to guide the direction of the 
interviews. I tried to leave enough latitude to allow my key informants the freedom to steer 
when an opportunity for a side trip presented itself. Through this study I came to understand 
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that mining involves objective or perceived experience whereas traveling involves constructed 
and created experience.17  
 In most cases, I formally interviewed the key participants several weeks, sometimes 
months, after I had observed them teach inside classroom-A. This I attribute to several 
circumstances. One, it took significant amounts of time to manage the products of cyclical 
analysis (processed fieldnotes synchronized to frequency and duration instruments). Two, I 
was mindfully patient to let themes emerge fully before rushing to formal interviews. Three, 
the volume of participant observations during setup on Fridays, cleanup on Saturdays, and 
talkback sessions on Saturdays offered many opportunities for informal conversations with key 
informants (as well as primary, secondary, and background participants) that enabled me to 
address questions without scheduling formal interviews. Sometimes, the delay between 
observation and a request for a formal interview made scheduling difficult. On two occasions, 
when the key informants could not find time to meet with me, we resorted to an email 
exchange instead of face-to-face interviews. This written questionnaire-version left little room 
for Kvale's (1996) traveling metaphor. On the flipside, the delay made the use of exhibit 
questions possible (Stake, 2010, p. 97). By delaying the interview until after I had analyzed 
and processed information from the participant observations, I was able to present images to 
refresh informant recollection as I asked for responses to particular physical setups and/or 
teaching moments. 
                                           
17 Kvale (1996) offers two contrasting metaphors of the interview: A mining metaphor understands knowledge as 
buried and it is the interviewer’s job to unearth the factual information. Alternatively Kvale’s traveler metaphor 
portrays the interviewer unearthing experiential aspects of life journeys traveled. 
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Table 6. Revised Interview Question Guide. 
 
 
 Artifact review. My research study focused on four main artifact categories: (a) 
artworks displayed by classroom teachers, (b) a frequency/duration instrument created by 
me,(c) artworks created inside classroom-A, and (d) written lesson plans that pertained to 
lessons taught inside classroom-A. Artworks displayed revealed multiple modes of 
representation and sensory engagement opportunities. As I stated earlier, my 
frequency/duration instrument enabled me to account for and organize objectively 
measurable components within the customized classroom environments. Artworks created 
inside the classrooms provided insight and evidence of student engagement, or lack thereof. 
Lesson plans gave me glimpses into the planning portions of teacher-perceived curricula 
(Goodlad et. al., 1979). I conducted each review only after observing the class session for 
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which it applied. I respected this order so as not to be influenced by teacher planning, which 
allowed me to see the operational curriculum with fresh eyes. 
Data Analysis and Interpretation 
 As is customary in qualitative research, I followed each phase of data collection with 
data analysis and reduction. As dictated by the constant comparative method (Glaser, 1965), 
my formal analysis began by mining codes from the first cycle of data collected. Within 24 
hours of the close of each Friday-Saturday cycle, I reviewed my photographs and read 
through my fieldnotes. This enabled me to expand on particulars while they were still fresh in 
my mind. While reviewing my notes, I added clarification, asked questions, suggested codes, 
and added interpretive thoughts. I did this in a different color pen between the lines of my 
original writing. In addition, I created a contact summary sheet for each fieldwork session (see 
example in Appendix C) before beginning the slow transcription of my notes into Microsoft 
Word.18 Next, I selected and labeled photographs and combined the text and images into a 
single processed fieldnote document.  
 Once completed, this document could be imported into NVivo19 for further analysis. I 
did not, however, use NVivo to the extent I had originally planned, especially in my early 
analysis cycles. This I attribute partly to not knowing the software well enough to be able to 
think through it. In addition, my slow typing enabled me to think and process while I 
transcribed. I resisted using NVivo until later stages of analysis. Only when my writing room 
                                           
18 Because typing was offered my senior year in high school, when I chose to study in Japan, I never learned to 
type. I became much faster through the course of this project.  
19 NVivo is a qualitative data analysis software program that is capable of integrating documents, audio, 
photographs, and video sources of data collection. 
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began to overflow with physical layers of information, and I feared I could be losing important 
details, did I finally begin to use the digital tool. Up until this point, my preferred mode of 
analysis was to print and read my processed fieldnotes while highlighting passages and 
noting codes, themes, and issues. Many of my notes from this stage grew into short memos.  
Each new cycle informed the subsequent session of data collection. This recursive analysis 
facilitated the gradual generation of the key themes and issues  
 My quantitative analysis strategy was data reduction to facilitate visualization of the 
frequency and duration of variables, as well as assess patterns of interrelationships within the 
data (Greene, 2007). I mined my variables from pre-proposal fieldwork (Bogdan & Biklen, 
1988, p. 68). Early cycles of observational analysis merging time-coded notes with time-
coded photographs, helped me design a closed-ended frequency/duration instrument (see 
Appendix E), which I amended slightly for the SAS-2 (see Appendix F). My quantitative 
component yielded statistics that helped me organize and account for objectively measurable 
components within the environment under investigation.  I used this quantitative instrument to 
construct visual representations of each weekly taskscape20 in classroom-A. Quantifying 
frequency and duration, was time consuming, and I seldom completed my instrument in a 
timely fashion. Because filling out the instrument was sequentially the last step in each 
observation-related cycle, due to its use of information generated in previous steps, it 
frequently remained incomplete prior to the onset of my next cycle of collection. Table 7 
summarizes my data collection/analysis procedures (not necessarily completed in sequence). 
                                           
20 Taskscape is defined as “a pattern of dwelling activities” (Ingold 1993). It comes into being through 
movement (p. 161) and exists through engagement. A taskscape is made visible by studying the activity within. 
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Table 7. Summary of Data Collection and Analysis Procedures. 
 
 Through aggregation and synthesis of the different types of data I constructed, I sought 
to illustrate a coherent and holistic understanding of the complexities surrounding how 
aspects of the material world were used to create SAS learning experiences that were 
individually relevant, or not. My ultimate goal was to integrate and present my data in dual 
formats: quantitatively as statistics that described the composition of various taskscapes, and 
qualitatively as a format that vicariously showed a wide range of experiences. I worked to 
connect these experiential and descriptive examples to pedagogical strategies and curricular 
concerns within the Prairie SAS program. I hope such connections will serve to extend the art 
educator's teaching toolbox. Doing so could potentially enhance both teaching and learning 
experiences in art education. 
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Trustworthiness  
 Trustworthiness in a qualitative study emerges through the efforts of the researcher to 
provide credible, confirmable, dependable and transferable findings (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
I addressed trustworthiness in this study via structural corroboration (Eisner, 1991) through 
coherence across the multiple data sources of products of participant observation, interview 
transcript analysis, artifact analysis, and/or instances of occurrence. From a qualitative 
standpoint, I employed my observational data to construct thick descriptions (Geertz, 1973) 
of the material aspects cultivated and combined in the SAS. I triangulated theses descriptions 
with other data sources (Denzin, 1978; Stake, 1995); photographs I shot while jotting 
fieldnotes, interview notes and transcripts, and analysis of lesson plans.   
 I addressed the dependability of my findings through member checking and peer 
review (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Member checking involved emailing interview transcripts and 
completed cases to participants and soliciting feedback. Responses surrounding the earlier 
transcripts precipitated many back and forth emails with all six key participants. I received 
only three responses regarding review of the cases; they were all positive and asked for no 
changes. One response reiterated the participant's intentions surrounding furniture layout. As 
a result, I returned to the affected case and adjusted my language for clarity. I accomplished 
peer review by providing colleagues with drafts of sections of this manuscript for critique and 
comment. My peer reviewers were doctoral students located in curriculum and instruction, 
and the arts, including arts education specifically. My reflexive journal helped me establish a 
"confirmability audit" surrounding the process of my inquiry (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, pp. 318-
319). 
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 Regarding the process of prolonged engagement (Lincoln & Guba, 1985), Wolcott, 
(1997) advises that the researcher remain "at least long enough to see a full cycle of activity, 
a set of events usually played out in the course of a calendar year" (p. 157). I addressed 
breadth through prolonged engagement by conducting field observations during two full SAS 
sessions, which spanned two consecutive Prairie SAS semesters, one full academic year. This 
afforded me multiple opportunities to access my participants, opportunities that ranged from 
unstructured interviews, to semi-structured interviews, to follow-up conversations, to follow-up 
emails. Some semi-structured interviews and many follow-up conversations occurred in the 
academic year that followed the observations. Prolonged engagement permitted me to begin 
with a vow of postponement (Stake, 1981, as cited by Peshkin, 1985) which kept me open to 
multiple influences during recursive cycles, and transition to persistent observation (Lincoln & 
Guba, 1985, p. 304) where I sharpened my focus on elements that became the most 
relevant along the way. I crafted outlined interim reports (Miles & Huberman, 1984, pp. 75-
77) in order to audit and collate my findings, which helped illuminate gaps in my data and 
areas that needed further focus. Sharing these outlines with my committee chair informed 
subsequent action and helped to determine when I had enough data to cease participant 
observations. I continued data generation until my committee chair agreed I had ample 
emergent ideas to cultivate my grounded theory framework (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). 
 Transferability is ultimately in the hands of the readers of this manuscript; on their 
ability, or willingness, to transfer learning from the SAS context represented to other learning 
contexts that share similar characteristics.  
 From a quantitative standpoint, my observation sample sizes (Session-1: n=9 and 
Session-2: n=8) were not large enough to test various statistical assumptions. Doing so 
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would not have achieved statistical significance. The purpose of my quantitative component 
was to describe rather than to make inferences. Therefore, I present my quantitative 
components as pictorial statistics, which are not generalizable. 
Ethical Considerations 
 I followed strict ethical guidelines throughout this study (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; 
Emerson, Fretz, Shaw, 1995; Bresler, 1996). I secured Institutional research board (IRB) 
approval prior to the commencement of data collection (see Appendix G). I collected all data 
through voluntary participation. All formal interviews began with written informed consent. I 
addressed participant anonymity and confidentiality through the use of pseudonyms. I 
anticipated risk to this study to be no greater than normal life. It is my hope that the results of 
this study increase knowledge and understanding surrounding ways in which the use of the 





 This chapter includes six case studies conducted within the physical space of 
classroom-A. They appear in the order observed. Each case study begins with a short 
introduction of the teacher and continues with a description of their physical classroom setup. 
In each case, after acquainting the reader with their unique setup, I describe the teacher's 
attention to the materiality of the classroom, and its relationship to their teaching. At the end 
of each case study, I reflect on what can be learned from the roles the teachers played in 
space and place making, and in connecting their pedagogies (or not) to the material world.  
Anchoring Physical Emplacement 
  As the foundational element of my findings, the physical realm deserves an expanded 
introduction. One function of physical space, where learning takes place, relates to the 
grounding of corporal experience. An organic connection is particularly important in the 
education of a whole being. An underlying premise in any learning space is that introduction 
is typically at first visual. Indeed, a student's initial contact, with a classroom space, prior to 
entry, predominantly occurs through the eyes.21 Approaching a learning environment with this 
mindset can encourage thoughtful consideration of a student's first impression, or even 
reaction to what a learning space looks like, and how the look of a classroom might set the 
mood for educational experiences about to take place. The following section illustrates the 
physical space of classroom-A prior to SAS intervention.  
                                           
21 Unless the student is blind. Additionally, if loud sounds are originating inside the classroom, initial contact with 
a learning environment can be through the ears, prior to physically entering the space; if odoriferous material is 
present, initial contact can be through the nose, prior to physically entering the space. 
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                          Wayfinding signage.                                                   Classroom identification. 
      
                 Large windows with shades (south wall).                          Chalkboard and projection screen (west wall). 
      
                     Storage and cleanup (north wall).                                  Tack board display capability (east wall). 
Figure 2. Classroom-A, a non-smart room. 
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 The blank slate: What everybody starts with. All SAS classrooms were accessible from 
a single common hallway. As wayfinding aids for young students and parents, colorful 
cardboard signs, installed ninety degrees from each single doorway, displayed grade levels. 
Each classroom had a wooden entrance door with an opaque glass panel at the upper half 
enabling quick detection from the hallway as to whether a classroom was active or in sleep 
mode. Above the glass panel on classroom-A's door, hand-written with a fat black Sharpie 
marker, was the number 235. Beyond the door was a "vanilla" classroom, stripped down with 
few distinguishing or identifying features. 
 At first blush, room 235 could have been a classroom for almost any subject. The no-
nonsense furnishings, eight large, heavy melamine and three smaller laminate folding tables, 
a smaller fixed laminate table and 24-30 plastic injection molded stackable chairs, offered 
flexibility in arrangement. Like the furnishings, the architectural elements, also constructed of 
rugged materials, showed no hint of excess. Cinderblock walls, slate countertop and sink, 
linoleum floor, and acoustic ceiling tiles are difficult to destroy and relatively easy to maintain. 
Parts of the infrastructure remained in full view such as pipes and ductwork that ran along the 
ceiling, calling attention to several missing ceiling tiles. The white palette of walls, window 
shades, and fixed laminate table plus the gray undertones in the chalkboards, countertop, 
garbage cans, and floor tile presented well, under harsh florescent lighting in which low level 
color quality is inherent.22 The dark brown folding tables, along with the Prussian blue chairs, 
                                           
22 This is due to the highly irregular spectrum of fluorescent lighting in which some colors, particularly red, are 
very low or missing altogether. By comparison, the spectrum of incandescent lighting is more uniform and evenly 
distributed. 
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extended the narrow color range, adding some contrast to the otherwise monochromatic 
scheme, but not enough to escape the industrial classification. 
 Institutionalized spaces, often marginally maintained, can be easily identified through 
characteristics of sterile utility and uniformity. Sturdy materials (which often appear in limited 
industrial color palettes) and fluorescent lighting align with institutional priorities of ease of 
maintenance and bottom-line cost consideration. In institutional settings, these qualities 
preside over comfort and aesthetics. Anyone who taught in this classroom began with a 
nondescript space. The challenge for SAS teachers was to transform this blank slate into a 
physical space that would set the tone for what would happen inside. Each teacher sends a 
message to all who enter by the choices they make regarding what they put in and what they 
leave out. The first case study I present is that of Teaching Assistant Hannah's classroom. 
Status Quo  
Hannah's Choices  
 Miss Hannah was the teaching assistant for a fourth and fifth grade class in SAS 
Session-1, a nine-week curriculum titled "Body as Culture." She taught week one while student 
teacher Jane observed. Some of the choices Miss Hannah made surrounding her physical 
space reflected her belief that inter-personal connections were important in learning. She 
arranged the eight large tables into two clusters, which enabled students to talk easily with 
one another. She set each cluster with eight place settings (composed of a pencil, a survey 
questionnaire relating to interests and art experience, and a brightly colored handmade 
sketchbook) and one large box of hundreds of colored markers. This signaled that although 
students had individual physical areas to work in, and some materials they could call their 
own, other materials were community property and intended to be shared. 
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Figure 3. From a student's perspective: place settings for 16. 
      
            Figure 4. Sign in/out instructions on chartreuse.                  Figure 5. Add an affordance to void a constraint. 
 Some of Miss Hannah's choices reflected familiar school-based customs backed up by 
long established classroom tradition. A small table placed front-and-center represented the 
proverbial teacher's desk. Another, placed just inside the door and outfitted with name tags 
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and a sign in/out sheet, presumed parents and students would know the drill. If they did not, 
simple directions displayed on a high visibility chartreuse background were difficult to miss. 
 Some of Miss Hannah's choices, related to functionality. A collapsed table propped up 
against the wall illustrated Miss Hannah's choice not to use some of the available furniture. 
Fully drawn shades indicated a selection of artificial light over natural. Slight movement of 
one shade revealed an open window and a choice of fresh air over re-circulated. A 
laptop/projector combination, on a cart located in between the clusters, affirmed a decision 
to incorporate technology into the lesson. A bright yellow extension cord stretching from the 
technology cart across the right front of the classroom floor attested to overcoming a 
constraint by adding an affordance. 
      
                Figure 6. Image upon entry to the space.                                  Figure 7. Image inside the space. 
 Some of Miss Hannah's choices, related to mode of content presentation. Displayed 
on the deployed projection screen was an image of the upper part of a human figure wearing 
a black face mask. Beneath the image, were the words, "The Body as Culture." This 
demonstrated a choice to introduce the curriculum unit visually while incorporating image 
and text. Alternatively, a clean chalkboard behind the screen demonstrated a decision not to 
rely on this traditional classroom convention.  
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 Outside versus inside. From the outside looking in revealed a traditional classroom. 
Only after physically entering the space, was my attention drawn to the back wall, which 
encapsulated a whole different set of choices. Here, Miss Hannah chose to hang 17 posters 
she borrowed from an education center associated with the university art museum.23 She laid 
out the posters in two rows, relatively evenly spaced, along the entire back wall tack board. 
Her layout mixed five horizontal and the remainder vertical formats. It was a collective exhibit 
of people, except for a poster integrated into the display that listed the class rules. Each 
artwork showcased varied representations of the human figure. Some portrayed faces; one 
was a collage; several depicted figures within landscapes or environments. The layout 
appeared to be intentional as my eyes detected a rhythm; instinctively beginning at the top left 
and repeatedly moving to the bottom row and back up as if an invisible sine wave connected 
the images. 
 Back wall complexity. Close examination of the exhibit revealed multiple levels of 
complexity within Miss Hannah's curricular theme. Sixteen examples used color; the outlier 
was a single black and white photograph. Paint, mostly oil, was the dominant medium, but 
one work was a pastel, and one was mixed media. Some works were religious; some were 
political. The size of the original works (represented in the reproduction posters) ranged from 
a small painting to a large mural. Feminism, Gothic, Harlem Renaissance, Impressionism, 
Neo-classism, Italian Renaissance, Realism, Impressionism and Post-Impressionism were 
amongst the artistic styles and movements portrayed. The collection spanned over five 
centuries, showcasing examples dating from 1435 to 1984.  
 
                                           
23 This museum circulates art education materials to schools, libraries, and other community sites. 
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   Figure 8. Artworks depicting people spanning 550 years. 
 
   Table 8. Miss Hannah's Back Wall Artwork Identification. 
Top Row 
Artist Title Date Medium Movement/Style Nationality G 
Maxine Albro California 1934 fresco  American F 
Jean-Francois Millet Man with a Hoe 1860-62 oil  Realism French M 
Stefan Lochner Madonna of the Rose Garden 1430-35 oil Late Gothic German M 
Maria Johnson-Calloway Hope Street Church Mothers 1984 mixed  American F 
Billy Morrow Jackson The Interloper 1958 oil Realism/Luminist American M 
Edgar Degas Dancer with Bouquet 1878 pastel Impressionism French M 
Rosa Bonheur Col. William F. Cody 1899 oil Realism French F 
Vincent van Gogh Portrait of the Artist 1889 oil Post-Impressionism Dutch M 
Unidentified Two Woman in a Row Boat      
Bottom Row       
Bernat Martorell St. George Killing the Dragon 1430-35 tempera  International Gothic Spanish M 
 Classroom Rules      
Unidentified St. Catherine of Alexandria... 1482 oil  Early Netherlandish   
Leonardo da Vinci Madonna Litta 1490 oil Renaissance Italian M 
Jan van Eyck The Virgin of Autumn 1435 oil Northern Renaissance Flemish M 
Graciela Ituride Angel Woman 1979 photograph Feminism Mexican F 
Lois Mailou Jones Homage to Martin Luther King Jr. 1968 gouache Harlem Renaissance American F 
Pierre-Auguste Renoir On the Terrace 1891 oil Impressionism French M 
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 Of the identified artists represented, five were women, and nine were men. 
Nationalities represented within the 14 identified included four American (two African-
American, and two Caucasian American), one Dutch, one Flemish, four French, one 
German, one Italian, one Mexican, and one Spanish. Diversity within multiple levels of the 
collection showed much care invested in the assembly of such a display. The result was 
inspiring, even if all examples were Western or influenced by Western culture. The collective 
exhibit served as a diverse if not a multicultural reference for the study of The Body as Culture. 
 The multiple categories outlined in my reading of the back wall speak to the depth of 
choice that Miss Hannah confronted while selecting artwork to display within her physical 
space. Her integration of the rules, inside the gestalt of the art exhibit, suggest that she placed 
equal emphasis on displaying art and communicating expectations inside her SAS classroom. 
Additionally, her thoughtful placement of the rules above the sign in/out sheet expressed a 
message that parents, as well as students, should be informed in the area of student behavior 
expectation. Arranging the works of art around an art supply cart (and flanking garbage cans) 
parked at dead center, as if the artworks paid homage in their placement, perhaps 
communicating that Hiss Hannah offered equal respect for the process and the product. 
There were many places to park the cart and only one place to hang artwork. 
 Vantage points matter. Looking at the space from the teacher's perspective revealed 
value for art. From the front of the room, I also noticed a bunch of black bags grouped on 
the small white table at the far end of the back wall. From my distant vantage point, this 
sparked little interest. Upon closer examination, I discovered the bags contained digital 
cameras. Hidden inside black cloth bags was professional equipment that foreshadowed 
activities to come. 
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                   Figure 9. From a teacher's perspective.                                        Figure 10. Hidden equipment. 
 Summary of choices. Within the physical space of her classroom, Miss Hannah made 
a fair number of choices. She rearranged existing elements, collapsed one she did not need. 
She moved the furniture to accommodate, and even encourage, group interaction. Within her 
arrangement, she physically prepared a place for each student, and, perhaps, since this was 
the first class of the session, she also set extra places. She added technology that increased 
the functionality of her space. A laptop computer and projector enabled large format 
projection capability which extended the modes available for content presentation. She added 
professional photography equipment, digital cameras and memory card readers, which 
enabled her students to experience the art of taking photographs, but these she kept hidden 
from direct sight.   
 Miss Hannah appeared to utilize visual displays for diverse purposes. She hung a 
poster outside the classroom to impart the curriculum theme. She posted classroom rules to 
inform behavioral expectations. She hung artworks to inspire and reference portraiture, the 
subject of the lesson plan. Miss Hannah relied heavily on visual perception in the physical 
setup of her classroom, to the point of omitting other forms of perception. Justification for her 
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Figure 11. Visualization of Miss Hannah's classroom taskscape. 
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Enter the Students 
 Ambivalence. As the students began to enter the classroom, they intuitively took a seat 
at one of the place settings Miss Hannah had set for them. A lanky boy entered with an 
energetic spring in his step and chose the second empty chair he approached. His energy 
level changed dramatically as he took a deep breath while rolling his eyes, let out a heavy 
sigh, and asked with dread in his voice, "Do we need to fill out this whole quiz?" 
 
 Figure 12. An interest survey: a space where a student cannot give a wrong answer. 
 Reflect and reveal. The boy was referring to a nine-question interest survey that was 
part of his place setting. Miss Hannah smiled and responded, "You can start filling out your 
survey." It was Saturday art school tradition to sample the interests of the students on the first 
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day of a new session. Through the one-page questionnaire, Miss Hannah hoped to collect 
details relating to personal art experience and favorite hobbies. Once captured, such details 
could be used in present and/or future class periods, to connect students personally to 
different aspects of the lessons. Because Miss Hannah's survey appeared in the format of a 
quiz, it received little enthusiasm to motivate the student to engagement. Sensing the student's 
apprehension, Miss Hannah moved closer and began to navigate the perimeter of the table 
where most of the students were sitting. As they filled in their answers, she continued to 
circulate, showing interest by looking over shoulders at what the students were writing. Of 
course, this could also be interpreted as monitoring student progress; something teachers do 
during testing. Every once in a while Miss Hannah stopped to help a student along. "Do you 
like to sing, or, play a musical instrument?" she probed. When she saw that most were 
nearing completion, she gave a verbal two-minute warning to motivate the students to finish.  
      
                   Figure 13. Spatial arrangement.                                     Figure 14. Expression of cultural values. 
 Theme introduction. Veering off her established route around the table where most of 
the students sat, Miss Hannah positioned herself behind the technology cart and shifted the 
students attention forward to the screen. Using PowerPoint and a series of large projected 
images as a backdrop to her teacher-led discussion, Miss Hannah introduced the curriculum 
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theme, The Body as Culture. The first image (after the title slide discussed in the previous 
section) was an indigenous woman with many tattoos. 
 "What do tattoos tell us?" questioned Miss Hannah, looking at the students, her back 
to the screen. 
 "That she likes them?" answered a girl, raising the pitch of the last word as if to present 
her answer in the form of a question. 
 "That she's from a different place." added another girl. 
 "The way she adorns her body reflects the culture of where she is from." Miss Hannah 
acknowledged, answering her own question. 
 The next slide projected was a woman body builder with well defined muscles. After 
giving the students a few moments to take in the image, Ms. Hannah asked,  
"What do you think? What does she look like?" 
A boy answered, "She's a girl on her head and a man on the rest of her body!" 
Miss Hannah redirected, "Does she have to work hard to get these muscles?" 
Many students answered in unison, "Yes!" 
     
               Figure 15. Beauty expressed as strength.                               Figure 16. Body expressed through Legos. 
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 Miss Hannah followed, "It must be important to her- beauty as an expression of 
strength." Sensing her students were missing the lesson-related meaning embedded in the 
visual, Miss Hannah verbally introduced strength as a quality of beauty. 
 The third PowerPoint slide revealed a Lego brick sculpture of a human body 
swimming—Swimmer by Nathan Sawaya. With students' eyes glued to the large screen, Ms. 
Hannah explained, "There are different media to represent the human body- not just pictures." 
Then she asked, "What is culture? Can anyone tell me?" 
 The energetic boy raised his hand, "I know what it is; it's just hard to explain." 
 "Describe your culture then." Miss Hannah offered a bridge. 
 A different student answered, "Traditions?" 
 Another student chimed in, "Showing how people live?" 
 Miss Hannah probed, "What else is part of culture? Think about it. What else is part of 
your culture?" 
 "The arts of how you live?" the once energetic boy answered in a subdued fashion. 
 Miss Hannah appeared to be looking for concrete examples, "How about American 
culture?" she paused before continuing, "The president...the flag?" 
 Unplanned adjustment. Five minutes into the PowerPoint presentation, someone 
stepped on the power cord connecting the projector to a power strip. The screen went blank. 
When multiple attempts to restore the large, projected image failed, Miss Hannah asked her 
students to gather around her and the laptop. Suddenly engulfed by students, she quickly 
adjusted from presenting within a social zone of contact (4'-12') to a personal (1.5'-4'), even 
intimate (6"-18") zone to show her remaining images. Using the small screen, her 
presentation tempo accelerated as she showed her remaining images, or at least some of 
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them, on the small screen. Perhaps the small screen was hiding details she wished to 
illuminate.  
 Activity introduction. Abandoning her laptop, Miss Hannah began to verbalize what 
the students would be doing. Without the aid of a complimenting visual, she announced the 
class would be creating portraits in front of artworks in a similar style to the work of artist 
Kehinde Wiley. This was to take place at the close by Prairie Art Museum. She elaborated: 
The activity involves taking a picture of you and an artwork. You can do crazy things: 
move your body, your hair, adjust your clothing. It is a different way of looking at a 
person when there is a work of art behind them. While we are in the museum we must 
remember that there is no touching the artwork, You can get very close, but do not 
touch! 
 
 Rules of engagement. Following her project announcement, Miss Hannah walked 
from the location of the technology cart to the back of the classroom and stopped in front of 
a classroom rules poster on the back wall. Pointing to the poster, which contained five lines of 
text, she announced they would go over the rules before leaving for the museum. After asking 
that each student put on a nametag before leaving she went over the rules, one-by-one: 
We are all going to be friends. We are going to respect each other. We are going to 
be courteous. We are going to have integrity... that means we are going to take 
responsibility for our actions. We are going to be kind. We are going to treat each 
other how we want to be treated. What does that mean?" 
 
 "Use good words, not bad." a student clarified. 
 Miss Hannah continued, "We are all going to be active participants and good 
listeners. We are going to operate as a group and as a team. 
 Personal introductions. After reading the last rule, Miss Hannah looked out at the 
students, smiled, and said, "Let's introduce ourselves." She proceeded, taking the lead, "I am 
Miss Hannah, and I have a dog named Jake."  
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 Student teacher, Miss Jane, who had been observing, immediately followed her lead, 
"I'm Miss Jane, and I have two younger kids and a dog." Then, one at a time, the students 
followed suit:  
 "I'm __________, and I have two brothers and a pet tortoise!" 
 "I'm __________, and I have a lot of enemies at school." 
 "I'm __________, and I have three dogs." 
 "I'm __________, and I have ten hermit crabs!" 
 "I'm __________, and I have a cat and a dog." 
 "I'm __________, and I have one sable, a dog and a guinea pig." 
 Then there was a non-talker who wouldn't introduce herself.  
 The energetic boy answered for her, "__________. She will get on your nerves by 
the end of this class!" 
 "I'm __________. Our dog, cat, and turtle all escaped." 
 "I'm __________.  I'm an only child." 
 Miss Hannah led the students into a rapport building activity through modeling. 
Although her intentions may have been to initiate an open-ended exercise (she did not 
mandate what information was to be shared), when we look at the dynamics of what 
happened, the result was the opposite. As soon as Miss Jane followed Miss Hannah's 
example, instead of opening the response possibilities, all but one student followed her. The 
implicit message most students' garnered became, "say what your teacher wants", resulting in 
artificial rapport building, rather than initiating meaningful connection points that could be 
built upon within current and future class sessions. 
 What is portraiture? "Good to get to know everyone!" with introductions established, 
Miss Hannah briefly attempted to connect an element of the physical space to the task at 
hand. While offering a quick gesture (pointing to the back wall posters) she said, "Choose a 
partner to take pictures together." She then immediately returned attention to the laptop 
screen which now displayed a picture of President Obama and Vincent Van Gogh, together. 
"How are we displayed in portraiture?" At once, the young students began to envelope Miss 
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Hannah, the technology cart, and the small screen. As they pushed and shoved to gain 
position, Miss Hannah directed them in a stern, slightly amplified voice, pronouncing each 
word slowly and deliberately, "Take... turns!" The small screen appeared to complicate a 
teaching moment as the question got lost in Miss Hannah's sudden shift from facilitator, to 
disciplinarian. 
 
    Figure 17. A place to listen through eyes, ears, and fingers. 
 Connecting technology. Leaving the question unanswered, Miss Hannah stood in 
silence, giving the students time to adjust and find spots from which everyone could see. This 
took a few minutes. Once the crowd stabilized, Miss Hannah initiated Photoshop, a digital 
editing software program. She navigated through parts of the program, verbalizing her 
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movements while the students stood close and watched. She demonstrated the effects of 
manipulating levels, hue, saturation, and contrast. She highlighted what she called 
Photoshop's "most powerful feature", layers, which allows images to be re-arranged under 
each other for placement.  
 A serendipitous benefit of doing the demonstration solely on the laptop, without the 
benefit of the large screen, was it gave the students the opportunity to move, refreshing their 
attention levels. In addition, from the closer vantage point they were able to watch not only 
the effects on the screen, but also Miss Hannah's fingers moving on the keyboard and 
touchpad as she controlled those effects. Hence, not only did she reveal aspects of the 
software program through sight and sound, but due to the students' close proximity, they 
could also empathically connect the sense of touch.  
     
                Figure 18. Meet Kehinde Wiley's work.                              Figure 19. Embodiment of camera operation. 
 Connecting the artist. Finishing her demonstration, she announced, "This is what we 
are going to be learning. We will be going to the art museum and then to the computer lab." 
With that, she held up two matted exemplars; two different examples, showing a person in the 
foreground and a work of art in the background, one from artist Kehinde Wiley, the other a 
creation of her own. 
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 Connecting equipment. Putting down the exemplars, Miss Hannah shifted the students' 
attention to the table along the back wall holding the black bags; digital photography 
equipment hiding within the classroom setup. She asked the students to join her around this 
table at the back of the room. Requesting students in groups of three, she distributed one 
camera to each group. While the students familiarized themselves with the feel and weight of 
the cameras, Miss Hannah demonstrated the basic operation highlighting that the flash 
option must be turned off for use inside the art museum. The students watched as one button 
powered up a camera, and another fired the shutter. Reminding the students that their job 
was to experience a new way of looking at a work of art, with a person in the frame, she 
instructed each student to take ten pictures in front of artworks while inside the museum. 
Hearing these instructions, the class lined up inside the door for relocation to the art museum. 
 Visiting an art museum. Miss Hannah led her students to an art museum adjoined to 
the building that housed the Saturday art school. The museum space showed a warm color 
palette and rich hardwood floors with a high gloss shine. These qualities replaced the cool 
palette and institutional linoleum left behind in the classroom. High painted ceilings with 
ambient lighting from incandescent cans complimented track lighting that thoughtfully cast 
soft tones onto the artworks on display. This contrasted starkly with the cool, harsh tones from 
the florescent lights that flooded the distant classroom.  
 Unlike the classroom, this space had no furniture; no place settings for visitors. 
Instead, the sprawling floor plan beckoned unrestricted, unmapped exploration. Most of the 
museum space was unnaturally quiet, with the exception of a few exhibits that included 
sound. Where audio was present, rich sounds resonated in the background. I could not tell 
where the sound was coming from; no speakers were visible. The integrated technology 
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combined with high-end construction methods and high quality construction materials 
indicated priorities well beyond ease of maintenance and bottom line cost consideration. 
 
Figure 20. The expansive spaces of an art museum. 
 The design of this physical space, a specialized learning environment, highlighted 
visual characteristics and illuminated wide varieties of visual display; much wider than 
traditionally present in a classroom. In addition to elements that informed, inspired, and/or 
referenced, as seen in room 235, the museum held pieces with elaborate ornamentation and 
decoration; pieces of documentation that visually recorded qualities of cultural histories; items 
that contained symbols open to multiple and varied interpretation. This physical space 
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celebrated diverse forms of visual meaning. Were the students capable of unlocking such 
meaning? 
       
                   Figure 21. Modeling inside a museum.                                 Figure 22. Exploring artistic spaces. 
 Live demonstration. As the class entered the museum, Miss Hannah corralled the 
students, calling them close to her as she stood next to a large painting. As they all gathered 
around her, she modeled what she wanted them to do. Handing a camera to her assistant, 
student teacher Miss Jane, Miss Hanna crouched in front of the large artwork and adjusted 
her expression to relate to the expression on the face in the painting. Miss Jane snapped a 
picture. Seeing Miss Hannah work with Miss Jane gave the students an explicit view of what it 
would take to fulfill the expectation of the assignment. This example prepared the students for 
what was to happen next: live experience taking pictures inside the museum. 
 Live experience. Demonstration concluded; the students scattered, scurrying about the 
expansive museum spaces. I noted wide smiles and confident body language from the 
students behind the cameras. In contrast, a wide variety of serious facial expressions 
accompanied bold poses in front of varied artworks. Kinetic expression included upbeat 
rhythms in the steps of the photographers, as well as the models as they moved across wide 
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stretches of physical space in search of artworks that called them. I detected full investment as 
students interacted with their cameras, various artworks, and each other. 
       
                    Figure 23. Photographer and subject.                            Figure 24. Moving beyond the facial portrait. 
 Body language appeared particularly expressive in this space; the collective group of 
students seemed to enjoy their near unrestrictive freedom. In pairs or groups they 
collaborated- taking turns directing each other. The young student behind the lens was most 
frequently the student directing, but sometimes a student turned the camera on him/herself. 
Students moved freely through the space until they came upon an artwork they connected 
with; the nature of the connections remained unknown to me. Both Miss Hannah and Miss 
Jane wandered separately through the spaces keeping their eyes on the students, available 
for guidance, though no one seemed to need it, save a few instances of assistance with a 
camera.  
 Teacher influence was present, indicated by two groups returning to take pictures in 
front of the painting used in the demonstration. However, different choices could also be 
evidenced by two girls who took photographs in front of a video projection, and a boy who 
photographed himself in front of a sculpture instead of a painting.  
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              Figure 25. Following the teacher's influence.                           Figure 26. Branching out to projections. 
 Return to classroom. On Miss Hannah's prompt, the students regrouped in 
preparation for return to the classroom. As Miss Hannah led the group, collaborative units 
remained loosely intact. Using the review function on the camera, any student holding a 
camera looked at their pictures while they walked back to the classroom.  
 Back in the classroom, Miss Hannah and her students returned to the table in front of 
the back wall that held the black bags that were no longer mysterious. A second 
demonstration, similar to the first, revolved around a memory card reader. Miss Hannah 
explained its function, and demonstrated how to remove the memory cards from the cameras 
and place them into a reader. One student from each group made sure the files on their 
camera got transferred. Other group members found their sketchbooks and began to sketch. 
This celebrated collaboration but flirted with some students losing focus from the task at 
hand. Once all files were transferred, Miss Hannah collected the cameras and announced, 
"Next, we go up to the computer lab!" One girl, upon hearing this screamed with excitement, 
"We get to have our own computer!" The students had been back in the classroom for less 
than five minutes before Miss Hannah had them reassembled at the doorway in preparation 
for a second departure from the classroom. 
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Figure 27. Security clearance required to access the clean white spaces of a computer lab. 
 Visiting a computer lab. Destination this time was a computer lab located two floors 
above the classroom. The students remained energized, evidenced by buzzings within and 
between the collaborating groups as they followed Miss Hannah down a hallway and up two 
flights of stairs and down another hallway. A water fountain in the upstairs hallway briefly 
distracted the group before they entered the lab in an orderly fashion. This unscheduled stop 
reminded Miss Hannah and Miss Jane of the difficulty in holding the attention of a group of 
fourth and fifth graders. Access to this learning space required a security clearance, which 
seemed to add to student excitement levels. 
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 Inside, the lab space revealed a clean, crisp white room furnished with 20 Apple 
workstations which included individual workspaces complete with large flat screen, keyboard 
and mouse, premium work surface, and an upholstered chair with a five-star swivel base with 
casters. A low pitch hum affirmed the machines were in standby mode. Integrated technology 
included flush-mounted specialty lighting and a ceiling-mounted projector. This space utilized 
visual displays sparingly; only a few repetitive signs prohibiting food or drink in the lab.   
      
                     Figure 28. Learning how to log on.                                       Figure 29. Waiting for their turn. 
 Logging on. Inside the computer lab, Miss Hannah showed the students how to 
transfer images from a memory card reader to a computer, and manipulate the images with 
the digital editing software she introduced earlier. Instead of conducting one large 
demonstration as she had done around the classroom laptop, Miss Hannah divided the 
students into small groups, determined by who had shared a camera. This offered a level of 
individualized attention, which guaranteed each student a turn at viewing the demonstration 
in close proximity to the screen. It also provided an opportunity for all students to hear the 
instructions more than once.  
 In her small group demonstrations, Miss Hannah moved digital image files from a 
memory reader onto a desktop and dragged a single image file into Photoshop. Within 
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Photoshop, she repeated what she had shown inside the classroom: effects of hue and 
saturation, more color and less color, brightness and contrast, and how to create layers. She 
demonstrated while verbally instructed the students to save as: a name of their choosing. She 
ended each demonstration with instructions for each student to create at least three examples 
they would like to print, and named the printer to use. "When you are done you will print to 
7760. If you have questions, please ask me."  
  Working in virtual space. As the students began dragging their files into the software 
program, I read on their faces high levels of concentration. Everyone appeared to be on task 
and absorbed in what they were doing. They appeared to be enjoying themselves as they 
worked with technology that enabled them to manipulate images they helped to create. As 
the students worked within their newly introduced physical and virtual spaces, Miss Hannah 
and Miss Jane circulated the room. Both were mostly quiet, but sometimes spoke to make a 
comment or remind the students of the project parameters. "Give your picture a name; the 
assignment was to do at least three images," repeated Miss Hannah. 
      
                  Figure 30. Becoming part of an artwork.                                     Figure 31. Feeling the magic. 
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 I was not the only one who noticed that the students appeared to be absorbed and 
having a good time. Miss Jane frequently commented out loud, "I like that one! Boy, that 
looks very creepy! Is that intentional? You guys are having a blast!" 
      
                       Figure 32. Interacting with art.                         Figure 33. Interacting with peers while interacting with art. 
 "That is way cool!" exclaimed a girl who spun completely around in her swivel chair as 
if taking a victory lap. In addition to exhibiting expressive behaviors, many students spoke out 
loud, to no one in particular. 
 "That looks cool!" said a boy as he adjusted the color to an eerie green.  
 "That looks very different." offered Miss Hannah. As she looked over his shoulder.  
 "It looks like I'm actually part of the picture!" exclaimed another boy. 
 This went on for almost thirty minutes before Miss Hannah reset the rhythm: "You go to 
'file', then go to 'save as'." reminded Miss Hannah. "We have five minutes to play with our 
pictures before we start printing." This announcement appeared to make the students anxious. 
The five minutes passed quickly as the students worked in silence. Miss Hannah broke the 
silence: "I'll check the prints. We will be going down to the classroom. We had a wonderful 
project. Logout. Press the apple button in the corner and log out. Miss Jane will finish printing 
tomorrow." 
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 Return to classroom. Miss Hannah led the students back to the classroom while Miss 
Jane tended to the computers. As the group reached the doorway it was 12:29 and many 
parents were already present. Miss Hannah attempted one last announcement, but the 
students had already begun to disappear, "I need tee shirts sizes for a future project!" Not 
many students had succeeded in printing their work. One girl who did was all smiles as she 
showed a single print to her father. 
 "That's pretty cool! Good job!" responded the dad. He took a longer look before 
saying, "I like that! It's pretty nice! Did you get done? Do you have to put stuff away? Are you 
ready to go?" 
Hannah's Pedagogical Space and Place Making Choices 
 Within her operational curriculum (Goodlad, 1984, 2004), Miss Hannah exposed her 
students to diverse pedagogical practices offering diverse educational opportunities.  
 growth through introduction to: a concept and art genre (portraiture); an artist 
(Kehinde Wiley) and his work; new vocabulary (the body, culture, society, portrait); 
technology in the form of digital software (PhotoShop); materials (art in a museum 
context); techniques (photography, digital editing); 
 interaction and transaction with: tools and materials (cameras and museum art); 
technology (PhotoShop); people (photography partners); ideas (portraiture, creativity); 
varying atmospheres (classroom, art museum, computer lab); 
 taking responsibility (exhibiting proper behaviors inside the museum and computer 
lab). 
Miss Hannah cultivated these practices within three distinct environments: school-like; 
museum; computing lab; purposefully chosen to facilitate the pedagogical practices she 
aligned. 
 Miss Hannah connected her pedagogies to the material world in various ways. A 
questionnaire in a place setting collected student preferences and art experiences. Music was 
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used as an emotional backdrop while students filled in their questionnaires. Temporally 
projected images served as a visual backdrop to concept introduction. A poster tacked to the 
back wall connected the classroom rules to behavior expectations. A laptop used in a 
demonstration related software technology with lesson goals. Photography equipment used 
concurrently by the student and teacher related use of professional equipment towards project 
goals. An art museum venue facilitated engagement with artworks. A computer lab venue 
facilitated interaction with digital technology.  
 Perhaps more interesting were the material components within her classroom and/or 
operational curriculum left unconnected. Both aspects designed to facilitate the infusion of 
personal meaning into the classroom (the survey and personal introductions) had no 
connection to the lesson in photography and portraiture. The most interesting finding relates to 
the nearly nonexistent use of the back wall. After carefully selecting and arranging a 
thoughtfully diverse collection of artworks, this classroom feature barely got a wave. 
Delight 
 Jane's Choices  
  Miss Jane worked as a student teacher under the supervision of Miss Hannah for 
weeks two through five of the nine-week curriculum unit, "Body as Culture." This was her fifth 
encounter with this group of fourth and fifth graders. Week one she observed while Miss 
Hannah taught; weeks two through this- her fourth week, she taught while Miss Hannah 
observed. Some of the choices she made surrounding her physical space reinforced her belief 
in "bombarding" her students with diverse languages of art. 
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Figure 34. Bright colors, visible supplies and materials, and natural light. 
 As we saw in Miss Hannah's classroom, Miss Jane also arranged the eight large tables 
into two rectangular clusters, but, this is where the setup similarity ended. Miss Jane chose to 
cover her clusters in intensely colored paper: one in orange and one in red. This brightened 
the room and made each cluster look like a single large work table. Contributing to the 
luminance, four window shades rolled halfway up enabled natural light to permeate through 
the space. Down the middle of the orange table, Ms. Jane arranged colored inks and printing 
supplies. Along the perimeter of the red table, she arranged twelve carving plate place 
settings. Down the middle of the red table she placed pencils, felt-tipped pens, transfer paper, 
linoleum blocks, and two boxes of various-sized cutters. 
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                    Figure 35. Examples you can feel.                                          Figure 36. Supplies you can wear. 
 At the front of the room, Miss Jane placed two small tables, one front-and-center, and 
one off to the left. She covered one of these tables with vibrant purple paper, and the other 
with a more muted lavender. The purple table displayed multicultural examples of different 
printed fabrics with textures that varied from smooth to coarse. The muted lavender table held 
more supplies, which included a stack of soft tee shirts in four different colors, stuffed with 
cardboard and ready to be printed. The sign in/out table remained just inside the door, but 
appeared covered in vivid yellow paper and also held the student nametags and sketchbooks. 
 Between the two large work tables, Miss Jane, like Miss Hannah, positioned an audio-
visual cart. As I stood in the doorway, the extended screen at the front of the room was blank; 
there was nothing projected. Both sides of the chalkboard behind the screen, however, 
contained numbered instructions. Not consecutive from left to right, the sequence related to 
proximity of the table where the numbered operations would occur. In other words, Miss Jane 
spatially divided the sequenced steps of her lesson and documented them in writing, for the 
students' benefit. The left flank chalkboard displayed instructions that corresponded to 
operations that would take place on the red table, located at the left of the classroom; the 
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right flank chalkboard displayed instructions that corresponded to operations that would take 
place on the orange table, located at the right of the classroom. 
      
                    Figure 37. Left of the screen.                                                    Figure 38. Right of the screen. 
 Back wall complexity. Miss Jane chose to hang 18 posters, and her choices included 
large examples leaving very little gray tack board background visible. Two rows, relatively 
evenly spaced, mixing horizontal and vertical formats comprised the layout. The class rules 
were once again integrated into the display and located in proximity of the sign in/out table, 
which this week appeared covered in vivid yellow paper. The central themes running through 
this collection seemed to be symbolism and repetition. Most of the exemplars were two-
dimensional prints, with the exception of a few three-dimensional examples: an African 
sculpture, African masks, and a Canadian landscape. Not all examples directly referenced 
the human figure; many appeared to be referencing the printmaking process itself. 
 The arrangement appeared intentional. A print hung high on the centerline lured my 
initial attention: the American flag. Close examination of the individual works revealed 
variations in diversity within the categories introduced with Miss Hannah's back wall exhibit. 
Miss Jane's collection expanded some of the categories, offering greater variety or range. For 
example, thirteen exemplars used color; four were either black and white or contained shades 
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 Figure 39. Seventeen examples of printed artwork (Friday tour photograph). 
Table 9. Miss Jane's Back Wall Artwork Identification (left to right). 
Top Row 
Artist Title Date Medium Period/Genre/Style Nationality G 
Roy Lichtenstein Girl with a Ball 1961 oil Pop Art American M 
Roy Lichtenstein Tire 1962 oil Pop Art American M 
Roy Lichtenstein Blam 1962 oil Pop Art American M 
 Classroom Rules      
Elizabeth Key African Masks 1999 carvings African Art American F 
Jasper John Flag 1954-55 fabric collage  American M 
Gustav Klimt Tree of Life 1909 oil Symbolist Australian M 
Bill Vazan The Belly Button of the World 2003 land art  Canadian M 
Andy Warhol Camouflage 1987 screen print Pop Art American M 
Jay Ryan Dozen Walrus 2008 screen print Poster Art American M 
Bottom Row       
Wayne Thiebaud Cake Window 1964 etching Pop Art American M 
unidentified primitive guardian spirit  sculpture Nigerian Art Spanish M 
Robert India The X-5 1963 oil  American M 
Brian Evans Dance of the Sugarplum Fairy 1940 ink  American M 
Paul Klee Dancing Girl 1940 lithography  German-Swiss M 
Andy Warhol Marilyn Monroe Diptych 1962 screen print Pop Art American M 
Andy Warhol Double Mona Lisa. 1963 print Pop Art American M 
Dr. Kwaku Ofori-Ansa Symbols of Adinkra Cloth 1978 woodcut African Symbols African M 
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of gray; the size of the original works ranged from a 25-1/2" print to a massive land art 
creation 125' x 131'. Creators included not only 15 artists, but one author, and one expert on 
African art. The collection also condensed some of Miss Hannah's categories, offering lesser 
variety or range. Of the 17 artworks displayed, males created 16 of them, leaving only one 
by a female artist and one unidentified. Three of the artworks were African; twelve were 
American; one was Australian; one was Canadian; one was German-Swiss. Artistic styles and 
movements portrayed included three from the primitive art era, seven from the pop art era, 
and the remainder from what could be considered the modern art era.  
        
                     Figure 40. Previous class's artwork.                                        Figure 41. Hiding in plain sight. 
 The tack board exemplars were not the only artworks visible in the classroom. Miss 
Jane's earlier class provided additional artworks for reference and inspiration. Left to dry at 
various locations around the room (on the drying racks and draped over the art cart) were 
works, finished and in progress, from the previous class period. Leaving these in plain sight 
created another visual resource from which her second class could benefit; a resource that 
communicated diverse solutions within the process. 
 Outside versus inside. Standing in the doorway looking in at Miss Jane's space 
revealed a lively art classroom atmosphere, filled with diverse supplies, materials and colors. 
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Bright blue and red smocks added even more interest as they hung on the backs of the chairs 
positioned around the orange table. From the doorway, I could see the art supply cart 
positioned against the far wall of windows, instead of along the back wall as I had seen in 
Miss Hannah's space. The new location enabled an unobstructed view of the top two thirds of 
the tack board. Miss Jane, like Miss Hannah, chose to hang a collection of visual artworks 
along the entire tack board (above the tables lining the back wall), but in Miss Jane's 
classroom, due to the absence of the cart, much of it was visible before entering the space. 
 Summary of choices. Within the physical space of her classroom, Miss Jane made 
many choices. She rearranged existing components, physically preparing two places for each 
student to guide their orientation through processes embedded in the lesson. She moved the 
furniture to facilitate large group interaction and spatially separate procedural steps in the art 
making process. She added technology to enable large format projection capability.  She 
added tools and equipment related to linoleum carving and printing. Within this setup, Miss 
Jane appeared to utilize visual display for diverse purposes. She added colorful table 
coverings; decorative in that they brightened the room; functional in that they color-coded 
steps in a procedure. She showcased materials and supplies, displaying them openly on two 
different tables. She listed  step-by-step instructions on the chalkboard to document the 
process. She hung rules to inform behavior expectations. She displayed  artworks to inspire 
and reference the printmaking process. She hung Jasper John's Flag high and centered in the 
back wall display symbolizing reverence to shared American culture. She added artifacts for 
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Figure 42. Visualization of Miss Jane's classroom taskscape.   
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Enter the Students 
 Satisfaction. At 10:58, a judicious girl, entered, stopping just inside, and carefully 
scanned the room. "I like this place!" she announced as she picked up her sketchbook and 
found a seat at the table by the window. Miss Hannah, who was standing along the windows, 
walked towards her, repeating her question, "You like this place? I do too!" A spirited girl ran 
into the room, out of breath, took one look at the material on the tables and exclaimed 
loudly, "Paint! Paint! Paint!" Miss Jane, who was standing by the door, corrected her in a 
quieter voice, "Ink!" It seemed material elements of the space enticed at least two students. 
 Creative sketch time. "We're going to wait a couple of minutes. Draw in your 
sketchbooks until everyone is here!" announced Miss Jane at 11:00 even though several 
students had already been sketching for ten minutes. 24 This was a football weekend at the 
university. Football Saturdays in particular made it difficult for parents to park. This 
complicated the sign in/out process. Some parents chose to deal with the congestion by 
dropping off their children early. As did most SAS teachers, Miss Jane relied on student 
sketchbooks as her buffer activity. Although she instigated the sketching task, she presented it 
in a student-centered fashion, allowing her students to determined the subject matter.25 
 Review of sketchbooks used in this way can offer glimpses into subjective areas of 
interest and meaning. Twin sisters entered the classroom, grabbed their sketchbooks, and 
handed them to their mother. As mom opened the first one, her daughter number one 
                                           
24 Saturday School policy dictated the use of a buffer activity during the ten minute period prior to the start of 
class and up until a majority of the students were present.  
25 Bresler (1998a) refers to this as "child art." 
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enthusiastically shouted while pointing inside,  "That's me!" Her mother nodded while smiling, 
intently studying each page. After carefully viewing all the sketched upon pages, she put 
down sketchbook one and picked up the second. Again, she looked at each page very 
carefully. When she finished, she looked at her daughter number two saying slowly and 
deliberately, "Very good!" Her daughter grabbed her, hugged her, and her mom kissed her 
on the forehead. 
 
Figure 43. A personal sketchbook: a space where a student knows everything about what is going on inside. 
 As more students entered the room, they grabbed their sketchbooks and took a seat at 
the orange table where Miss Jane had prepared place settings. Sketching continued as the 
population grew and Miss Jane waited for critical mass. Through a combination of silence, a 
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variety of serious facial expressions and the details flowing from the pencils held slightly 
different by each hand, I sensed that the students were genuinely interested in what they were 
doing. They appeared to be enjoying the freedom of free sketch; at least for a while. 
        
                        Figure 44. Free sketch time.                                                 Figure 45. Creative freedom. 
 Sally (the judicious girl) got up after completing one detailed sketch. She left her seat 
and headed to the back of the room. She appeared interested in the printed tee shirt 
examples from the previous class draped on the art cart and stacked on the printing presses. 
Upon seeing her out of her seat, Miss Jane suggested she create a second sketch: "Maybe 
your second sketch will turn out better than your first one!" Without careful consideration, the 
phrasing of Miss Jane's comment suggested there was room for improvement in Sally's sketch. 
 "No, no!" Sally responded shaking her head back and forth with emotion.  
 "Why not?" questioned Miss Jane.  
 Miss Hannah intervened, "That's a good idea!" Talking directly to the student, she 
added, "You are one committed to your attitudes! You'll take an idea, and expand upon it."  
 The lure of components within the physical classroom distracted the student, pulling 
her away from the sanctioned activity. When Miss Jane attempted to guide her back, and she 
reacted negatively, Miss Hannah furnished an alternative motive for the student to consider. 
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Miss Jane embraced Miss Hannah's suggestion, amended it slightly, and presented it to the 
rest of the class, "Some had fun last week in the museum. You are welcome to find a sketch 
you made last week and expand upon it." With this announcement, the sketching continued.  
 
Figure 46. Introduction of a project through large projected text, followed by verbal description. 
 Project introduction. "Have a seat!" Miss Jane said to a late arriving student as she 
turned on the projector. It was 11:12; some parents chose to deal with the congested parking 
situation by dropping off their children late. Projected on the large screen as a backdrop to 
begin her project introduction was a full text slide. Interestingly, Miss Jane stayed quiet as she 
watched her students' eyes follow the text on the slide, signifying that they were reading silently 
to themselves. Underneath the title, "Design an abstraction",  a paragraph explained the 
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project. The students would be choosing a postcard they had created the week before, and 
abstracting it using a variety of design elements in service of depicting personal culture or 
experience. 
 Abstraction demonstration. When Miss Jane sensed that all her students had read the 
text-based slide, she held up her exemplar from the previous week, a postcard inspired by a 
trip to the museum. As she held it, she explained to her students that their assignment 
involved abstracting an image from one of their own postcards. She demonstrated what she 
meant by abstraction by drawing a shape on the chalkboard that related to an element in her 
postcard exemplar. 
 
Figure 47. Connecting to week one. 
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 Review of concept. Having finished her abstraction sketch and explanation, Miss Jane 
advanced the PowerPoint to a multiple image slide that depicted various tattoos. "Can 
anyone tell me if any of these tattoos are cultural?" Miss Jane checked to see what her 
students remembered about the concept of culture. The late arrival student offered, "The 
elephant?" Miss Jane paused before responding, "Every one of these tattoos are from a 
different culture." She paused again before continuing, the students' eyes glued to the screen, 
"The sun- the Mayan culture." Another pause, "Religion...abstract..." Miss Jane continued 
through the examples and then advanced the slide. 
       
 
Figure 48. Bold shapes; vibrant colors (images from PowerPoint presentation). 
 Project details. The next two slides contained images of bold prints on colorful fabrics. 
Miss Jane prodded her students, "Curtains? Or, bed sheets?" The students did not answer. 
Miss Jane continued to speak as she advanced to the next slide revealing pictures of tee shirts 
with bold, colorful images printed on them: a motorcycle, an elephant, a rhinoceros, a shark, 
a turtle. After giving the students time to view the images, Miss Jane explained the rest of the 
project. 
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Today we are going to print a design on a tee shirt. If you made a postcard from the 
museum, you might take an element from it. Blow it up. Convert it to black and white; 
shapes and lines. Use parts or whole, or a combination. Or, create a new image, if 
you aren't happy with one of your postcards. 
 
 
Figure 49. Large scale PowerPoint visuals presented temporally. 
 As Miss Jane stood in front of the projection screen, casting her own shadow upon a 
corner of the projection, she elaborated on the postcards her students created in class the 
week before. "Think about it in shapes and lines," she said as she pointed to like elements in 
the images she projected. "Here are other examples...popsicles!" She advanced the 
PowerPoint again revealing an image of a tee shirt printed with multi-colored popsicles laid 
out in a grid. She advanced the PowerPoint one last time, revealing a large black and white 
image of a boy wearing a tee shirt that contained the same elements as the background in 
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the composition. Miss Jane explicitly pointed out the elements in the tee shirt design and then 
went quiet, giving her students a chance to process the visual information. The students stared 
at the screen in silence. 
 Working with design elements. Moving closer to the orange table, Miss Jane broke the 
silence, "I'll give you five to ten minutes to draw out your designs. I'll put some music on." The 
large black and white image disappeared as Miss Jane opened a music program on her 
laptop. Mellow rock music began to pour from her laptop speaker. The students were quiet; 
their responses non-verbal. Some stared at their sketchbooks; some still looked to the large 
screen, but the images had disappeared. Some stared into the air. One or two began to 
sketch. These behaviors could indicate deep thinking, or, indecision regarding how to move 
forward.  
        
Figure 50. Students deciding how to move forward.                  
 With the music playing softly in the background, Miss Jane began to circulate the 
orange table to monitor student progress. Noting the groups' hesitation, she began to offer 
ideas. Walking as she spoke, she reminded, "If you made a postcard from the museum,26 you 
might take an element from it."  Her speech paused, but she continued to circle and review 
                                           
26 A few students were absent the week before and did not have a postcard. 
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individual student action (or inaction). "Blow it up; convert it to black and white shapes and 
lines; use parts or whole, or a combination. Or, create a new image if you are not happy with 
one of your postcards." There was a longer verbal pause before she added, "Or, you can take 
something from your sketchbook. Her last suggestion catalyzed the group in quiet 
conversation.  
        
                          Postcard; sketchbook first.                                             Postcard;  immediately to paper.    
       
                        No postcard; sketchbook first.                                        No postcard; immediately to paper. 
Figure 51. Styles of abstraction: referencing the tangible versus the intangible. 
 Slowly, pencils began to move. Maybe half of the students opted to pull an element 
from their postcards. Some preferred to prove their design in their sketchbooks first; other 
began drawing directly on the linoleum block-sized paper provided by Miss Jane. Of the 
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students who chose to create something new, some started in their sketchbooks; others went 
right to the formatted paper. Miss Jane continued to move around the table, monitoring the 
progress. She frequently reminded her students to think about making their sketches big 
enough to fill their linoleum blocks. 
 "I forgot what a turtle looks like!" exclaimed one of the girls who did not want to 
reference one of her postcards. "Think about a turtle." responded Miss Jane. One of Miss 
Jane's PowerPoint slides had projected a turtle, but, during this sketching activity, the screen 
revealed only Pandora. 
 
 Figure 52. Miss Jane shows a concrete example of negative space. 
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 Miss Jane continued to circle as most students engaged in sketching. No one was 
talking. Seeing this, she talked through the steps of the project one-by-one. When she 
finished, she referred the students to the chalkboards flanking the screen where she had 
written out the entire project in sequence. She asked the students for their attention briefly as 
she pointed out an example of negative space on the linoleum block she had carved for her 
exemplar. "The positive shape is the monkey," she said, holding up and pointing to an area 
on the block. "The negative space is the space around it." She continued, "While you guys are 
drawing, I'm gonna pass around your blocks." 
 Having created something tangible to reference, transfer of the abstract design from 
the paper or sketchbook to the linoleum block did not take long. Students' eyes moved back 
and forth from their original sketch to their block. Sometimes the result looked a lot like the 
original; sometimes it only resembled the original. Miss Jane continued to make comments as 
she walked by the students, "Blow up your turtle and make it bigger!"  Then she came to a 
boy named Sam who had not yet made a mark on his paper or block. "You might want to 
consider how long it's gonna take to cut out the block!" Miss Jane advised. 
        
                   Figure 53. From paper to block.                                           Figure 54. From sketchbook to block.    
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 Sam sat with his back to the windows and had been carefully looking around the 
room, moving his head almost ninety degrees, his eyes scouring every object in the 
classroom. Then he stared down at his block. "Sam, do you need some help? I have some 
inspiration pieces. You can use them to make a design." Miss Jane offered. Sam shook his 
head no and began to draw an American flag, in keeping with the poster hung at the center 
of the back wall exhibit. Miss Jane stopped behind him, "That's gonna be really cool! What's 
gonna be the carved out area?" Sam pointed to an area on his block. "Thicker lines. Thicker 
lines could look very dramatic if you carve them out." Miss Jane pitched. It was now 11:30 
a.m. and Miss Jane announced that the class should be wrapping up their designs and 
beginning the transfer to the blocks. 
 Live carving demo. At 11:35, Miss Jane addressed the class, "I need everyone to 
gather around."  She stood at the head of the orange table where the students had been 
working. Some moved in very close while others kept their distance. Miss Jane waited until the 
last student settled before beginning with a warning, "The tools are sharp!" She held a few 
tools in her hands and looked to see that each young-student had eyes towards her. "Never 
cut towards your hand! Cut away from your body. We don't want any bleeding!" she said 
sternly.  As Miss Jane cut she continued to speak, "There are different tools. Some make big 
lines; some make tiny lines, and some make really wide lines." She made several different 
width cuts as the students watched intently. "Be careful not to cut all the way through the 
block." Miss Jane interjected as she demonstrated. " You can make zig-zag lines. The broader 
the line, the less chance the ink will fill it in." After finishing a zig-zag cut, Miss Jane put down 
her tool and looked around, once again attempting eye contact with each student. "If you are 
ready, I will pass out tools. Raise your hands." 
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      Figure 55. Captivated.                                       Figure 56. Each tool makes a different mark.    
 
        
                        Moving to get a better view.                                       Staying seated and watching from afar. 
Figure 57. Zones of contact comfort zones. 
 Carving linoleum blocks. Miss Jane waited until everyone got back into their seats; 
then she spoke, "You will share your tools with your neighbor!" The students began to carve 
as soon as they got their tools. The room grew quiet. Miss Jane resumed her route around the 
work table monitoring progress. Her smile seemed to indicate her pleasure in watching her 
students fully engaged with their tools and their linoleum blocks. Initially, the students had no 
trouble remembering to use the lip of the metal cutting board for resistance as they cut away 
from their bodies. However, as time went on and the students grew more comfortable, many 
forgot. Hence, Miss Jane spent much of her time declaring verbal reminders that the cutting 
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boards were there for a purpose and cutting towards a body part was dangerous and could 
result in an accident. 
   
   
Figure 58. Using the lip of the cutting board and cutting away from one's body.         
 I zero in on the use of tools to draw a parallel. My observation indicates that, initially, 
the students followed Miss Jane's directions and heeded her safety warnings in their early 
experience. However, as they continued to interact with their tools and linoleum, they seemed 
to forget the important safety precautions. Miss Jane appeared to be on the lookout for this 
possibility, by remaining close and repeating verbal reminders. These reminders refreshed the 
"how-to" information for the students' immediate use, resulting in corrective action.   
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                Cutting without the help of the metal lip.                                 Using the tool to etch instead of cut.    
      
                                                                    Cutting towards a body part. 
Figure 59. Forgetting important points from the demonstration. 
 However, verbally refreshing "what" information, like the visual details of a turtle in a 
PowerPoint slide, was not as effective. Perhaps, this calls into question the temporal nature of 
presenting visual information only once (briefly) through PowerPoint. Is one-time exposure 
enough when presenting conceptual information visually? Is it easier to remember the details 
of a live demonstration with a verbal reminder ("Never cut towards your hand!"), versus 
remembering the details of a visual presentation with the same ("Think about a turtle.")? In 
scenario one, we are asking the students to remember a procedure. In scenario two, we are 
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asking them to remember visual detail of a fleeting moment. In my observation, the verbal 
prompt to "think about a turtle" failed; the girl working on the turtle abandoned her idea. 
        
                                 Making a mess.                                                               Managing the mess.          
 
Figure 60. Enjoying the process. 
 "Some of you look ready! You are going to bring you sketchbooks up here (pointing to 
the table by the door). Then you will sweep up your mess. Then you will start printing!" Four or 
five students responded with smiles. Miss Jane continued, "I'll start the printing demo with 
those who are ready. I'll do a couple at a time." Sam, the boy last to get started, was among 
the first ready to print. 
 A blond girl blurted out, "I'm done!" 
 Another student asked, "What if we're not done? 
 "Keep working." answered Miss Jane. 
 Live printing demo. It was 11:55 when Miss Jane walked over to the orange table and 
announced, "This is going to be our inking station over here. Put on a smock. Before you start 
any ink, you need to put on a smock!" Three students cleaned up their workspaces on the red 
table, took their sketchbooks to the sign in/out table by the door, then joined Miss Jane at the 
orange table. The rest of the students kept working on their blocks at the red table. 
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 Picking up a roller, Miss Jane explained there was one roller per color. With a three 
student audience close enough to touch, she slowly and deliberately completed each step in 
the printing process. Inking the roller, she showed the students how rolling into the ink was 
sloppy at first, so after running the roller into some ink on the Plexiglas palette, she rolled 
back and forth several times on a piece of paper. As she demonstrated the messiness, she 
emphasized that rolling some ink on a sheet of paper was necessary in order to get the ink to 
spread evenly on the roller. With the roller primed she next rolled the ink onto a block and 
inspected it for even coverage. Then, carefully picking it up, she turned it over, put it down 
and pressed, applying pressure with her hand, and then, quickly pulled it up. "Voilà!" she 
announced as she pulled the block off the paper, revealing a printed design.  
 In watching the students' actions during the demonstration, I noted that the blond 
student, to Miss Jane's right, clutched her linoleum block through the beginning of the 
demonstration, first with two hands, and then as the demonstration progressed, with one. As 
soon as Miss Jane put down her roller, this young student put down her linoleum and picked 
up a clean roller that was on the table. What meaning did holding and feeling the tool bring 
to the student? Did the ability to hold something connected to the demonstration, something 
tangible, help the student understand the process? Or, maybe was she so motivated by Miss 
Jane's revelations that she anxiously prepared to get started before the demonstration was 
complete? The answer to these questions are beyond the scope of my study because I did not 
interview the students, but they are worth considering over time as they bring into question the 
tension between the tangible and the intangible. 
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                                Priming the roller.                                                               Inking the block.    
     
                         Placing the linoleum block.                                                       Applying pressure. 
     
                           Pulling the linoleum block.                                            Revealing the finished product. 
Figure 61. Demonstrating the linoleum block printing process.  
 Before Miss Jane turned the students loose, she instructed that if they wanted to make 
a color change they needed to take their block to the sink and use soap to clean it 
thoroughly. With her last comment, the three students began their printing experiences. Miss 
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Jane repeated small group printing demonstrations, like the one described above until it was 
time to clean up. 
 
      
               Demonstrating the correct roller orientation.                             Trying the correct roller orientation. 
Figure 62. A private lesson.   
 Live printing experience. The first student to try printing on her own chose black ink. As 
she began to roll the ink on a Plexiglas palette she blurted out, "This is disgusting!" She was 
pushing, not rolling, the paint along the plastic because she had the roller upside down. Miss 
Jane gently took the roller from her hand and turned it over. I heard her whisper softly, "Roll 
with this end up." Directing the student's attention to a piece of paper, Miss Jane 
demonstrated how easy it was to roll ink with the roller in the new orientation. Returning the 
roller, the student continued with priming her roller.  
 As discussed in the black ink example, if Miss Jane sensed a student was struggling, 
she gently offered personal assistance. Alternatively, if Miss Jane sensed a student had 
mastered a particular process, she encouraged expansion. For example, when Miss Jane felt 
the three students who initiated the printing experience had mastered the art of rolling ink and 
printing on paper, she encouraged them to return to the carving stage to improve their print 
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quality. "Wash off your blocks and you can carve again!" At this opportunity, the three 
students headed to the sink at the same time, and a mild tussle ensued.  
 "She's pushing!" exclaimed the first girl to made it to the sink. 
 "You don't have to hog the whole thing!" responded the second girl. 
 Miss Jane reacted quickly, to let them know she was watching, "Wash off your blocks 
and dry them off too; Dry your hands too!" 
Breaking the class into subgroups eased congestion at the lone sink, thereby managing the 
use of the fixed resources within the physical space. 
       
       Figure 63. Sharing physical resources.                     Figure 64. Revisiting previous steps to improve quality. 
 Miss Jane looked for her next group, "Who needs a printing demonstration?" She 
repeated the printing drill, different color, different roller, different palette, each time she 
sensed another group was ready to proceed. Meanwhile, carving continued at the red table, 
and printing continued at the orange table. Slowly the carvers transitioned to printers and the 
printers back to carvers. This went on for several cycles. 
 Skills continued to build as time progressed. Mastery of printing on paper invited new 
challenges associated with printing on fabric. "That's part of the quality of the tee shirt. It's 
fibrous, so the ink doesn't always show up perfectly."  Miss Jane advised, handing tee shirts to 
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students who produced evidence of consistent, good quality (displaying a nice ratio of 
positive and negative space), practice prints on paper.  "Label the top with your name and 
leave the cardboard inside!" instructed Miss Jane. Once tee shirts were in production, half of 
the red table, initially earmarked for carving, began to transition into a tee shirt printing 
station. Students laid out their shirts on the red table, but continued to prime their rollers on 
the orange table. This kept the growing inking mess contained while allowing the tee shirts to 
stay out of harm's way. By this time, student ratios had reversed at the two tables. Most of the 
activity had progressed to printing; almost all initial carving had ceased. Re-carving, however, 
was in full cycle. 
 
      
                Paper print: evidence of process mastery.                                           Graduating to fabric. 
      
                    Continuous spirals in the process.                                                     The finished product. 
Figure 65. Process spirals.   
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 Miss Jane's classroom offered much latitude in what her students did within individual 
projects while simultaneously requiring cooperation amongst peers. Areas of cooperation 
included the sharing of resources (such as the sink), equipment (such as cutters, rollers and 
palettes), and supplies (ink). Miss Jane left decisions such as when to cease carving and move 
to printing entirely up to the student, as well as how many times to repeat a print on the tee 
shirt. One student chose to print once and enhance the image using magic markers. Another 
decided to print six times in a tight grid, one-color, three across and two down. In doing this, 
she patiently moved, several times, from orange to red table and back again, engaging in a 
self-directed experiential learning spiral. 
 Within Miss Jane's printmaking activity, not every student experienced success through 
every step or spiral. Example one: Sally shrieked as she pulled her block off her paper, "It's 
backwards! My name is backwards!" Miss Jane neglected to inform her students that printing 
would yield a mirror image, so everyone's print was the reverse of what they expected. In 
response, Sally returned to a cutting tool, to carve out negative space effectively erasing her 
name. Example two: After pulling her block from her paper, a girl sighed softly, "The only 
thing that came out was my stars!" Her response involved revisiting to the cutting tool to carve 
out thicker lines and more negative space. Example three: When a first attempt to print on 
fabric came out very light, a girl pulled her block off her tee shirt, looked up at me and said, 
"I didn't use enough ink!" Her response entailed returning to the inking table to get an even 
layer of ink on her roller.  
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                                Deciding on placement.                                                         Trying it out. 
    
                       Placing and applying pressure.                                                 Lifting in disappointment. 
    
                    Re-registering and printing again.                                          Adding definition with markers. 
Figure 66. Making decisions and adjustments.   
 Conversely, within Miss Jane's printmaking activity, not every student stayed within the 
parameters of the assignment. The latecomer remained in the paper printing stage longer 
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than most while he experimented with mixing colors on his block before printing, something 
Miss Jane had not mentioned in any of her demonstrations. This student pushed beyond the 
parameters of the assignment. As her students engaged with their materials and ideas, Miss 
Jane circulated at arm's length, interrupting only to reinforce a technique ("Make sure there is 
an even layer of ink on your roller!"; or to challenge a student to go father :"We have extra 
paper! We can print on colored paper!" Many struggles with the concept of negative space, 
but each struggle yielded experience in trial and error. At 11:10 she announced there was 
twenty minutes remaining. 
 
      
                  Enhancing a single print with markers.                                 Creatively experimenting with color. 
Figure 67. Making adjustments and thinking creatively within the linoleum block print process. 
 Look at my work! At 11:15, unprompted, Sally picked up her tee shirt, walked to the 
back of the classroom as shouted, "Guys, I want to show you something! This is my tee shirt!" 
Beaming with pride, she extended her right arm above her head and rotated from left to right 
in a half circle until she had shown the entire class. She had added extra elements with a 
black marker. These elements, dinosaurs, coordinated with the dinosaur in her print. At the 
end of her announcement, the class continued to work. 
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           Figure 68. Unprompted sharing.                                       Figure 69. Pride in accomplishment. 
 Early exit. At 11:20 Miss Jane sounded a five minute warning: "Guys, we have five 
minutes left! You want to make sure you are printing your shirts!" Young Sally's mother and 
grandmother entered the room. Miss Hannah, who had been observing from the vicinity of 
the sink, quickly moved to close the door. Looking at me she mouthed, "Disruptive". Sally 
proudly displayed her tee shirt to her mother and her grandmother, who patted her on her 
back as Sally smiled. Then Sally's mother asked her, "Okay, are you set?" and the three of 
them left the room with no acknowledgement to the class, Miss Jane or Miss Hannah.  
 Winding down. Miss Jane, still in motion around the printing table asked one of the 
girls, "How did your prints come out?" 
 "Not very good; I don't like it!" responded the girl, lowering her eyes. 
 "You can go in with markers and add definition." suggested Miss Jane. "Has everyone 
had a chance to print on your tee shirts yet? Let's get you printing! Hurry up! It's 11:27!" After 
a short pause, she added, "Wash your hands really good with soap and water. You only have 
one and a half minutes left!" 
 At 11:30 the door opened slowly. A dad peeked his head in and mouthed to me, 
"Okay?" I shook my head yes and he entered to sign out his daughter. Miss Jane made one 
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last announcement as parents began to pour into the room, "I want to see you next week! It's 
been a crazy time! Leave everything in the sink. I'll scrub them clean. Did you wash your 
hands? Because they are kind of grotty." 
 
      
                  Waiting patiently at shared resources.                              Revisiting previous steps to improve product. 
Figure 70. Making it perfect. 
 The Importance of Product. Several parents rushed to the location of their children, 
curious about what had been created. A mom looking over her daughter's shoulder 
commented, "Very nice!" The daughter asked her, "Do you want to see the back?" A smiling 
father said something in Portuguese. His daughter smiled and hugged him. A mom took 
pictures of her twin daughters holding their tee shirts. All three were smiling.  
 One of the girls, Lilly, had been working on a meticulous design that had taken her 
through several cycles of paper prints. I watched as Lilly waited patiently by the sink to wash 
and dry her block each time she ran a printing cycle. By the end of the class, she was still not 
satisfied; hence, she had not yet printed on her tee shirt. Miss Jane asked her, "Lilly, do you 
want to print?"  
 Lilly answered softly, head down as her mother stood behind her, "No".  
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 "Do you want to take a tee shirt home? followed Miss Jane. 
 Again, Lilly answered quietly, "No." 
 
      
                                 Beat by the clock.                                             Fighting the clock; determined to finish. 
Figure 71. Beyond the end of class.   
 A second girl, Judy, also determined to keep making improvements, remained seated 
at a corner of the red table working on her tee shirt with markers. As she worked, her dad 
patiently waited, peeking over her shoulder. Finally, he pleaded, "Come on! I have to go!" He 
signed her out, and they left together at 11:44. 
Jane's Pedagogical Space and Place Making Choices 
 Within her operational curriculum, Miss Jane exposed her students to diverse 
pedagogical practices offering diverse educational opportunities.  
 reflection regarding past topics (the history of textile printing; review of museum visit) 
 growth through introduction to: concepts (abstraction, carving, printing); new 
vocabulary (abstract, decorate, print, proof, repetition, symbol); tools (cutting plate, 
cutting tools, rubber printing brayers); materials (E.Z. cut linoleum, ink, tee shirts); 




 interaction and transaction with: tools and materials (carving and printing); people 
(sharing tools and supplies); ideas (abstraction, experimentation, creativity); 
atmosphere (art classroom); 
 taking responsibility (cleaning up work areas and tools). 
Miss Hannah cultivated these practices within a carefully prepared physical environment 
purposefully coordinated to facilitate the pedagogical practices she arranged. 
 Miss Jane connected her pedagogies to the material world in diverse ways. 
Sketchbooks connected personal relevance. Projected text introduced the project. Temporally 
projected images related visually to points of discussion. A chalkboard displayed the project 
processes step by step. In addition, Miss Jane conducted three demonstrations: a chalkboard 
facilitated a live drawing demonstration; linoleum blocks and cutting tools facilitated a live 
carving demonstration; inks and rubber brayers facilitated a live printing demonstration. 
Music was used as an emotional backdrop for student work sessions.  
 Once again, more interesting were components within her physical space and her 
operational curriculum left unconnected. Miss Jane's initial sketching activity had no explicit 
connection to her lesson on abstraction. Although Miss Jane's students engaged multi-
modally in many aspects of the material landscape within her classroom, surprisingly, two 
carefully prepared areas were never pedagogically called upon to support the lesson. The 
artifact table (covered in multiculturally printed examples of fabrics with diverse textures) and 
back wall (displaying printed examples of abstract designs and symbols through screen prints 
and woodcuts and lithographs) laid in wait of meaningful engagement, receiving little 
attention beyond a passing look. 




Figure 72. Bright colors, visible art materials, and restrained natural light.  
Laurel's Choices  
 Miss Laurel worked as a student teacher under the supervision of Miss Hannah for 
weeks six through nine of the nine-week curriculum unit, "Body as Culture." This was her first 
encounter with this group of fourth and fifth graders. She taught while Miss Hannah observed. 
Some of the choices she made surrounding her physical space reflected her preferred 
practice of incorporating personal art experiences in her teaching. In this class session, she 
displayed a small mixed-media exemplar, which she had created, on the chalkboard tray at 
the front left of the room. 
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 Like we saw in Miss Jane's classroom, Miss Laurel also arranged the eight large tables 
into two rectangular clusters and covered them with brightly colored paper. A green table, set 
with twelve individual place settings, included a worksheet on the elements of design, a 
workbook with a drawing of a human skeleton on the cover, and a blank canvas. A yellow 
table held plastic tubs filled with craft supplies: fabric scraps, tissue paper, wire, crayons, 
construction paper and found objects like CD's and playing cards. A single shade opened to 
the awning window level revealed it was a beautiful day outside. Bright lines of sunlight 
leaked between the drawn shades and washed out the chalkboard, confirming it was too 
sunny to allow unrestrained natural light into the room. As a result, all five banks of 
fluorescent lights illuminated the room artificially. 
       
      Figure 73. Place setting: individual reference materials.           Figure 74. Supply table: mixed media craft supplies.       
 Just as Miss Jane had done, Miss Laurel placed two laminate folding tables at the 
front of the classroom. A table off to the left, covered with muted lavender paper, displayed a 
half dozen books on human anatomy. Many were part of Miss Laurel's private collection. A 
table front-and-center covered in bright yellow paper (which matched the paper on the larger 
craft supply table) held an assortment of art supplies including drawing pencils, colored 
pencils, oil pastels, rulers, an assortment of adhesives (industrial, wood, and spray glue), and 
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model magic clay. A fully retracted projection screen commanded no attention behind this 
table, and there was no audio-visual cart in sight. The chalkboard displayed a timetable for 
the class period, and lists of sketchbook and canvass goals. Under the sketchbook goals 
heading, three steps detailed how to draw a skeleton. Under the canvass goals heading, four 
steps detailed how to transfer a skeleton sketch onto a canvass. In the right front corner of the 
classroom, Miss Laurel added a life-size plaster cast sculpture of an anatomical human figure 
for reference. 
      
                 Figure 75. Text-based reference materials.                          Figure 76. Front-and-center: art supplies. 
      
       Figure 77. Documentation of schedule and objectives.             Figure 78. Three dimensional reference material.     
 Outside versus inside. From the doorway, I could hear an upbeat song by Taylor Swift, 
contemporary music accessible by tuning to a local radio station. I traced the source to the 
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boom box located on the counter next to the sink. From this location, I could also see that the 
art supply cart had resumed its original position, centered on the tack board back wall. This 
meant I had to enter the space to view the collective back wall display. Once inside, It 
appeared less dense; somewhat more relaxed, or less ordered, than it did in the two previous 
examples.  
 Back wall complexity. Miss Laurel chose to hang 14 posters, plus the class rules which 
she prominently hung flush left, opening the visual experience with explicit expectations, 
before segueing into an artwork display. With selections that numbered less than either of her 
predecessors, Miss Laurel's choices belonged to her private collection and not the art 
education center resource used in previous examples. Similarities in the layouts included two 
rows and mixing horizontal and vertical formats. Differences included irregular spaces in 
between yielding more visible gray tack board, but the added gray space seemed to create a 
lively rhythm which caused my eye movement to speed up and slow down. I struggled to 
arrive at a singular theme for the collection, and settled on relating the exemplars back to the 
body. Six of the images related explicitly to the anatomy of the human body. Two of the 
images related, not to the human body, but to bodies of water. One image was a human 
body drowning in a body of water. As for the single Warhol tomato soup can (1962), I only 
could speculate that the connection might be related to feeding or nourishing the human 
body. At any rate, I noted it was the first time reference to gustatory sensation appeared in a 





Figure 79. Fourteen works of art, many referencing the human body. 
Table 10. Miss Laurel's Back Wall Artwork Identification (left to right). 
Top Row 
Artist Title Date Medium Period/Genre/Style Nationality G 
 Classroom Rules 1961     
unidentified Skeleton leaning on surface  pencil sketch    
Roy Lichtenstein Whaam! 1963 oil Pop Art American M 
unidentified Frontal Skeleton  pencil sketch    
unidentified Upper torso anatomical illustration  illustration    
Leonardo de Vinci Vitruvian Man 1490 pencil sketch Renaissance Italian M 
Alex Grey Kissing 1983 oil  American M 
Michael Reedy Anatomical woman holding flower 1998 Sepia   American M 
Roy Lichtenstein Drowning Girl 1963 oil Pop Art American M 
Bottom Row       
Michelangelo La Pieta 1498-99 sculpture Renaissance Italian M 
Andy Warhol Tomato 1968 screen print Pop Art American M 
unidentified       
Robert Rauschenberg Retroactive 1963 silk screen  American M 
Katsushika Hokusai Great Wave off Coast of Kanagawa 1796 woodblock  Japanese M 
Ichiyusai Hiroshige Man on Horseback Crossing a Bridge 1834-42 woodblock  Japanese M 
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          Figure 80. Nourishing the human body?                          Figure 81. Depictions of humans and anatomy. 
     
                         Figure 82. Human bodies...                                             Figure 83. ...and bodies of water. 
       
                         Figure 84. Teacher exemplar.                                        Figure 85. Student work in progress. 
 In this instance, surveying categories introduced in earlier back walls did ignite as 
much interest as attempting to unlock the riddle of relationship between the artworks 
displayed. Yes, some used color; some did not. Sizes ranged from a large sculpture nearly six 
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feet cubed to a woodblock less than two feet square. The ten identified works were all done 
by males of which six were American, two Italian, and two Japanese. Four pieces related to 
the pop art era, two to 17th and 18th century Japanese woodblocks, and two to 14th century 
Italian Renaissance. As I studied the unidentified anatomical pencil sketches adjacent to 
artworks created by classical Masters, I realized this juxtaposition offered an opportunity to 
look closely at both without jumping to recognition or arresting perception. Stacked on a 
table in front of the back wall were in progress canvases from Miss Laurel's previous class. 
 Summary of Choices. Within the physical space of her classroom, Miss Laurel made 
many choices. She carefully prepared a physical place for each student within an existing 
furniture arrangement that facilitated large group interaction. These place settings included 
both artist supplies and scientific reference materials. She used existing technology to play 
music in the space, setting an ambiance before the students entered.  
 Within this setup, Miss Jane appeared to utilize visual display for diverse purposes. She 
covered the tables with vibrant and muted colors, adding decorative interest. She wrote a 
timetable and objectives on the chalkboard to document the cadence and goals of the 
lesson. She posted classroom rules to inform students of behavior expectations. She displayed 
a wide array of artwork to reference and inspire; artworks created by both Masters and more 
contemporary artists, by unidentified artists, by her students (in progress), and one painting 
that she created herself. She showcased art materials and supplies needed in the lesson, 
displaying them openly on two color-coded tables. She added reference books, a life-size 
sculpture, and a variety of craft materials that encouraged touching. She placed the various 
resources in different areas around the room, which required physical movement between the 
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Figure 86. Visualization of Miss Laurel's classroom taskscape.  
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Enter the Students 
 Assent. As the students entered the classroom, contemporary music played through the 
boom box near the sink. Upon entering, at once the students directed their focus and kinetic 
paths towards the large green table set with place settings of artist's canvases and other 
materials. Once seated, the students began to look through the various elements prepared 
for them. The workbooks with the skeleton on the cover commanded attention.  
  
Figure 87. Introducing a concept through individual reference material: a workbook. 
 Drawing a skeleton. "Okay...go ahead and grab your sketch books and we are gonna 
start sketching skeletons!" Miss Laurel needed to remind them to do something that should 
have been a habit by this sixth week of the session: pick up their sketchbooks. In their haste 
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claim a place setting, they left their sketchbooks at the door. Miss Laurel also relied on 
student sketchbooks in her buffer activity, just as Miss Jane had done, but the two teachers 
used them differently. Miss Jane allowed students to choose their subject matter; Miss Laurel 
directed the subject matter to support the lesson. As reference material, Miss Laurel called 
attention to the workbooks which already captured the students' attention, as well as a life-size 
model at the front of the room and a poster displayed on the back wall. Miss Laurel made no 
mention of the artifact table she had stocked with books on human anatomy. I observed 
some students using the skeleton workbook while others referenced the poster on the back 
wall from their seats. As students continued to enter, sketching continued, but I noticed not 
everyone was sketching skeletons. 
    
    
Figure 88. Students using their own 8-1/2 x 11 skeletons, and/or referencing the back wall from their seats. 
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 Elements of design. Miss Lauren transitioned from a teacher-directed to a teacher-
centered approach. "Okay folks...put your pencils down...eyes up here!" She waited a few 
seconds and then repeated, "Eyes up here!" After another pause, she began, "Fourth and Fifth 
graders...today's lesson is the body as sculpture. We are going to learn how to draw the 
body." 
        
                    Figure 89. Teacher-directed activity.                             Figure 90.  Worksheet-driven supported activity. 
 Standing at the head of the green table, Miss Laurel held up a worksheet while saying, 
"The worksheets look like this. Write your name on the top." Using the worksheet as an 
outline, Miss Laurel led a discussion on some of the elements of design: 
Can anyone raise their hands? A line will go on forever. A line segment will only go as 
far as one period of time. A mathematical segment...one dimensional. A line connects 
two points...connects one thing to another. What happens if we connect three lines? 
 
One of the girls answered, "Triangle?" 
 
"Absolutely right!" acknowledges Miss Laurel. She continued, "We make shapes with 
lines. Show me how smart you are. Show me how many lines you can draw- thick, 
thin, straight, curvy...all different types of lines." 
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                 Figure 91. Can anyone raise their hands?                         Figure 92. Does anyone know what value is? 
 Value demonstration. Before giving the students time to complete the line exercise, 
Miss Laurel moved quickly on to the next box and asked, "Does anyone know what value is?"  
 The energetic boy raised his hand. Miss Laurel nodded, giving him permission to 
answer. "Value is like... (long pause) I forget."  
 Bailing him out, a girl answered without raising her hand, "Lightness and darkness?" 
 "Very good!" responded Miss Laurel. "Very dark darks; very light lights. Show me 
contrast; contrast is black and white." With this comment, Miss Laurel moved to the 
chalkboard and drew an apple with the end of a piece of chalk and shaded one side by 
laying her chalk lengthwise and making one continuous wide swoosh. "You don't have to 
draw an apple." She clarified as she dropped the chalk into the chalk tray (referring to the 
explicit example on the exercise worksheet that she had just recreated on the chalkboard). 
 Immediately, Miss Laurel returned to the worksheet and directed the students' attention 
to the third box. With this example, a human head, she steered the conversation back 
towards the human body. She asked if anyone could tell her, "What is meant by proportion?" 
 A girl answered, "The parts- how big they are and how small they are!" 
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 Miss Laurel prompted a student who had not yet contributed, "Tommy, do you have a 
different definition?" 
 "That is what I was gonna say!" Answered Tommy. 
 Miss Laurel continued, "Okay, so it's scale; it's size. It's the way things look from where 
you are. We are going to have fun with proportion!" 
 A young girl blurted out, "The eyes are stuck out! That looks like my Aunt!" 
 Miss Laurel followed, "The proportions have to do with the elements that are 
considered the most important." She verbalized several examples: "If you like baking cookies, 
you might have a big nose. Hair? Eyes? Glasses? Go ahead and work on the proportion 
one." 
 As the students filled in boxes on their worksheets, Miss Laurel checked to see who was 
keeping up. "Raise your hand if you are done with the line one!" She counted the hands and 
then asked, "The value one?" After counting hands for the second time she reminded the 
students to incorporate lines and value in the third box concerning proportion. "Use line and 
value in the last one on proportion! Do the face in a way that is important to you. For those 
finished with the boxes, she added, "Do the skeleton with proportion and line." This referred to 
the sketchbook assignment documented on the chalkboard next to the timetable. 
 While the students worked, Miss Laurel stayed at the front of the classroom (Miss 
Hannah observed from the vicinity of the sink). Miss Laurel continued to give her students 
verbal examples. While talking about an athlete's body, she gestured strong muscles. While 
talking about high intellect, she offered, "If you are really smart, make a huge skull!" She told 
her students if they got stuck to return to the basic lines in the skeleton. She walked to a 
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poster on the back wall and pointed while saying, "There are two sets of bones that are very 
important." 
 "Pelvis!" shouted one of the boys. 
       
     Figure  93. Gesturing strong muscles (kinesthetic map).            Figure 94. Referencing the pelvis on the back wall. 
 "Very good," responded Laurel. Then she changed what she was pointing at as she 
said, "Large bones..." 
 "Oh! Ribs!" shouted the energetic boy, enthusiastically.  
 As Miss Laurel returned to the front of the classroom, she spoke, "Hip bones, or pelvis 
is a really easy starting place for you to draw the body." She encouraged her students to finish 
working on the worksheet boxes and move on to the activity. "I don't want to rush you, but if 
you are still working on the boxes, finish up in the next minute or so." Then she added, "For 
those ready to move on, use two different types of lines, and play with size." The room got 
very quiet; all I could hear was the hum of the radiators. 
 Skeleton portrait. Miss Laurel returned to the front of the room, opened her workbook 
packet, turned to a page showing a skeleton, and held it up for her students to see. The 
worksheet exercises culminated in a self-portrait activity (documented on the chalkboard) that 
involved drawing a skeleton using the design elements highlighted in the lesson. Miss Laurel 
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offered one last bit of advice before turning up the volume of the music already coming out 
of the boom box: "Remember, it's just a sketchbook. You can put anything down in there."  
      
                   Figure 95. Referencing a workbook.                                        Figure 96. Referencing a poster. 
       
            Figure 97. Referencing personal sketchbook.                              Figure 98. Referencing imagination. 
 While the young students worked quietly in their seats, Miss Laurel remained at the 
front of the classroom. It was unnaturally quiet as only the music could be heard in the 
background. A single break in the silence came from a young girl as she declared, "I love this 
song!" Miss Hannah, who had been observing all along, offered in response, "Taylor Swift!" 
There was no conversation between students. Their silence seemed to signal they were taking 
the worksheet and sketchbook assignments very seriously. No one left his/her seat; not even 
to check the poster on the back wall, the sculpture at the front of the room, or the anatomy 
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books on the artifact table. As the students sketched quietly, some referenced their 
workbooks; others continued to turn and reference the poster of the skeleton from their seats. 
 Connecting the canvas. Thirty minutes into the ninety minute class, Miss Laurel broke 
the silence with an announcement, "The next part is going to be really fun!" She explained to 
the class the next step in the project: to scale and sketch their customized skeletons onto their 
canvases. Pointing first to the supply table near the window, then to her exemplar, she 
revealed, "Then, you're going to add all this extra stuff on here!" 
       
       Figure 99. Referencing recontextualization materials.                    Figure 100. Referencing Teacher's Exemplar.  
       
    Figure 101. Miss Laurel's self-portrait sculpted exemplar.            Figure 102. Process support from the chalkboard.                 
  Moving towards the chalkboard, she added while she pointed, " The steps are written 
on the chalkboard in case you forget. Any questions?"  
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 There were questions. After looking at Miss Laurel's exemplar, a boy asked, "Are we 
gonna make a sleeve to it?"  
 Miss Laurel answered, "Some people are. Some people did part of the skeleton, some 
did all. If you want to have some fleshed out, it's okay." 
 The boy asked a second question for clarification, "Can we have it all fleshed in?" 
 Miss Laurel answered with one word, "No." Then she addressed the class, "When you 
move to 3D, the best thing to start with is model magic." With this statement, Miss Laurel 
passed around small packages of model magic clay.  
 Hearing the student's questions after they saw Miss Laurel's exemplar, I speculated that 
the students were ignoring the life-size sculpture because muscles covered its skeleton. The 
students seemed to prefer straightforward examples of what they were being asked to 
produce, which they interpreted was a skeleton. Introduction of fleshed out areas in the 
assignment did not occur until Miss Laurel revealed her exemplar, which was a big step from 
a sketch of a skeleton.  
      
                   Figure 103. Muscles covering skeleton.                     Figure 104. "A couple of extra pages in the back."       
 From the chalkboard, Miss Laurel moved back to the table where the students were 
seated, and returned to the workbook. Holding it up, she directed the student's attention to "a 
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couple of extra pages in the back". Opening the book to a figure with exaggerated body parts 
she explained, "The big parts are where we have the most nerve endings. We feel the most 
through our hands, tongue, and lips." Turning the page, she continued, verbally explaining 
what was on each page, "These are easy ideas for you guys to work from: Hands covered 
with words- create texture on top of the bodies. The last page is objects. You can use objects 
to tell a story of a person. Use objects to tell your story." 
 Drawing to canvas. As pencils moved in silence, Miss Laurel reminded the students, 
"Don't forget... if you don't know where to start- ribs and pelvis. Draw two triangles." One of 
the girls had a question and Miss Laurel took a seat next to her. Upon sitting, she opened a 
package of model magic, and began to knead it as she talked to her student. The rest of the 
class began working on their canvases. The students were talkative in this space. For the first 
time, a student left his seat; to sharpen his pencil with the electric pencil sharpener located at 
the sink. As they worked, a group of students talked about a movie. Miss Laurel joined in.  
      
             Figure 105. Miss Laurel sits with the students.                        Figure 106. Keeping the worksheet close by. 
 As the students worked on their canvases, some referenced skeletal portraits they had 
made in their sketchbooks. One appeared to be creating a drawing from scratch, but could 
be seen referencing her worksheet. Another appeared to be creating a drawing from scratch 
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and referencing the poster on the back wall. Regardless of reference choice, all of the young 
students appeared to be fully engaged in the drawing activity. Leaving the front of the room 
for only the second time, Miss Laurel got up from her seat at the head of the table to turn up 
the music. On her way back from the boom box, she made one trip around the table, viewing 
her student's progress.   
      
                Figure 107. Drawing from a sketchbook.                         Figure 108. Using no reference close at hand. 
 Re-contextualization: sculpting the canvas. At 11:45 Miss Laurel asked once again for 
everyone's eyes. "Guys, everybody, it's time to move to 3D. Can I see everybody's eyes? The 
students stopped working and looked up. Miss Laurel, for a second time, called their attention 
to the wide assortment of materials on the supply table. This time she elaborated by 
verbalizing what she saw, "Paper, tissue paper, mesh, model magic... dig through and see all 
the really fun things in there!" Miss Laurel's intervention served to re-set the students' rhythm, 
urging them to finish drawing and move on to 3D media exploration.  
 After Miss Laurel's announcement, most of the students continued to work in their 
seats, many began to add model magic to their canvas drawings, from the package Miss 
Laurel provided. A few got up to look through the treasures on the supply table. As these 
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students began to bring items back to the work table, other students took interest and got up 
to explore the material options.  
       
       Figure 109. Broad shoulders and high cheek bones.                           Figure 110. A good sense of smell. 
       
                  Figure 111. Feeling different textures.                          Figure 112. Searching for something interesting. 
 One of the boys found a Michael Jackson CD at the bottom of a box of mixed 
materials that contained numerous CD"s. Carrying it back to his workspace, he mentioned 
that he would like to take it home. Miss Laurel overhead and responded, "Nope! We're not 
taking anything home unless we put it on our art. If anyone was planning on taking a CD 
home and listening to it, the CD's are scratched beyond repair." Although the students 
seemed to grasp the concept of proportion, they seemed to have missed the concept of 
symbolism, and relating the items to their own personas. Perhaps because Miss Laurel gave 
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several explicit examples related to proportion, and none related to symbolism and dual 
meanings. 
      
     Figure 113. Adding objects, or meaning, to the canvas?                 Figure 114. Large, unmanageable pieces. 
       
               Figure 115. Getting help with heavy items.                          Figure 116. Teacher-influenced on-task time. 
 With contemporary soft rock music playing in the background, the students continued 
to work on their canvases. The wide array of materials on the supply table continued to 
capture the students' attention, but they seemed somewhat confused by the large pieces of 
mesh and fabric. After several students had picked up and put down some of the larger 
materials, one student asked if he could cut one. Miss Hannah, who was standing close to 
the supply table, gave him permission. Miss Laurel had plugged in a hot glue gun at the 
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supply table at the front of the room. "If you are gluing anything heavy, bring it over, and we'll 
use hot glue," she announced. Immediately a line formed at the hot glue table. 
 At 12:05, judicious Sally, who had been working hard, who was always amongst the 
first to finish, asked if she could take a minute and sketch. Miss Laurel answered her, "If you 
want to take a small break, I can let that go through, but the main activity is what we are 
doing."  Then Miss Laurel reminded the class, "We are doing self-portraits!" Other students 
were showing signs of losing interest. Two boys engaged in continuous conversation. One 
was demonstratively good at multi-tasking; the other was not getting much work done. For 
the most part, the rest of the class seemed involved in the activity, though I am not sure they 
were making the connection regarding choosing items from the materials table that in some 
way represented an aspect of their person or personality. 
 At 12:17 Miss Laurel gave a ten-minute warning, "All eyes up here!" she waited... 
"Gentleman, Ladies, I would love to see your beautiful eyes! She waited once more before 
continuing, "We have about ten more minutes, Use all the materials already at your seat. Try 
to get everything glued." The young students grew quiet and continued to work. 
 At 12:21 Miss Laurel gave a five-minute warning. She approached the boy who had 
been doing more chatting than gluing. "I'm going to help you out. Let's be smart about how 
we do this." she said a she began to help him glue his objects down. At 12:24 Miss Laurel 
gave a one-minute warning, "If it's not already glued, it has to go back!"  
 "But what if somebody takes it?" inquired a boy who had accumulated a nice pile next 
to his canvas. 
 "I'm not teaching any other classes," replied Miss Laurel. 
 Her comment did not seem to bring solace to the young boy. 
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 Cleaning up. "If you're done, we are stacking! Be careful; don't hurt anything that is 
back there." She was referring to the stack of in-progress canvases from the earlier class. A 
few of the students began to glue multiple pieces at once. "Glue down! Officially stop putting 
stuff on your canvases!" Directed Miss Laurel. The students reluctantly stopped gluing and 
returned their unglued selections to the supply table as Miss Laurel continued to direct them, 
"Please put everything away. No drawing; no writing right now. Worksheets up here," she 
stood next to the center table at the front of the room. 
 
Figure 117. Collaboration in clean-up. 
 Relics of investment. Every thirty seconds or so, Miss Laurel added a directive, 
"Initiative! If you see something that is not yours- put it away! I would be impressed." Another 
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pause, then, "Canvases stacked up on the yellow table!" As the students cleaned up, Miss 
Hannah began to return the baskets of materials to the supply room across the hall; This left 
space on the yellow table for the students' projects. At 12:27, the urgency in Miss Laurel's 
voice escalated, "Okay guys, serious cleanup time! I would love to see them get put away! 
That's the mark of how smart you are!" The students carried their projects to the yellow table. 
 The parents began to enter the classroom promptly at 12:30. Miss Laurel continued to 
address the class, "All right, folks who are standing around, there is still stuff to be put away!" 
She directed a comment to the boys who were on the floor picking up sequins, "I love the 
way, sirs, you are doing that!" 
 A young girl took her dad by the hand and led him over to her work. He responded, 
"The skeleton is so real! Is that..." I could not hear his question. He and his daughter made 
eye contact, and as she was smiling, he said, "I'm very impressed with this skeleton!" Another 
girl asked her mother, "Mommy, do you want to see my work?" The mother walked over to 
where her canvas lay on the yellow table, took a long look and then looked at her daughter 
and calmly asked, "What is that?!" 
Laurel's Pedagogical Space and Place Making Choices 
 Within her operational curriculum, Miss Laurel exposed her students to a limited range 
of pedagogical practices in offering educational opportunities for her students.  
 growth: introduction to a concept (mixed media); vocabulary (anatomy, line, value, 
proportion); techniques (drawing, repurposing, gluing);  
 interaction and transaction with: tools and materials (canvas, model magic, adhesives, 
found objects, paint); ideas (representation, re-contextualization, experimentation, 
creativity); peers (socially); atmosphere (scientific lab/ art classroom); 
 taking responsibility (cleaning and caring for workspace);  
 sharing: materials (glue gun, craft supplies). 
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Miss Laurel cultivated these practices within an academic environment in which the students 
remained predominantly in their seats, in workspaces purposefully prepared to be largely self 
contained. 
 Miss Laurel connected her pedagogies to the material world in assorted ways. 
Through a worksheet and workbook in a place setting, she introduced lesson concepts. She 
utilized sketchbooks to focus attention on details communicated on the worksheet and in the 
workbook. She referred to a poster on the back wall to test for comprehension. She used the 
chalkboard to demonstrate shading. In addition, she used the chalkboard to display the 
session timetable, goals for sketching in sketchbooks, and goals for sketching on canvases. 
She showcased materials in a central location enabling shared access. She used her 
exemplar to inspire the students to move from two to three dimension. She used music as an 
emotional backdrop for student work sessions. 
 Once again, more interesting were components within her physical space left 
unconnected. While her students engaged with reference materials, pencils, sketchbooks, 
canvases, and craft materials within her classroom, two carefully prepared areas were never 
pedagogically called upon: a display of books on human anatomy, and a life size sculpture 
at the front of the room. Additionally, of all the artwork displayed on the back wall, Miss 
Lauren only utilized one poster. That poster, a labeled human skeleton, looked like it 
belonged in a science lab rather than an art classroom.  
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Anticipation (Making Visual Sense) 
 
Figure 118. Focusing attention: towards the front and center of the classroom. 
Yoko's Choices  
 Miss Yoko was the teaching assistant for a fifth and sixth grade class in SAS Session-2, 
an eight-week curriculum titled "Art Making is Transformation." 27 She taught week one as her 
student teacher Abby assisted. Some of the choices she made surrounding her physical space 
reflected her experience as an installation artist, trained to transform the perception of a 
space. Within the physical space of her classroom, she arranged six large, and two small 
folding tables into a U-shape and covered them with a medium blue paper. She placed a 
                                           
27 I also observed Yoko teach a nine-week curriculum unit, in a different classroom (and semester), where she 
directed four different student teachers, but information from those observations are not directly part of this case. 
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third small folding table, front-and-center and covered it in the same medium blue paper. 
She pushed the last two remaining large folding tables together, located them in the center of 
the U, and covered them in bright red paper, making the two appear as one large table. This 
arrangement focused attention towards the front and center, where a deployed screen 
reflected a large projected image of an old woman blowing out three candles shaped like the 
numerals in the number 100. A title above the image read, "The Future Me: When I Am 100 
Years Old."  
 Within Miss Yoko's focused arrangement, some of her choices still reflected customary 
classroom expectations, such as the "teacher's desk" located front-and-center, and the sign 
in/out table just inside the door. An easel to the left of the screen prominently displayed the 
classroom rules. Some of Miss Yoko's choices related to functionality, such as the presence of 
a technology cart with its yellow umbilical cord. All window shades were down and bright 
light leaked in between the seams. Two moved slightly, signaling open windows behind. 
Three of five banks of fluorescent lights illuminated the room. I guessed the purpose of four 
empty plastic wash basins located along the baseboard at the front of the room was to extend 
cleanup capability. 
        
            Figure 119. Left easel: classroom rules.                         Figure 120. Right easel: four stages of the process. 
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 Some of Miss Yoko's choices related to logistics. The central red table showcased a 
variety of tools, supplies, and materials to which the students would need access. The diverse 
tools on display offered varied tactile experiences: soft paint brushes, slick plastic mixing trays, 
cool metal scissors, and an assortment of hard plastic hand mirrors. As did the mix of  
supplies and materials present: squeeze bottles of glue and acrylic paint, tubes of acrylic 
paint, zip lock bags of billowy cotton balls and colored pom-pom balls, a bag of wooden 
popsicle sticks, and a few dozen clear plastic serving trays. Displayed prominently on a 
second easel to the right of the screen were samples of the featured art project in four 
different stages of completion. 
      
         Figure 121. Class period timetable, left of center.                  Figure 122. Work session detail, right of center. 
 Some of Miss Yoko's choices, within her focused arrangement, related to modes of 
presentation. The central screen displaying image and text affirmed Miss Yoko's decision to 
introduce at least parts of the lesson visually. Use of the chalkboard represented Miss Yoko's 
choice to use also traditional means. Timetables, flanking the screen indicated a decision to 
utilize conventional chalkboards. One timetable segmented the class period into six 
segments: interest survey, discussion, demonstration, work session, cleanup, and closure. The 
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other temporally broke down the work session: sketching, tracing, coloring, decorating, and 
signing. 
 Outside versus inside. Standing in the doorway looking in at Miss Yoko's colorful 
space, my attention was at once pulled towards the front-and-center of the space. Although 
items of interest could be seen in multiple locations, most yielded to a strong front-and-center 
focal point. The U shaped table opened to the front; flanking easels angled towards the front-
and-center; the center showcased tools, supplies, and materials. Outside the focal point was 
the back wall, of which for the first time from the doorway, I had an unobstructed view. 
Clearing all furniture from in front of the back wall (save the sign in/out table) served to 
spotlight the collection of artworks. This, combined with the expansive u-shaped table 
arrangement, made the atmosphere seem fuller, even crowded, compared to the previous 
three examples. This was the first time a collective back wall exhibit lured my attention prior to 
my physically entering the room. 
 Back wall complexity. Miss Yoko chose to hang 19 posters, equally spaced, in 
predominantly a double row, mixing horizontal and vertical layouts. The arrangement seemed 
intentional, with a central theme of portraiture. Most examples referenced head shots of the 
human figure. Many categories introduced in earlier cases appeared here. All examples used 
color. The size of the original works ranged from a small woodblock to a section of a large 
triptych. Oil paint was the dominant medium, but the collection included printing and 
photography. Some works were religious; some were political. Cubism, Expressionism, Italian 
and Northern Renaissance, Realism, Pop Art, Post-Impressionism, Surrealism were amongst 
the artistic styles and movements portrayed. The collection spanned over seven centuries, 
showcasing examples dating from 1470 to 2007. Of the identified artists represented, three 
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Figure 123. Nineteen multicultural examples of famous portraits spanning art history. 
Table 11. Miss Yoko's Back Wall Artwork Identification. 
Top Row 
Artist Title Date Medium Movement/Style Nationality G 
Sheldon Brady Japanese Girl ND photograph    
James Rosenquist President Elect 1960-61 oil triptych Pop Art American M 
Pablo Picasso The Old Guitarist 1903 oil Cubism Spanish M 
Pablo Picasso Portrait de Marie-Therese 1937 mixed Surrealism Spanish F 
Nicholas Hilliard Queen Elizabeth- the Phoenix Portrait 1575 oil Elizabethan Age English M 
Jay Ryan Lewis Black 2007 Screen ink Summerfest American M 
Tim Ashkar The Beauty of Color 1992   American F 
Vincent van Gogh Portrait of the Artist 1889 oil Post-Impressionism Dutch M 
Domenico Ghirlandaio The Old Man and His Grandson 1490 oil Italian Renaissance Italian  
Pablo Picasso Grande Tete de Femme au ChapeauOrne 1962 linoleum cut Surrealism Spanish M 
Bottom Row       
Andy Warhol Four Marilyn 1962 silkscreen  Pop Art American M 
Hans Holbein Portrait of an Unknown Man 1541 oil Northern Renaissance German M 
Utagwa Toyokuni lll Utaemon Playing Kumagai Naozane 1861 woodblock  Japanese M 
Utagwa Toyokuni lll Shuka Playing Hashimotaya Kakae 
Shiraito 
1860 woodblock  Japanese M 
Piero Pollaiolo Portrait of a Woman 1470 Tempra & oil Italian Renaissance Italian M 
Fritz Scholder Indian with aTear ND   Native 
American 
M 
Leonardo da Vinci Mona Lisa 1503-17 oil Italian Renaissance Italian M 
Leroy Neiman Duke 1973 poster Expressionist American M 
Elizabeth Peyton Zoe R Zoe's Kurt 1995 oil Contemporary American F 
George Rouault Profile of a Clown 1940-48 oil Expressionist French  
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were female; twelve were male. Nationalities represented within the16 identified included six 
American (one African-American and five Caucasian), one Dutch, one English, one French, 
one German, three Italian, two Japanese, one Native American, and one Spanish. 
 Summary of choices. Within the physical space of her classroom, Miss Yoko made 
different types of choices. She rearranged existing furniture components into a U shape to 
focus attention towards the front and center of the room. Within this focused setup, she 
physically prepared a place for each student by setting 23 place settings along the in and 
outside perimeter of the U. She added technology that increased the functionality of her 
space. A laptop computer and projector enabled large format projection capability which 
extended the modes available for content presentation. She also added plastic wash basins, 
presumably to extend cleanup capability. She added professional artist equipment in the form 
of easels, to post rules and display documented project stages. 
 Miss Yoko appeared to utilize visual displays for diverse purposes. In addition to 
informing behavior expectations and documenting project stages, she decorated her work 
surfaces with brightly colored paper coverings. She showcased supplies and materials in a 
central location which visually inspired through the wide array of offerings and tactile qualities 
while providing movement upon student access. She dedicated an entire back wall to the 
display of portraits that spanned seven centuries of art history, symbolizing her regard and 
reverence for artwork. Locating the rules in the front of the classroom symbolized where they 
appeared in her hierarchy of importance. Figure 124 represents Miss Yoko's floor plan, usage 
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Figure 124. Visualization of Miss Yoko's classroom taskscape. 
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Enter the Students 
 Captivate. It was 8:50 when the first students appeared in the doorway of Miss Yoko's 
classroom. She was waiting for them. Rich music, with deep resonating bass notes played 
from the external-powered speakers she had hooked to her laptop. The sound quality far 
surpassed that of the boom box which sat silent in its place near the sink. As the students 
filtered in, Miss Yoko gave them one-on-one attention, asking their name, welcoming them to 
the class, helping them find a seat, and getting them started on her buffer activity. Miss Abby 
assisted by staying on the inside of the U-shaped table arrangement and helping the students 
get settled in their seats. 
 Reveal and anticipate. In keeping with the Saturday art school tradition, Miss Yoko 
sampled the interests of her students on the first day of the session. She accomplished this 
through a double-sided interest survey consisting of a text-based page with six questions, and 
a pictorial page with a seventh question asking the students to number 1-8 the art they liked 
to look at, 1 being their favorite; 8 being least favorite. As the students worked on their 8-1/2 
x 11worksheets, projected on the screen at the front of the room was an enlarge colorful 
image of the second page. From the survey, Miss Yoko hoped to glean student expectations 
as well as learn something about their experience level relating to SAS and aspects of art in 
general. From a student's perspective, the survey foreshadowed things to come. On a 
technical level, it assessed familiarity with art-making computer programs. On a conceptual 
level, it revealed a main theme in the curriculum: "If you were to transform into anything, what 
would it be and why?" 
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             Figure 125. Projection reinforcing the survey.                          Figure 126. Double-sided interest survey. 
 At 9:00 Miss Yoko addressed the class, asking the students to continue filling in their 
surveys as they waited for everyone to get signed in and seated. As the students entered and 
chose a seat, the perimeter seats went first. It seemed no one wanted to sit with their backs to 
the center. A girl asked Miss Yoko if she should sit next to a friend already seated. There was 
room next to her, but no chair or place setting. Reaching from the outside of the U, Miss 
Yoko picked up a chair from the inside, lifted it over the table, and slid a place setting in 
place to accommodate her request. Preferred seats were on the outside of the U, where 
students faced the focus of the arrangement. Late arrivals had no choice but to sit along the 
inside, with their backs to the center, and fight the focused spatial energy. 
 Classroom expectations. At 9:06, with 20 of the 23 chairs filled, Miss Yoko moved to 
the front of the class and exclaimed enthusiastically, "Good morning everyone!" 
 A few students responded quietly, "Good morning." 
 Miss Yoko repeated, a little louder, and with even more enthusiasm, "Good morning!"  
 More students replied this time, less timidly, "Good morning!" 
 Miss Yoko continued, "My name is Yoko _______. You can call me Miss Yoko, and, 
this pretty lady (pointing to her student-teacher) is Abby. Say hello to Miss Abby." 
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 The students responded, "Good morning." 
 "Louder!" prompted Miss Yoko, raising her voice. 
 The students responded, a little louder, "Good morning!" 
 "Louder!" Miss Yoko prompted again, raising her voice even more. 
 Finally, the students replied, posturing enthusiasm, "Good morning!" 
      
              Figure 127. Rules presentation by students.                   Figure 128.  Visual tie to the theme of transformation. 
 Smiling, Miss Yoko followed, "I need a volunteer to read our rules." Approximately 
seven of the twenty or so students in the room raised their hands. Miss Yoko pointed to two 
girls, "Come up here and tell us your names." They left their seats and joined Miss Yoko at the 
front of the room where Miss Yoko stood next to the easel displaying the classroom rules 
poster, visually tied to the curriculum theme of transformation by three silhouettes 
recognizably evolving. The girls alternated reading aloud as Miss Yoko elaborated in between 
rules. After discussing the last rule, she thanked the girls for their help, sent them back to their 
seats, and addressed the class, "Our topic is transformation. What is transformation? Think 
about that." 
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                 Figure 129. Introduction of a concept.                                  Figure 130. Forms of representation. 
 Concept introduction. While her students were thinking in silence, Miss Yoko moved 
from the front of the room to the bank of light switches located by the door and turned out 
the lights. This accentuated an image projected on the screen; an expanded rendition of the 
image on the rules poster- apes evolving into a human. The word transformation appeared 
across the top, like a title. As Miss Yoko returned to the front of the room, she repeated the 
question, "Does anyone know, what is transformation?"  
 Several hands went up. Miss Yoko called on a student. The girl responded with a 
question, "Can we use the word transform?" 
 Miss Yoko answered, "Yes," while nodding her head up and down. She called on a 
student, "First, tell us your name." 
 "Peter," responded a polite boy. "Any possible way to change? 
 "Good!" responded Miss Yoko. "Someone else?" She called on a student and 
reminded her to tell the class her name. 
 "Kate," responded a girl. "Transformation is like an ape changing to a human being." 
 "Yes! Good! All of you are correct. You all mentioned the word change!" replied Miss 
Yoko. 
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 Miss Yoko advanced the slide revealing a split image. One side showed a pan of 
dough going into an oven, the other, fresh baked bread coming out. Miss Yoko commented, 
"Bakery is a good example!" Then, she challenged the class, "Can you make an example of a 
transformation?" She specifically instructed her students to take a minute and talk it over with 
their neighbor to their left, introducing themselves and saying "a little bit" about who they are. 
      
Figure 131. Increasing the vocabulary (animated visuals from PowerPoint presentation). 
 Integrating rapport. While her students began to talk to each other, Miss Yoko walked 
to the bank of light switches and switched on the lights. Then, while circling the perimeter, she 
moved a chair so a girl sitting by herself could join a group of two. Amongst the lively 
discussions, I heard one group talk about a pencil getting shorter and shorter, and another 
about water turning to ice. After a few minutes, Miss Yoko returned the students' attention to 
the screen. She offered another term that means transformation. Apologizing that the word 
was very small within the image of a caterpillar, she verbalized the term: metamorphosis. 
Then at once the image animated, revealing a butterfly. Having revealed a visual 
transformation, Miss Yoko directed a pair of students to share their example. 
 "A tadpole to a frog!" shouts a student, appearing proud of he and his partner's 
choice. 
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Figure 132. Pop culture example(animated visuals from PowerPoint presentation). 
 Returning her students' attention to the large screen, Miss Yoko prefaced an image 
with, "Everybody knows this!" I had no idea what the meaning might be behind the yellow car, 
but the class erupted in a unified shout, "Bumblebee Robot!" and Miss Yoko animated the 
slide to reveal the giant robot. From the Pop culture example, Miss Yoko moved to the world 
of art as she presented an example from M.C. Escher followed by a portion of an almost 
three-minute YouTube video illustrating 500 years of female portraits in Western art. Classical 
music played in the background as famous face after famous face morphed into another 
famous face. The young students began to murmur, "So cool!" and "Really cool!" could be 
heard above the whispers. Miss Yoko stopped the movie clip and abruptly brought the 
students back into the room. 
 Adding a hidden dimension of transformation, Miss Yoko segued into a picture of a 
student, who she called Jimmy. Interjection humor, she looked around the room she said, "I 
guess we don't have Jimmy in our class today." She followed by saying,  
Some transformations are invisible. So, if Jimmy attends Saturday school for two hours 
for the next several weeks, there will be no change in his outward appearance, but 




Figure 133. Some transformations are invisible (slide from PowerPoint presentation). 
 "His art skills?" a boy offered, tentatively. 
 "Great!" replied Miss Yoko. "What else?" Miss Yoko called on a girl. 
 "He'll probably get a little taller."  
 "Yes," Miss Yoko smiled as she said, "maybe a little. What else?" 
 "His creativity?" another boy offered. 
 "Yes!" exclaimed Miss Yoko. "Can you tell everybody your name?" 
 "Thomas," he answered, beaming, and then offered, "Knowledge?" 
 "Good, friends!" Miss Yoko said happily. "These are all invisible.  
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 Executing another video clip, Miss Yoko proclaimed, "Some transformations take a 
long time." The students watched intently as a boy grew into a man; progressing 41 years in 
60 seconds. 
      
                  Figure 134. 41 years in 60 seconds.                                 Figure 135. Partner discussions on aging. 
 As the clip ended, Miss Yoko commented, "It's amazing, right?! The whole process 
continues; the process keeps going." Then she posed a question relating to how older people 
look. This time she asked her students to discuss it with their neighbors on their right. She 
reminded them to let each other know who they are before discussing the aging question. As 
the students discussed aging, a large graphic projection prompted them to think about their 
grandparents and parents and how they have changed in their appearance. 
 Miss Yoko again circled the perimeter, as did Miss Abby, posing leading questions 
while the students while they talked to one another. "Do you eat different? Walk different? do 
you exercise? Do you move different?" I could hear some of the student's answers, Some of 
the students were having serious discussions: "They wear old clothes." Others were having a 
good time: "They have jiggly bellies and jiggly butts!" 
 When Miss Yoko took the class back, she summarized in an overview fashion: 
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Some older people use crutches and wheelchairs; some lose their memory and 
intelligence; My grandmother is 93, and she still conveys every detail, Everyone is 
getting old. It's not a bad thing. 
 
      
                Figure 136. Miss Yoko's aged self portrait.                      Figure 137. Projected graphic (from PowerPoint). 
 Connecting the project. With an image depicting an old woman at her 100th birthday 
party projected on the screen, Miss Yoko showed the students a portrait she made of 
herself...which depicted what she thought she might look like when she is 100 years old. She 
said, "Can you imagine when you are 100 years old? What will you eat, like to do, and, 
where will you live?" Miss Yoko's questions appeared in text on the large screen. As Miss Yoko 
spoke, Miss Abby passed out a one-page piece of paper; a template for the students to write 
statements about who they might be when they are 100 years old.  
 Connecting personally. Miss Yoko instructed the students to take three or four minutes 
to write out at least three statements that described them, or their lives, when they are 100 
years old. As she made this request, part of the projected image disappeared, leaving only 
the declaration, "The future me: When I am 100 years old". The rest of the screen was blank, 
like the blanks on the statement template, leaving space for the students to fill in examples of 
their own. While the students wrote, Miss Yoko removed her four-piece exemplar from the 
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easel and placed it on the table under the projection screen. That accomplished; Miss Yoko 
spoke while the students continued writing: 
I am retired. I have many successful students. I have visited 100 countries by UFO with 
my husband. My robot reads the newspaper for me every morning because I care 
about what is happening on earth and many other planets. Use your imagination! 
Things will be different! You might not live on earth! What will you wear? 
 
      
                      Figure 138. Statement template.                                            Figure 139. Active imagining. 
 As the students wrote, Miss Abby walked around and occasionally repeated what she 
was reading over the students' shoulders, "The moon!" 
 "Aliens will be my neighbor!" proclaimed a boy, "and, I'm gonna be an architect!" 
 "Oh! so you like to draw!" responded Miss Abby. She continued to move physically 
while she moved the students mentally by asking questions. "Will you eat hamburgers at 
McDonalds, or.... use your imagination!" She studied the varied answers as she circulated, 
commenting, "Very cool futuristic things!"  
 "One minute left!" announced Miss Yoko. It was 9:29. 
 Miss Abby continued to speak, " Eat, wear, imagine what you will look like if you are 
very, very old. Do you have gray hair? No hair? she pauses. "Imagine it is the year 2100! 
Write your statements down on the worksheet." 
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                      Figure 140. What is portraiture?                           Figure 141. Historical examples from the PowerPoint. 
 Connecting art history. Miss Yoko cued Miss Abby, and they physically switched 
places, providing an opportunity for Miss Abby to experience taking the lead. From the front 
of the class, Miss Abby stood close to a projection of Italian artist, Leonardo da Vinci's 
portrait, Mona Lisa (1517). "Does anyone know what a portrait is?" she addressed the class. 
 "A drawing of yourself?" stated a student. 
 "What is this?" Miss Abby asked, pointing to the projection screen. 
 "Mona Lisa!" several students answered in unison. 
 "Who painted it?" Miss Abby probed. 
 "Van Gogh!" a student answered quickly. 
 "N...o...o...o...o." Miss Yoko answered, drawing the word out slowly and ending in a 
higher tone than she started with. 
 "da Vinci!" several students shouted in unison. 
 "Yes!" responded Miss Abby, " a representational form of a portrait. Today we have 
cameras and phone cameras, but back in the day, this is all they had!" Neither Miss Abby nor 
Miss Yoko called attention to the Mona Lisa poster reproduction on the back wall. 
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 After connecting portraiture to photography, Miss Abby advanced the PowerPoint, to 
introduce a second genre. "Have you ever had a caricature done? You draw in cartoon 
form." Pictured on the screen was a painting by Dutch painter, Quentin Matsys, The Ugly 
Duchess (1513) and a drawing by German artist, Albrecht Durer, Durer's Mother (1514). 
The historical examples, purposefully selected, highlighted aspects of aging. Miss Abby made 
those aspects explicit: "The nose gets bigger; the cheeks hollow out." Miss Abby reiterated the 
definition of portraiture: "Portraiture means sitting for someone taking, or making a picture. 
She ended the presentation with a graphic that showed a contemporary array of portrait 
examples, including the cover of National Geographic, the cover of Entertainment, and 
picture from a school yearbook. 
      
                 Figure 142. Contemporary portraiture.                            Figure 143. Engaging through eyes and ears. 
 Personal sharing. The projector went dark, and Miss Yoko called everyone up to the 
table in front of the large screen. "Now we are going to begin a demonstration." The students 
assembled around the table, and Miss Yoko took a seat with her back to the chalkboard. As 
she prepared materials in front of her, she asked, "Who would like to read their statement?"  
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                          Figure 144. Any volunteers?                                  Figure 145. Sharing her 100 years statements. 
 A few hands went up. Miss Yoko nodded to a petite girl almost lost in the crowd. With 
a serious demeanor, the girl, began to read to her classmates: 
I am a retired teacher.  I had many successful students. I live in a beautiful building 
but I have visited 100 countries by UFO with my husband. My robot reads the 
newspaper for me every morning because I care about what's happening everywhere. 
Everyone will be a millionaire! 
I was struck by how much of what she said resembled what Miss Yoko had said, but there 
were some original thoughts infused. Not surprising, many statements included robots. 
       
                   Figure 146. Beginning with the end.                          Figure 147. Drawing based on individual statement. 
 Connecting skills. Miss Yoko began her demonstration by showing her students her 
finished portrait. As she held it up, slowly moving it in a ninety degree sweep so everyone 
could see, she explained she was going to go over the entire process step-by-step. The 
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students displayed their interest by huddling closer. On the edge of the circle, a tall boy slowly 
rocked back and forth from one leg to the other as he listened and watched intently to what 
Miss Yoko was saying and doing. 
 Beginning with a pencil portrait, Miss Yoko quickly moved to an aged portrait where 
she showed the students how she added wrinkles, age spots, and glasses. Then, picking up a 
clear tray, she explained that after they had done their portraits in pencil, and aged them, the 
third step was to trace the aged portrait onto a round or rectangular plastic tray. She 
demonstrated by laying the tray on top of the aged pencil portrait and showed how one could 
easily trace with a Sharpie marker. The next step was paint. 
       
           Figure 148. Tracing on  a tray; choosing paint.                            Figure 149. Mixing paint on a palette. 
 "How many of you have used acrylic or watercolor?" Miss Yoko asked. She looked 
around the group and saw many hands. "Almost everyone!" She then proceeded to 
demonstrate, speaking as she painted, "Red and white make pink." She mixed and began to 
apply the paint to the tray she had outlined. "All the lines may disappear at first. Don't worry, 
they will come out." 
 She finished painting the pink portion and then showed her students how to decorate 
the painting with objects if they had time. She showed them how they could decorate the 
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frame. "The frame is the border area around the picture. Decoration is not a requirement. It is 
a final step only if you have time." 
       
                      Figure 150. Painting on the tray.                                   Figure 151. Verbally touring the center table. 
       
         Figure 152. Feeling an improperly cleaned brush.                              Figure 153. Cleaning a palette. 
 Miss Yoko reminded them that they would be doing the cleanup afterwards. She 
explained that acrylic is different from watercolor. "When it dries it becomes hard." She passed 
around a very hard brush for everyone to touch. "This brush was not cleaned after somebody 
used it; no one can use it now." She explained that she and Miss Abby would not be happy if 
more brushes ended up like the one she circulated. "There is the sink," pointing to the sink by 
the door. "But there are too many students in here to use one sink, so we have prepared 
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buckets for you to wash your palettes. Any questions?" Slowly, Miss Yoko looked around the 
table. Finding no questions, she instructed everyone to return to their seats. 
 Live experience. It was 9:50 when the students took their seats, and Miss Yoko and 
Miss Abby passed out mirrors. Miss Yoko had turned up the volume of the music coming from 
her laptop. Walking in a Winter Wonderland was playing, and it was being sung in multiple 
languages. The only words in English were, walking in a winter wonderland. As the students 
worked on their portraits, Miss Yoko and Miss Abby resumed circulation around the perimeter 
of the U-shaped table, peeking over shoulders as they moved. As Miss Yoko walked, she 
reminded her students, "Don't forget to incorporate your statements into your drawings."  
 
        
                    Figure 154. Mirrors for everyone.                                 Figure 155.  Interfacing with a pencil version 1. 
        
          Figure 156. Interfacing with a pencil version 2.                       Figure 157. Interfacing with a pencil version 3. 
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 For a time, it seemed pencils and erasers were getting equal use as the students 
repeatedly moved their heads between staring into their mirrors and looking down at their 
paper. I became fascinated by the multiple ways a hand could grasp a pencil as portraits 
began to emerge. Interface with this basic tool was as varied as the students themselves. No 
one told them how to hold the pencil. They were told what to do, draw with a pencil, not how 
to do it. This is opposite of thinking, where the preferred learning strategy is to learn how to 
think, not what to think. Many faces wore smiles; many wore looks of intense concentration. 
 At 10:15, a hand went up. Miss Abby was closest, so she responded. The student 
wanted to know if she could proceed. "Yes!" said Miss Abby. "Add some wrinkles and you can 
start tracing it. One-by-one the students finished their portraits. Passing inspection awarded a 
tray and an okay to move on to the tracing stage. Miss Yoko helped a student who appeared 
to be struggling, "Do you have any questions? Let's see your statement." Miss Yoko read it and 
helped the girl ideate. The students were very quiet as they worked. 
       
                         Figure 158. Earning a tray.                                         Figure 159. Tracing portrait onto tray. 
 A student asked for clarification upon receiving her tray, "Now, I just take a Sharpie?"  
 "Right!" replied Miss Yoko. "Just trace the outline." 
 Across the room, Miss Abby's voice resonated, "You were worried?"  
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 The student, Jane, answered, "I am worried!" 
 "No need to worry! responded Miss Abby. "Art doesn't have to be perfect! It doesn't 
even have to be pretty to be good!"  
       
                   Figure 160. Moving to get supplies.                                   Figure 161. Working in close quarters.                                
 Conversation between the students increased after the completion of the tracing stage. 
Perhaps the increased interaction was a result of movement to and from the supply table as 
students chose their paint and select their paint brushes. As the students started talking more 
to each other, I also noted an increase in looking at peer artwork. These increases occurred 
both while seated and during trips to the supply table or sink. 
 "You're done? A girl looks at the sketch of a girl sitting next to her. "You don't even 
look old!" She then focuses back on her drawing. "I don't know what kind of hat I should 
have." 
 At 10:30, a nervous student called out, "How much time do we have left?" 
 Miss Yoko answered, "Fifteen minutes!" 
 "To finish this! exclaimed Jane. "Are we going to have time next week?" 
 Miss Yoko answered, "I think you should try to finish this today. If people need more 
time, we can talk about it." 
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               Figure 162. Painting with sketch close by.                                        Figure 163. Working alone. 
 Miss Abby has completed another lap. "Looks awesome!" directing her attention to 
Jane's detailed sketch, "and you were so worried!" 
 "I still am cause I don't have time to finish this!" exclaims Jane. 
 "Sure you do!" encourages Miss Abby, "But maybe you should start tracing." 
 "But I won't have time to paint it!" acknowledges Jane. 
 "But maybe you can paint it later," responds Miss Abby. 
       
                          Figure 164. Adding detail.                                               Figure 165. Doing what it takes. 
 At 10:42, Miss Yoko announces, "There are ten minutes left!" 
 "Okay, I'm never going to finish this!" Sue talks to herself as she begins to trace. "This 
is gonna take years and years and years...until you are 100!" 
 "But maybe you can paint it later," responds Abby. 
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 At 10:45, Miss Yoko revised her instructions, "You can start painting, but you only 
have 15 minutes, so don't put a lot of color on your palette." 
 "I don't think I want to finish this cause it's ugly!" Sue is clearly discouraged. 
 Miss Abby tried to cheer her up, "Anything that anyone makes has a potential to be 
beautiful."  
 Connecting the future. As the students continued to paint, Miss Yoko made a few 
announcements: "We are going to have time to finish these. But next week we are working in 
clay." 
 "Yes!" a student shouts in jubilation. 
 Miss Yoko continued: 
We will be doing a clay animation unit. I need you guys to bring an object form home. 
Not a doll. We want to give these things character. If you have any shoe boxes that 
you don't need anymore and would like to donate them, we could use them. Keep that 
in mind as you are finishing and cleaning up. 
        
                   Figure 166. Bottleneck at the sink.                                Figure 167. Cleaning up and looking around.  
 Connecting responsibility. At 10:55, Miss Yoko instructed, "Return mirrors to the 
middle table. Keep your worksheets with your trays. I need volunteers to gather pencils and 
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erasers and put them on the materials table." By 10:58 everyone was cleaning up. A line 
formed at the sink; there was no water in the buckets at the auxiliary cleaning station. 
 Reflection. With about one minute left, Miss Yoko Addressed the class, "Ready? Quiet! 
Before you guys leave..." There was still a lot of rustling around. "Guys!...Guys! Let's get a 
feel...what did you learn from this?" 
 "We learned different kinds of tracing," proposed one student. 
 "No art is perfect!" volunteered another. 
 "You helped expand out creativity," suggested another. 
 "What about aging?" probed Miss Yoko. "What features did we learn to draw?" 
 "We got to use our imaginations!" contributed another. 
 "We learned about old people, and seeing old people, and old women's faces!" 
detailed another. 
 "So it was a good day today!" finished Miss Yoko. "Be sure to put your name on your 
worksheet. Make sure everyone has that!" 
       
Figure 168. Not quite finished; out of time. 
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         Figure 169. Finding Mom and bringing her inside.                Figure 170.  Taking mom out and bringing in dad. 
 Pride. Even though no one was able to finish, several students were anxious to show 
their parents what they had accomplished. A boy brought his mother into the room, took her 
over to his seat, and showed her his portrait. I could not hear what he was saying, but as he 
talked his mother smiled. The two left together, and a few minutes later, the boy returned with 
his dad and repeated his explanation. A girl waited by the door. When her father appeared 
she grabbed his hand and pulled him into the room and over to her project. Another parent 
stood over her daughter's work with wide eyes, saying, "Wow! That's wonderful!" Her daughter 
responded humbly, "Thank you." A mom arriving a little late was quick to make eye contact 
with her son. While they both smiled she said, "Can I see what you did?" He took her over to 
where he had been working and presented his project. "Very good! Did you look at yourself 
too? In a mirror? Very cool!" 
Yoko's Pedagogical Space and Place Making Choices 
 Within her operational curriculum, Miss Yoko exposed her students to diverse 
pedagogical practices offering diverse educational opportunities.  
 growth: introduction to new concepts (transformation; aging) and art genre 
(portraiture); related artists and art history (da Vinci, Durer, Matsys); new vocabulary 
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(metamorphosis, collage, frame); materials (acrylic paint, brushes); techniques 
(sketching, tracing, mixing, painting, decorating);  
 interaction and transaction with: tools and materials (mirrors, pencils, acrylic paint, 
brushes); technology (projection); people (peers); ideas (aging, imagination, 
creativity); atmosphere (focused activity) 
 taking responsibility (cleaning and caring for tools);  
 sharing: thoughts and ideas (listening to peers statements; looking at peers work); 
 reflection: what was experienced (what was remembered; learned) 
 Looking forward: anticipating project (clay) 
These practices were cultivated within a carefully prepared physical environment which Miss 
Yoko thoughtfully coordinated to compliment the pedagogical practices she combined. 
 Miss Yoko connected her pedagogies to the material world in diverse ways. A text and 
image questionnaire in a place setting paired with a projected image collected student 
preferences, expectations, and aptitudes relating to computer software. A poster displayed on 
an easel graphically connected the classroom rules to the curriculum theme of 
transformation. A display on an easel revealed two and three dimensional examples of the 
four phases of her project. Temporally projected images that animated revealed 
transformations related to points in her verbal project introduction. Film clips revealed time-
lapse transformations relating to project development.  A chalkboard displayed the session 
timetable, and a breakdown of session work segments relating to project phases. A worksheet 
probed human experience in aging 100 years. Materials showcased in a central location 
enabled shared access. In addition, Miss Yoko conducted a demonstration that spanned 
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sketching, tracing, mixing paint, painting, and decorating utilizing a pencil, a sharpie marker, 
paintbrushes and acrylic paint, and craft items. Passing around a dried up paint brush that 
had not been properly cleaned, she also demonstrated what not to let happen. She used 
music as an emotional backdrop for student work sessions. Once again, the back wall 
artwork was not pedagogically engaged, even though one of the artworks featured in Miss 
Yoko's PowerPoint was also displayed on the back wall. 
Teamwork  
 




Abby's Choices  
 Miss Abby worked as a student teacher under the supervision of Miss Yoko for weeks 
one through four of the eight-week curriculum unit, "Art Making Is Transformation." Week 
one, Miss Abby worked with this group of fourth and fifth graders as Miss Yoko's assistant as 
detailed in the previous case. This case highlights week three, or the second week of a three-
week project led by Miss Abby. I chose week three because in week two she used a classroom 
setup identical to week one, except in the way she engaged the back wall. In week three, she 
purposefully changed the furniture arrangement to support her lesson plan. 
     
                Figure 172. Individualized place settings.                               Figure 173. Individualized sketch book. 
 Some of the choices Miss Abby made surrounding her physical space in week two of 
her three-week project reflected her aspiration towards art therapy. Within the physical space 
of her classroom, she thoughtfully constructed mini environments where students might feel 
safe expressing themselves within small groups, rather than in a large classroom of peers. She 
arranged the furniture to accommodate six small workgroups of four students each. She 
accomplished this by spreading six of the large folding tables along the perimeter walls, 
creating a dashed rectangle of sorts from a bird's eye view. Four of these outer tables set 
parallel to the chalkboard and back wall; the remaining two perpendicular. This left at least 
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six feet between each work table, offering some degree of workgroup privacy. Miss Abby 
covered each workgroup table with black paper, the color of a stage, and carefully set place 
settings composed of red sketchbooks and student nametags. In addition, Miss Abby placed 
professional photography tripods in the vicinity of each workstation. 
     
             Figure 174. Supplies and student projects.                              Figure 175. Contents of student project. 
 Some of Miss Abby's choices reflected logistical considerations. In the center of the 
room, which was also in the center of the workstation configuration, she clustered two large 
and two small folding tables. These she partially covered with red paper, fully covering the 
large, and leaving roughly half of each small laminate table bare. On the red paper, she 
placed boxes of different sizes, which contained components created in week one of this 
multi-week assignment, along with a variety of art supplies. The supplies offered a wide 
variety of tactile experience. Supplies included: a cup full of lead pencils, a box of hundreds 
of colored pencils, a box of hundreds of colored markers, construction paper, a basket full of 
metal scissors, glue sticks, a basket full of soft Elmer's glue bottles, various colors of air dry 
clay, aluminum foil, and wire. On the uncovered portion of the laminate tables, Miss Abby 
placed six bags of camera equipment and six portable hard drives. Additionally, she 
positioned two poles with photographic lights attached, one on the right and one on the left 
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side of the central cluster. Showcasing the supplies and equipment in this central location 
enabled equal, as-needed access from all six workgroups, evoking a kinesthetic component 
in that accessing the supplies and equipment would require students to move. 
 Some of Miss Abby's choices reflected traditional classroom expectations. Front-and-
center, she placed a small folding table. In her case, it remained uncovered and clear, except 
for a teacher-made exemplar and a half dozen found objects. As we saw in previous 
examples, the white laminate table stood just inside the door and on it sat the sign in/out 
sheet. Miss Abby's left this table uncovered. Diagonally across the room, taped to the leftmost 
chalkboard were the classroom rules. 
     
                       Figure 176. Teacher's desk.                                            Figure 177. Taming the natural light. 
 Some of Miss Abby's choices related to functionality. All window shades were down in 
an attempt to regulate the natural light in the room, and one moved slightly, signaling an 
open window. All five banks of lights illuminated the room as bright natural light leaked in 
between the seams of the window shades. Between the "teacher's desk" and the central 
cluster, Miss Abby placed a technology cart that held a projector and external speakers. 
These connected to a laptop that sat close to the camera equipment placed at the uncovered 
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end of the central cluster of tables. A bright yellow extension cord connected the cart with life-
giving current. 
     
            Figure 178. Equipment and technology added.                             Figure 179. Photo lights to share. 
      
               Figure 180. Rules left; technology center.                      Figure 181. Class period timetable, right of center. 
 Some of Miss Abby's choices related to technical mode of content presentation. 
Projected on the deployed screen was a large image of a clay figure and a title that read, 
"Stop Motion Claymation." The chalkboard to the right of the screen displayed a timetable 
segmented into five increments: discussion, demonstration, work time, cleanup, and closure. I 
will elaborate on these elements in a subsequent section. 
 Outside versus inside. From the doorway, I could hear sounds playing through the 
external speakers hooked to the laptop that sat on the central cluster of tables. As I looked 
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around the crowded room, combined evidence suggested a collaborative, technical lesson 
was about to unfold: six satellited workgroup tables set with four place settings and the red 
and black colors paired with photographic lights and tripods. The back wall was fully visible 
as the art supply cart sat in at the far end, just in front of garbage containers and unneeded 
equipment that filled the corner. Three chairs and three stools (occupied by observers from 
the college of education) foregrounded eight images that appeared to be intentionally hung 
together as decoration. 
 Back wall complexity. I read the images as a thoughtful arrangement, detecting a Pop 
Art theme amongst them. The collection shared use of various aspects of popular culture as 
subjects. Miss Abby chose to hang them in an organic row, relatively evenly spaced, and 
centered on the back wall tack board. Her layout mixed five horizontal and three vertical 
formats. Seven of the eight used color. Paint or ink was the dominant medium. The size of the 
works represented varied, from a modest canvas to massive land art. Only Caucasian 
American males contributed to the exhibit. From the lack of attention to complexity levels 
established in earlier back walls, I surmised the purpose of this back wall to be decoration, to 
add color and interest, not for reference; not to relate explicitly to the lesson. 
Table 12. Miss Abby's Back Wall Artwork Identification. 
left to right 
Artist Title Date Medium Movement/Style Nationality G 
Wayne Thiebaud Three Machines 1963 pigment Pop Art American M 
Andy Warhol 100 Cans 1962 screen print Pop Art American M 
Jim McNeill Slam! 1993 Illustrator Pop Art American M 
Roy Lichtenstein's Blam 1962 oil Pop Art American M 
Dale Chihuly Sunset Boat  2006 glass  American M 
Andy Warhol Flowers 1964 acrylic and enamel Pop Art American M 
Thomas Hart Benton The Sources of Country Music 1975 acrylic mural Social Realism American M 





Figure 182. Visual rhythm in the back wall composition. 
 Summary of choices. Within the physical space of her classroom, Miss Abby 
rearranged existing furniture components to accommodate six workgroups of collaborating 
students. Within her arrangement, she physically prepared a place for each student. She 
added technology to increase the functionality of her space. A laptop computer and projector 
enabled large format projection capability and high quality sound. This extended the modes 
available for content presentation. It also enabled her to play rich-sounding music to set the 
mood within her space. She added professional photographic equipment in the form of 
digital cameras, portable hard drives, tripods, and photo lights, which gave the classroom 
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Figure 183. Visualization of Miss Abby's classroom taskscape.   
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the table coverings to serve as stage-like backgrounds for the photographic productions that 
were part of the lesson.  
 Miss Abby appeared to utilize visual displays for diverse purposes. She decorated the 
back wall with artworks, connecting to the lesson through the use of popular culture as 
subjects. She documented the project schedule on the chalkboard to foreshadow project 
tempo. She posted classroom rules to inform behavior expectations. She inspired through the 
display of professional photography equipment. She showcased in progress projects, 
supplies, materials, and professional equipment in a central location. 
 In addition to visual perception, Miss Abby's setup evoked sensate impressions through 
multiple channels. Music played through external speakers as students entered the classroom. 
The central showcase table foreshadowed kinesthetic and tactile experience upon access. The 
sum-total of what I sensed elicited a felt awareness that an active, collaborative, technical 
lesson involving photography and animation was about to take place. Figure 183 represents 
Miss Abby's floor plan, usage of visual display, and senses evoked within the classroom setup. 
Enter the Students 
 Initiative. This week, although each student stopped, while a parent signed in, to pick 
up their sketchbook, they did not go directly to a seat. Drawn instead to the central supply 
table which displayed in progress projects, amongst materials, supplies, and camera 
equipment, students stopped to search for their projects. This week was the second of a two-
week project. Week one involved creating a clay figure (a monsterpiece) and its shoebox 
habitat. The students used household items (brought from home) as inspiration to build their 
characters. A lottery determined the visual characteristics of the character's environment.  
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 Figure 184. Developing character traits for a tape dispenser.          Figure 185. Numbered environments for lottery.                
 The presence of the projects may be part of the reason parents seemed more 
interested in the surroundings than in their children's sketchbooks. Parents looked not only at 
the projects, but also around the room, studying the camera lights and tripods positioned in 
various locations. Only after locating and picking up their respective projects, did the students 
then search for their nametags, strategically laid out according to workgroups established the 
previous week. The furniture arrangement, promoting production teamwork for six teams, 
made it very difficult to move freely around the room. 
       
    Figure 186. In progress Monsterpiece in its environment.                     Figure 187. Buffer time team meeting. 
 Pick up where you left off. Instead of working in their sketchbooks, as was customary, 
the students self-started, with no prompt from Miss Abby, resuming work on their in-progress 
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projects. A self-motivated student asked Miss Abby for markers. As Miss Abby grabbed them 
off the art cart, she announced to the class, "Construction paper, glue, and scissors are 
available in case you need to finish your environments." This week, the students would be 
combining characters and environments with those of their teammates to produce a 
collaborative stop-gap animation.  
 
        Figure 188. Begin by looking backwards. 
 Reflect and remember. At 9:06, Miss Abby addressed the class, "We're gonna get 
started in a few minutes. Everyone, please sit down." Her announcement sent the students 
assembled around the center supply table to their seats. "We have a lot to do today. 
Welcome back everyone! Happy Saturday! This week- stop-gap animation. Does anyone 
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remember what that is?" As Miss Abby verbally questioned the class, a slide appeared on the 
large screen behind her, questioning, in text, what was learned in the last class. Because all 
the lights were on, and I stood at the back of the room, details on the slide were difficult to 
discern. 
 In response to Miss Abby's question, Peter, a very articulate boy, offered a perfect 
definition: "A technique to make a physically manipulated object appear as if it is moving." 
 Before Miss Abby advanced the conversation on animation, she reviewed key 
terminology from the previous week: "We learned last week that character development is a 
process of creating background and personality traits; adding human features and 
characteristics to our monsterpieces." Miss Abby elaborated through questions, integrating 
last week's vocabulary: "What can your object transform into? What human characteristics 
does it take on? What kind of habitat does it live in? What is it made of? How does it move? 
What's your monster's name?"  She encouraged her students to think of qualities beyond 
solely what their monsters looked like, and how they might concretely express those qualities. 
  From character, Miss Abby moved quickly to environment, asking, "What are essential 
parts of your environments?" 
 Many students were working on their environments as Miss Abby questioned them. A 
girl sitting close to the front answered, "You get to choose!" 
 Miss Abby reinforced, "You have to make your characters live in that environment. 
What does your character like to do? What does your character eat?" 
 Concept introduction. From environment, Miss Abby moved to animation, advancing 
her PowerPoint to reveal the question she also spoke, "What is animation?"  
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          Figure 189. Visual support for a verbal question.                   Figure 190. Slide from Miss Abby's PowerPoint.  
 A student near the front answered word-for-word what was written on the slide: "The 
successive movement of one image to another creating a film sequence."  
 Miss Abby countered the student's answer with another question, "How does animation 
get created; how does the process begin?" When no one offered a response, Miss Abby 
continued, "It begins with a storyboard." After answering her own question, she advanced her 
PowerPoint once more, revealing examples of storyboards. "Has anyone ever done a 
storyboard? Or a scene by pictures? A graphic layout of each scene?" 
       
                    Figure 191. Asking and answering.                             Figure 192. Slides from Miss Abby's PowerPoint.  
 Leaving most of her questions unanswered, Miss Abby probed to find out what kinds of 
animation the students remembered, "What kinds of animation do you know of?" The students 
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collectively came up with four types introduced the week before: clay, cut and paste, hand 
drawn, and computer generated. Then Miss Abby advanced the PowerPoint revealing two 
more types: flipbooks and stop motion. When she asked for some real world examples, many 
voices called out in unison, "Wallace & Gromit!", which Miss Abby had shown the week prior.  
        
               Figure 193. Opening a YouTube portal.                                   Figure 194. Working and watching. 
 Connecting examples. As if on cue, Miss Yoko, who had been listening from the back 
of the room, turned out the lights. It was 9:12 when Miss Abby took her students to a paper 
sculptor artist's studio via a YouTube link. The students watched and listened; many continued 
to work on their projects. As Disney artist, Megan Brian, talked through the steps of paper 
animation, she backed up her words with pictorial examples.  Start with a picture from a 
movie: she pointed to a Carmen Miranda-inspired fish. Create a sketch to exaggerate the 
shapes, then create a paper sculpture with different textures and shapes so all the pieces can 
come apart. Photograph the separate parts and reassemble.  While she spoke of her work on 




Figure 195. Examples from a paper sculptor artist's studio space in Los Angeles, CA.28 
 Connecting art history. A second example began with a PowerPoint slide, through 
which Miss Abby offered some history. "Who knows what a flip book is?" Many hands went 
up. "Flipbooks were first introduced in 1868, but were called kineographs." They were the first 
type of linear animation as opposed to the circular animation in the earlier zoetropes. Has 
anyone seen a zoetrope? It has a little pin hole. You spin it and look through the hole. There 
is a sequence of pictures on a drum, and when it spins, things look like they're moving."  
                                           
28 Images from YouTube video clip, 'World of Color' Paper Animation (Brian, 2011). 
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          Figure 196. Slide from Miss Abby's PowerPoint.                         Figure 197. YouTube Animated flipbook.29 
 A hand went up; a student shared, "The first one I saw was a house."  
 Miss Abby added that zoetropes could be found in boxes of Cracker Jack as she 
clicked on a link and an animated flipbook appeared on the screen; a music video via 
YouTube, in sync with the song, Winter Gloves- Let Me Drive. The video showcased flips 
drawn on everything from sticky notes to various notepads and even overwritten on the pages 
of printed books. 
 Connecting the lesson. As the flipbook clip ended, Miss Abby pondered out loud, 
"Imagine how long it took to make that." She paused, "It's labor intensive; it took very long." 
Then, advancing her PowerPoint she asked, "What makes stop motion different?" reminding 
her students, "We already talked about this." 
 "You make a movie through photographs," answered another student seated towards 
the front of the room. This answer was also embedded in the PowerPoint slide. 
                                           
29 Image from Theillustrationart. (2011). Crafty 2D flip book animation [video clip].  
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               Figure 198. Defining through PowerPoint.                             Figure 199. Demonstrating through video. 
 Connecting the calendar. Miss Abby clicked on a link to a third video. "This clip is 
about Valentine's Day since it just happened." At once, a Claymation video clip began to play 
on the screen. "This is what we are going to be doing today," announced Miss Abby. Her 
students, watched intently, eyes glued to the screen, even though the photo lights flanking the 
central supply table disrupted several views. 
       
Figure 200. Stop motion clay animation: Claymation. 
 Checking for comprehension.  When the clip ended, Miss Abby questioned her 
students, "How did they animate the clay?" 
 "The eyes changed." observed one student. 
 "They added black pupils!" added another. 
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 "What other things did you see?" Miss Abby probed. 
 "I saw how they used a bunch of different things in the environment." answered 
another student. 
 "Cardboard!" chimed in another. 
 "A home!" added yet another. 
 "How did they use them?" Miss Abby continued to probe. 
 "The candy disappeared!" contributed another. 
       
                  Figure 201. Introducing collaboration.                           Figure 202. Slide from Miss Abby's PowerPoint. 
 As soon as the student finished talking, Miss Abby advanced the PowerPoint slide 
revealing a written definition and announcing, "Each table is a production team." Her next 
slide asked and answered a question. Miss Abby read the bullet point answers: "We will be 
using our characters and environments to create stop motion videos in groups of four. Each 
group will be given a different scenario to reenact using their characters." She advanced the 
PowerPoint presentation once more and continued, "You must work as a team, listen to each 
other, and share opinions. We are going to the lab today if we finish. Next week, we will have 
time, so if you don't finish it's okay. Take your time. I want these to look nice. If you don't 
finish, we will have time next week." 
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              Figure 203. Orienting towards the screen.                               Figure 204. Working while watching. 
 Exemplar presentation. At 9:22, Miss Abby asked the students to leave their seats and 
gather around the table under the screen for her exemplar presentation. The students got up 
and moved towards Miss Abby. Most ended up flanked left or right due to the congestion in 
the area due to the proximity of the demonstration table, technology cart, and the central 
supply table. As the students settled, Miss Abby announced, "Mine is a light bulb story. During 
the day, he sleeps in different spots, and he runs around at night lighting up the city." She 
played her video clip exemplar while her students stood and watched. 
       




Figure 206. Getting a closer look. 
 When the clip ended, Miss Abby asked the students to pull in even closer. "Gather 
round; I'll show you how I did it." Standing behind the table containing household objects and 
a couple of shoebox environments, she pointed to a storyboard as she held her monsterpiece 
in her hand. She explained that she used the storyboard to layout her process. As she 
manipulated tiny parts on her clay figure, she explained that the secret was restraint. "Taking 
pictures of really small changes means really small movements in your video." She changed 
the position of just the black balls within the eyes on her character, making it look as if it were 
looking to the right as opposed to straight ahead. After making sure everyone noted the 
change, she revealed that she combined 30 photos in her stop-gap exemplar animation (just 
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viewed), but told her students that they were to use 50 photos so their clips would be a little 
longer. "Does anyone know what frame rate is?" 
    
    
Figure 207. Teacher exemplar deconstructed. 
 A student standing close to her answered, "Frames per second." 
 Miss Abby looked to the group, "Does everyone understand?" 
 Next Miss Abby Miss Abby picked up a camera and demonstrated the basic handling 
procedures, including how to turn it on, how to turn on the flash, and how to zoom in and 
out. "We'll use tripods to steady the camera; I'll help you set them up. You need to be really 
still when you take your pictures." As she continued to hold the camera, she moved to a 
tripod located to the right of the screen. The tight grouping of students readjusted, giving her 
access and room to maneuver. Manipulating the tripod, she demonstrated how to attach the 
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camera using the camera screw, and how to make vertical and horizontal adjustments. She 
also pointed to the light poles in two locations around the room, noting that they were to be 
shared. "The tables covered in black paper are meant to be your stages. Are there any 
questions?" 
 A boy raised his hand, "Are we going to add volume to it." 
 Miss Abby answered, "If we have time, I'll show you how to add audio through it."   
 While the students were assembled at the front of the classroom, Miss Yoko placed 
four storyboard worksheets on each work table. As the students began to return to their seats, 
Miss Abby gave final instructions: "On everyone's table there are four storyboard worksheets. 
Each do one. Four will look the same. Add notes!" She instructed that the storyboard be no 
less than eight frames long and incorporate each character at least once throughout the short 
film. The objects on Miss Abby's desk were for students who were not in class the previous 
week; students who did not get a change to make a monsterpiece. "I will come around and 
give each team a scenario. Once your storyboard is complete, send a group representative to 
pick up a camera and memory card." 
       
              Figure 208. Waiting for a scenario prompt.                            Figure 209. Randomly assigned scenario. 
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 Corroborating a story. It was almost 9:30 when the teams settled in their seats. Miss 
Yoko turned the lights on as Miss Abby folded and tore scenarios from a printed page 
prepared ahead of time and placed one on each table. Each group's challenge was to 
portray their random scenario integrating their existing environments and characters. The first 
step was to come up with a creative story that aligned the collaborating characters 
environments with the scenario. The second step was to represent the story visually in 
storyboard format using both images and words. Groups began to converse as soon as they 
received their scenarios.  
 As Miss Abby placed a scenario in the center of the table of team 4, three of the four 
team members were working on their clay figures. The fourth had chosen a household object 
from Miss Hannah's desk. 
 "I'm not a good reader," Bob, the sole male in the group was quick to excuse himself 
from picking up the scenario.  
      
Figure 210. Dodge ball group discusses their scenario.  
 A girl sitting kitty-corner from him reached for it and read it aloud: "Scenario 4: two 
friends are playing two other things (characters) in a dodge ball game. Who will win and in 
what environment are they playing?" 
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 "Dodge ball!" Bob reacted with excitement, "I can make a little trash collector!"  
 After passing out all of the scenarios, Miss Abby looked in on the dodge ball group, 
"So, how's it coming? You're making dodge balls! A dodge ball game in an art museum... 
cool!" She circled the table checking on each member. "So you guys are using all your 
characters! Yours is the wimpy kid!" Abby said, making eye contact with a quiet student. 
Moving to another team member, she offered a suggestion, "Yours could be the curator- the 
guy who runs it." 
 "He's your employer- then I eat him!" responded Bob, as he animated his character, as 
if it were walking towards the curator. 
 "Good ideas! You need to start writing and drawing about it on your storyboard," 
encouraged Miss Abby. "Your tripod is here," she said pointing to the tripod next to their 
table.  "Keep in mind your clip will be filmed right here." 
      
Figure 211. Miss Abby and Miss Yoko give teams individual attention. 
 Miss Abby moved to the next group, "How's it going? Not good? Okay, let's start 
thinking. You have the time traveler. Maybe this is the present and the future. You could 
wander in between. It could be funny...or scary." 
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 As the students talked within their groups, hands were busy creating. Some worked on 
elements; others worked on environments. Students moved at will from their seats to the 
center supply table for materials. A boy asked Miss Yoko for black paper and tape. She left 
the room briefly to retrieve them for him. A group at the back of the room seemed to have no 
trouble coming up with their story; other groups experienced slower starts. Miss Abby and 
Miss Yoko circulated from group to group posing multi-level questions: "How's it going? Have 
you started your story boards? What's your story? Can I hear it?" Remaining aware of each 
other's location, Miss Abby and Miss Yoko always seemed to be in different parts of the room. 
 
Figure 212. Miss Abby and Miss Yoko give teams individual attention. 
 "We have the story. Why do we have to write it?" challenged one of the girls. 
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 "Because we want to make it organized," responded Miss Abby. 
 At 9:45, all teams appeared to be engaged, interacting with different objects 
associated with different aspects of the project. Somebody was asking for wire, someone else, 
for foil. Miss Abby helped a boy cut some wire. Some students were working on their 
environments; some on clay body parts or accessories; some on their storyboards.  
      
Figure 213. Multiple tasks execution  within each group. 
 Delegating responsibility. I returned to the dodge ball team and listened in on their 
conversation as they were all staring at the storyboard template: 
 "This is hard." member one. 
 "At least now we're actually talking!" member two. 
 "And then the manager comes in!" member three. 
 "An angry dodge ball? member four. 
 "These will be fun to play with! member two. 
 "He shoots them out of his mouth."  member one. 
 "Can just one person write this?" member one. 
 "Yes." Miss Abby, who was also listening, answered group member one's question. 
 "Yeah?" member one, pleasantly surprised, not realizing Miss Abby was behind him.
 "Yes." Miss Abby clarified, changing her instructions, but facilitating a lesson in 
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collaboration. Each group then negotiated roles, delegating one member to take charge of 
the actual writing of the storyboard.  
 
Figure 214. Co-writing a story using a random scenario and handmade objects and environments. 
 I stopped to listen to another team: 
 "Yes- the lights are off." member one. 
 "Are you fine with the story?" member two asked member three. 
 "And then the manager comes in!" member three. 
 "Yes," member three answered, as he continued to glue in his background. "So, it's 
gonna start in this one and then change?" 




      
          Figure 215. Drawing the scene.                                         Figure 216. Drawing the character. 
      
           Figure 217. Making body parts.                               Figure 218. Miss Yoko reviews  a storyboard. 
 Integrating technology. At 9:53, Miss Abby asked for everyone's attention: "Eyes up 
here! I really want to start shooting these! I'll give you until 10:10 and we'll bring out the 
cameras and start." Sensing a team was ready, Miss Abby approached, "Yeah... are you guys 
ready?" providing a camera, she quickly reviewed the basic operations: "On/Off button; to 
delete a picture you press this one." 
 At 10:03, a second group began to set up their tripod. Miss Abby reminded the class 
that everybody would begin shooting in 5 -10 minutes: "Once everyone starts shooting we'll 
turn the lights out and put the movie lights on. The early group had already started shooting 
in ambient light. Miss Abby continued to disperse cameras and orient operations. 
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                 Figure 219. Reviewing basic operations.                                Figure 220. Shooting in ambient light. 
      
           Figure  221. Attaching the camera to the tripod.                       Figure 222. Learning to make adjustments. 
 From camera setup, Miss Abby continued her circling, stopping at a group in the 
corner whose progress was slow and cautious. One group member was storyboarding; the 
others were making characters. 
 "How's it going over here? Good?" Miss Abby asked and then paused, "Not a lot of 
talking in the group. Do you guys know how to use a camera?" Her presence seemed to snap 
the group to action: 
 "It'll start out all these..." 
 "We need to take the props off." 
 "We need to clean a space."  
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          Figure 223. Miss Abby checks in.                                    Figure 224. Miss Yoko offers comment. 
 One student assumed the role of director as Miss Abby reviewed the operations on the 
camera: "on/off; zoom; click; delete; pan up & down; lefty loosey, righty tighty. Okay... we 
have 45 minutes til the end of class." 
 "Should we start?" questioned the director. 
 "Yeah. Sure!" encouraged Miss Abby. 
 "We have to wait for the lights," objected another team member. 
 Miss YoKo opened a blind to bring more light into the room. Two pole lights did not 
appear to make for efficient working conditions for six production groups. 
 "Can we start shooting now?" a student waited for permission. 
 "Yeah. Sure!" Miss Abby seemed careful not to appear too authoritarian. 
 By 10:20 all six groups were shooting. 
 "That looks great, guys!" (Miss Abby) 
 "Is that your first background?" (Miss Yoko) 
 "Yes; we're not very far." (student) 
"That's okay; we have a lot of time to do it," encouraged Miss Yoko. 
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          Figure 225. Composing a shot.                                        Figure 226. Adjusting a feature. 
      
           Figure 227. Framing a shot.                                                 Figure 228. Teamwork. 
 A student wandered from her group to look at what other groups were doing, 
"Someone made that? Who made that?" 
 At 10:30 Miss Abby sounded a warning: "Everyone, really quick, in about 20 minutes 
we're gonna clean up." 
 "Oh--" some students were apprehensive. 
 "It's okay if you don't get done. We'll have time to work on this next week. Take your 
time." Miss Abby offered encouragement, qualifying it with, "As long as the story is done, I 
don't really care about the number of frames." This showed flexibility as she moved from a 
prior stance.  
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 The first team to start filming appeared to be finishing up. Miss Abby let them know 
they could start cleaning up as soon as they were done.  
      
                Figure 229. Last shot.                                                        Figure 230. Story told. 
 "Let's start cleaning up!" one of the team members jumped at Miss Abby's suggestion. 
 "You can put your background in the middle," directed Miss Abby. 
 At 10:27 Miss Yoko closed the blinds a little as the sunlight was hot spotting in the 
room. The group that completed their shooting assignment, taking 43 pictures, happily 
began to work in their sketchbooks. 
 The five remaining groups continued to work on their productions as Miss Abby and 
Miss Yoko continued to circulate. 
 "You almost done? You still have ten minutes," Miss Yoko continued to encourage 
while keeping one eye on the clock. "The characters look so nice together."  
 Sharing responsibility. Miss Abby worked the other side of the room, "You guys have 
just under 10 minutes. So really use your time to finish up. You can start by cleaning the clay 
up." As Miss Abby determined many groups were in cleanup mode, she gave more 
instructions, "Stack all of your sketch books and all of your story boards. That would be 
awesome. If you guys are done and almost all cleaned up, if you guys could help the other 
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tables clean up, that would be really nice." Moving to another table, she continued, "We're 
gonna leave all the environments and objects in case you want to do more next week. Put all 
the props you'll need next week and keep them in your box so you have them next week." 
       
                       Figure 231. Packed for storage.                                     Figure 232. Cleaned up and put away. 
 At 10:49 Miss Abby called for everyone to clean up. "Time to clean up. Put everything 
on the center table. Then we're going to talk a little bit before we leave." Some groups were 
previewing their movies; others were trying to get to a good stopping point. One group had 
just come upon a new idea, but Miss Abby reminded them it was not building time, but 
cleanup time: "Guys-- can we all pitch in? Clean up the little scraps. Pick up all the pieces of 
clay. Pencils and scissors go in the cup." 
 Looking Ahead. At 10:55 most everyone was back in a seat. Miss Abby stood at the 
back of the room and addressed the class, Did everyone have fun? It looked like everyone 
had fun. Next week we are going to the art museum. How many of you have been there 
before?" More than half raised their hands (most of the 5th graders attended Miss Hannah's 
session the previous semester). Miss Abby elaborated that the visit would involve a particular 
exhibit and logistically half the class would be in the museum while the other half worked in 
the computer lab composing their video clips on iMovie. 
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                   Figure 233. Post production meeting.                               Figure 234. Next meeting action items. 
 As the students sat in their seats, Miss Abby passed around a worksheet that bulleted 
how to navigate within the iMovie software. Standing at the back of the room, she explained 
iMovie is a software program for MAC that makes movies. As the students read silently from 
their worksheets, Miss Abby articulated rules relating to working in the computer lab as well 
as a brief synopsis of what was listed on the worksheet. She concluded by telling the students 
the groups that finished early would add music and audio to their movie clips. "Sound good?" 
Miss Abby ended the preview with a question. 
 Reflecting on lessons learned. Staying with the theme of collaboration, from looking 
ahead, Miss Abby steered the conversation to looking behind, "How did everyone enjoy 
collaborating?" 
 Many students responded with verbally, "Good!" 
 "What were some problems?" Miss Abby probed. 
 "Deciding what environments to use," a boy from a group in the front of the room 
contributed. 
 "We couldn't stop laughing," added a girl sitting in a middle group. 
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 "Problems?" repeated Miss Abby, looking for more examples. When she did not get 
any she shifted to opportunities, "What were some good things?" 
 "Working together; getting good ideas, " said a girl in the group by the window in the 
front of the class. 
 "In planning with story boards, we didn't have any conflicts in what we were gonna 
do," offered a boy in the group by the door. 
 "Storyboarding helps with visualization," Miss Abby added. "Put your names on your 
storyboards and try to be here on time next week!" 
 At 10:59 Miss Abby put the music on (now that class was over) as the students sat 
quietly in their seats. A dad entered, calling his daughter by name, "Hey honey, so which 
one's yours?" walking with her to the center table to take a look. Another Dad came in and 
just waved. Another student escorted his dad to the center table saying, "Look what I made! 
Do you want me to describe what it is? Time travel, basically!" The dad crouched down to 
look. After looking a while, he said to his son, "Let's go," without any other comment. A mom 
came in, sat down next to her son, and asked him to show her what he had been working on. 
Abby's Pedagogical Space and Place Making Choices 
 Within her operational curriculum, Miss Abby exposed her students to diverse 
pedagogical practices offering diverse educational opportunities.  
 growth: introduction to a concept (stop-gap animation); art history (related to 
animation); vocabulary (stop-motion, storyboard, clay animation, flipbook, zoetrope, 
Scenario); technology (iMovie); materials (modeling clay); techniques (storyboarding, 
animating clay);  
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 interaction and transaction with: tools and materials (cardboard environments, clay); 
technology (cameras, tripods, photo lights); people (fellow production team members); 
ideas (story writing, imagination, creativity); feelings (being part of a team); 
atmosphere (photography studio); 
 taking responsibility (cleaning work area and caring for equipment);  
 sharing: thoughts and original creations (co-writing a story); 
 reflection: what was experienced (what was remembered; learned) 
 Looking forward: anticipating phase three of the project (editing in iMovie) 
Miss Abby cultivated these practices within a carefully prepared physical environment 
purposefully coordinated to compliment the pedagogical practices she employed. 
 Miss Abby connected her pedagogies to the material world in diverse ways.  
The furniture arrangement connoted small group work. A poster taped to a chalkboard 
graphically connected the classroom rules to the curriculum theme of transformation. Another 
chalkboard displayed the session timetable according to work segments relating to project 
phases. The teacher's desk displayed a three-dimensional exemplar. Temporally projected 
images related to points in her verbal project description. Film clips revealed time-lapse 
examples relating to history and project development. A centrally located table enabled easy 
access to supplies, equipment, and in progress projects. Photo lights and color choice 
reflected the atmosphere of a photography studio. In addition, Miss Abby demonstrated the 
intricacies of stop-gap animation by manipulating parts of her exemplar, demonstrating the 
use of photography equipment, and showing her finished piece. She used music as an 
emotional backdrop during opening and closing sessions of her curriculum. Once again, the 
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back wall artwork was not pedagogically engaged but did relate to the project through pop 
art that embraced the consumer society.   
A Maze and Inspire 
 
 Figure 235. From classroom to artists' studio. 
Tom's Choices  
 Mr. Tom worked under the supervision of Miss Yoko as a student teacher for weeks 
five through eight of the eight-week curriculum unit, "Art Making Is Transformation." This was 
his first experience teaching fourth and fifth graders. Within the physical space of his 
classroom, Mr. Tom collapsed all but two of the folding tables he found inside his space. He 
propped the eight large tables against the chalkboard, to the left of a fully deployed screen. 
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He leaned a single laminate table against the south end of the back wall tack board. In Mr. 
Tom's classroom, spatial details were difficult to assess from ground level. Easels disrupted a 
long view in any direction. Because the easels were approximately five feet high, navigating 
through the mass grouping resembled walking through a forest. Climbing a ladder positioned 
in a back corner of the room, I could see 24 easels loosely setup in a tipped U-shape.  
 
 Figure 236. Elevated view revealed thoughtful spatial arrangement. 
 Climbing down the ladder, and walking to the center, I found a supply table covered 
in robust orange paper. It held three containers of paint brushes, separated roughly by size, a 
box of hundreds of colored pencils, a tub containing sponges of various sizes, and stacks of 
large and small foam plates. Ten containers of neon paint glowed brightly due to an 
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illuminated black light positioned at one end of the table. Three plates in front of the black 
light displayed thick puddles glowing in pink, green, and blue. Two brightly colored and 
glowing exemplars sat in the middle of the table. Next to the table was a cart holding a 
laptop and external speakers. A projector connected to the cart sat on the orange table, next 
to the black light. 
     
                        Figure 237. Glowing puddles.                                  Figure 238. Artifacts of a process of expression. 
 From the center of the room, I began to spot other black lights positioned around the 
space, covering the four cardinal directions. Besides the one on the orange table at the front, 
or west side, of the room, Mr. Tom positioned a second on the north wall, on a shelf above 
the sink. He positioned a third on the east wall, on the art supply cart that stood near the end 
of the back wall tack board. He set a fourth on the window sill along the south wall. All 
window shades were down, and Mr. Tom taped the seams to impede the natural light from 
entering. Because it was an extremely bright sunny day, and the tape was not opaque enough 
to stop the light completely, he added black paper at the level of the easels. Imagining closed 





       
 
      
Figure 239. Controlling the light to enhance the experience. 
 The screen at the center front of the class projected a large image composed of a text-
based question and three related images. The images complimented the question, "What is a 
black light?": an incandescent and a non-illuminated florescent black light fixture; an 
illuminated florescent black light fixture; a florescent black light fixture illuminating an object. 
To the right of the screen, Mr. Tom taped the classroom rules. To the right of the rules, he 
wrote three more questions in chalk:  
1. What is abstract art?  
2. Do you know any famous abstract artists?  
3. If you were an animal or creature, what would you be? 
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          Figure 240. Asking in text; answering in pictures.             Figure 241. Things to remember; things to contemplate. 
 Under the three questions on the chalkboard, Mr. Tom created a second cleanup 
station by placing an uncovered laminate table on a slight angle from the wall. The surface of 
this table was clear. Underneath and slightly in front, stood three large, approximately ten 
quart, buckets filled just past halfway with water. In addition, smaller containers of water (that 
indicated they once held 32 ounces of yogurt) stood at the base of each easel. 
     
     Figure 242. Auxiliary cleanup station.                                   Figure 243. Self-contained workstation. 
 A sign in/out table remained just inside the door. Mr. Tom used the white laminate 
table, and left it uncovered. On it, in addition, to the customary paperwork, nametags, and 
sketchbooks, were three books on abstract art. These books, stacked open, revealed colorful 
pages showcasing examples of abstract painting. Just above the table, pinned to the back 
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wall tack board were six posters that celebrated abstract art. Laid out on a grid at roughly eye 
level (for a short person), five of the posters highlighted individual abstract artists, and the 
sixth, abstract art in general. 
      
          Figure 244. Books opened to colorful examples.                 Figure 245. Use of a small portion of the back wall. 
 
 Figure 246. Know the artist and art style.  
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Table 13. Mr. Tom's Back Wall Poster Identification. 
left to right 
Subject Title Date Medium Movement/Style Nationality G 
Jackson Pollock Know the Artist Series 1912-1956 montage Abstract Expressionist American M 
Piet Mondrian Know the Artist Series 1892-1944 montage Neoplasticism Dutch M 
Wassily Kandinsky Know the Artist Series 1866-1944 montage Abstract Expressionist Russian M 
Helen Frankenthaler Know the Artist Series 1928-2011 montage Abstract Expressionist American F 
William de Kooning Know the Artist Series 1904-1997 montage Abstract Expressionist Dutch M 
Abstract Expressionism Art Styles Series 1940-1955 montage Abstract Expressionism various  
  
 Back wall complexity. The poster on the left detailed Jackson Pollock (1912-1956), an 
American painter and a significant figure in the abstract expressionist movement. Second in 
line was Piet Mondrian (1872-1944), a Dutch painter known for evolving neoplasticism, or 
use of vertical and horizontal grid lines and primary colors. Third was Wassily Kandinsky 
(1866-1944), a Russian-born French expressionist painter, credited with painting the first 
purely abstract works. Fourth was an American abstract expressionist, Helen Frankenthaler 
(1928-2011), a pioneer in the Color Field30 movement. Fifth was a Dutch American abstract 
expressionist, Willem de Kooning (1904-1997), also revered as a pioneer of abstract 
expressionism. The sixth poster detailed the art style of abstract expressionism. 
 Outside versus inside. Standing in the doorway looking in at Mr. Tom's space revealed 
a dimly lit room (only one of five banks of florescent lights illuminated), with the windows 
covered, full of easels. Rich sounding music played from external speakers attached to Mr. 
Tom's laptop. From the outside looking in, the maze of easels blocking my visual stretch 
made me want to enter the room and explore further. From the inside looking around, I 
sensed creative potential. 
 Summary of choices. Within the physical space of his classroom, Mr. Tom replaced 
existing educational furniture components with equipment used by artists. Within this setup, he 
                                           
30 A style of abstract painting characterized by large fields of solid color on a flat picture plane. 
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physically prepared a place for each student by arranging individual workstations in a loose U 
shape. He added technology which enabled large format projection capability and high 
quality sound. He added lighting equipment to enhance the experience of painting with neon 
paint. He also added multiple containers of water to extend cleanup capability. 
 Mr. Tom appeared to utilize visual displays for diverse purposes. He hung the 
classroom rules poster on the chalkboard as a visual reminder to inform his students of 
behavior expectations. He wrote questions on the chalkboard to inspire and direct the 
student's thinking towards the subject of the lesson. He displayed books and a poster on 
abstract art for his students to reference. He showcased materials under black light, and tools 
and equipment on brightly colored paper. He highlighted artists rather than art on the back 
wall, symbolizing respect for the creator as well as the created. Figure 247 represents Mr. 
Tom's floor plan, usage of visual display, and senses evoked within the classroom setup. 
 In addition to visual perception, Mr. Tom's setup evoked diverse sensate experiences. 
External speakers, provided by Mr. Tom, played rich sounding music before students entered 
the classroom. Within his showcase of tools and materials, a variety of brushes and sponges 
eluded to different tactile experiences. He displayed books opened to colorful examples, with 
hidden examples that could be revealed by touching and turning the pages. The replacement 
of tables with easels changed the orientation of the work surface from horizontal to nearly 
vertical. Removing visual stretch through the space created intrigue and even suspense. 
Figure 247 represents Mr. Tom's floor plan, usage of visual display, and senses evoked within 
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Figure 247. Visualization of Mr. Tom's classroom taskscape. 
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Enter the Students 
 Intrigue. Widening eyes, young and old, seemed to indicate surprise, as waves of 
student-parent pairs entered the classroom. On more than a couple of occasions, the student 
eyebrows raised in concert with a jaw drop, leaving mouth wide open for several seconds. 
Mr. Tom positioned himself close to the door so he could address each wave of entry. Miss 
Yoko avoiding the door, greeted students inside, leaving Mr. Tom in the position of authority. 
Over the soft music that played in the background, he spoke to the students: "Choose where 
you want to sit today." His voice was calm and soothing. One mother revealed her increased 
interest by moving to a back corner of the room after signing in her son. There, she stood 
quietly; watching as students entered, picked up their sketchbooks and chose a seat in front 
of an easel. Maybe she was enjoying the expressions of surprise as much as I was. I could 
feel suspense in the air. All but one of the students who entered early sat quietly, in the 
dimmed room, and stared at the white paper taped to their easels. The outlier, apparently 
conditioned, grabbed a pencil from his book bag and began sketching in his sketchbook. 
      
Figure 248. Suspense quietly building. 
 "Why are you still here?" the boy, who had been staring into the white of his paper all 
of a sudden noticed his mother was still in the room. 
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 "I just wanted to see what was going to happen." answered his mother. 
 Reflect and imagine. With a few students in their seats, Mr. Tom addressed the early 
arrivals: 
For everybody that's here, we've got pencils and colored pencils up here (pointing to 
the center table) for you to draw in your sketchbook. We're just kind of thinking about 
abstract art, and your personalities. If you were an animal, or a creature, what kind of 
animal or creature would you be? 
This was an invitation for students to get up and move from their easels to the center of the 
room where a wide array of materials were on display. Among the glowing puddles and 
bottles of paint, paint brushes, sponges and paper plates, was a large box of colored pencils. 
For many students, going after a colored pencil exposed the table full of materials for the first 
time. The students also had a clear view of the chalkboard, from this vantage point, where 
Mr. Tom had posted the classroom rules and written three questions:  
1. What is abstract art? 
2. Do you know any famous abstract artists? 
3. If you were an animal or creature, what would you be? 
                                        
                    Figure 249. Curiosity by proximity.                               Figure 250. Relating questions in a hierarchy. 
 Posting the rules in a prominent place served as a visual reminder of classroom 
expectations. In the course of the class period, I never heard Mr. Tom refer to them. The three 
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open-ended questions compelled the students to begin thinking about the theme of the day's 
lesson. The questions contained a hierarchy: the first question pertained to knowledge of an 
art genre; the second to artists within the genre; the third to a personal conceptualization 
within the genre.  
 Connecting the past, present, and future. At 9:09, Mr. Tom asked the young students 
to put down their sketchbooks, return the colored pencils to the box so they would not get 
paint on them, and gather around the supply table. He cautioned as the students started to 
move, to be careful navigating the maze of easels, specifically alerting them to the containers 
of water on the floor at the base of each easel. 
 As the students formed a circle around the table, Mr. Tom certified, "I know it's kind of 
hard to see from your seats because the easels are so tall, right?" He paused, looking for 
acknowledgement amongst the students. He got it in the form of a few nodding heads. Once 
the students were settled, Mr. Tom offered some information about himself: 
I am an artist myself, and that is why I love teaching art. I think all of you have some 
amazing ideas and amazing thought processes yourselves. So, for the next couple of 
sessions we're gonna be talking about and doing some abstract art. 
 
 He paused, making eye contact around the table before continuing: "You guys went to 
the museum with Miss Abby last week, Right?" Again, he waited for acknowledgement, and 
then continued. "You guys looked at a couple of pieces of abstract art when you did a 
scavenger hunt in the museum, right? And, you guys had fun? Did you guys have fun?" He 
looked to his left for acknowledgment while saying, "Yeah?" He then looked to his right, 
"Yeah? Miss Abby made it fun with the scavenger hunt, right?" After revealing his knowledge 
of what his students did in the past, he connected that past with the present by letting them 
know in this class, they would be going into more depth surrounding abstract art. He 
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foreshadowed that they each would be making an abstract painting, and then, connecting to 
the curriculum theme, he let them know they would return to their paintings and transform 
them further, in a future class session. 
 
Figure 251. A place for concept introduction.  
 Introducing the concept. After letting his itinerary soak in for a few seconds, Mr. Tom 
asked a question: "Can anyone tell me, what is abstract art?" His slow, deliberate delivery 
seemed to inject further expectancy. 
 Kate, a girl eager to participate, raised her hand while beginning to speak, "Abstract 
art is like a painting of something, and we don't know what it is, but it's like, really cool."  
      Mr. Tom responded, "Yes! It's got like cool designs and colors and stuff, right?"  
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     "Yes, like that!" said Kate, smiling ear to ear.  
     "Yes! Exactly!" responded Mr. Tom. 
 Peter, an intelligent boy with a mater-of-fact persona known for contributing correct 
answers, raised his hand with something to add, "It can be like based off of one item, but you 
make it different and creative." 
 
 Figure 252. Listening while standing in place. 
 In his student-centered approach, Mr. Tom connected official information to 
vocabulary better understood by fourth and fifth graders. In doing so, he modeled for his 
students that it is okay to offer personal thoughts and explanations through their own voices 
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and personal contexts. As the students stood while Mr. Tom engaged them in discussion, 
heads began to sink, and a boy yawned. 
 Connecting vocabulary (or- visual + kinetic + verbal). When an asked question 
returned only blank stares, Mr. Tom turned to visual examples. This caused the circular 
formation to morph into a horseshoe. The students closest to Mr. Tom moved out so they 
could see him, as opposed to stand next to him. "So, can anyone tell me what gestural 
painting strokes are? Has anyone ever heard that term before?" After looking, but finding no 
affirmative responses, Mr. Tom continued, "No? Okay, so gestural painting strokes are 
actually very quick and deliberate strokes." As he talked, Mr. Tom picked up one of his 
exemplars and traced the strokes, modeling the movements that created them: 
So we can see in my painting here that I have some quick strokes, some very broad 
strokes, some very short strokes. Different color strokes, different paintings going 
through the blended colors. I have different textures that I made with sponges. And, 
I've got all kinds of material here that you guys are gonna be able to use. 
Mr. Tom connected elements within his visual exemplar with what the students would be 
doing. Still standing, I detected engagement by following the students' visual shifts in focus. 
Collective gazes followed cues given by Mr. Tom, which shifted between looking directly at 
him, to looking at aspects within the exemplars, or at tools and/or materials to which he 
called their attention. 
 "Can anyone tell me what they think composition of an artwork is? Did you talk about 
it last week in the museum at all?" Mr. Tom paused to look into the collective faces around 
the horseshoe. Responses came in the form of blank stares back at him, or heads moving 
back and forth, presumably signifying "no". 
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 "Okay," Mr. Tom looked down at his notes once again and read "Composition is the 
spatial property resulting from the arrangement of parts in relation to each other, and to the 
whole work itself." He finished reading and looked up and asked, "Does anybody know what 
that means?" 
 "Um," Kate, the same girl who had contributed earlier offered, "when you draw 
different shapes?" 
Yes! Exactly! Exactly!" Mr. Tom responded enthusiastically, and then elaborated, 
"Basically, it's the result you get from doing what you did! So, whatever you do in your 
painting that's basically what's gonna make up your composition. And, it's all the parts 
of the artwork, and the artwork itself, included as a whole. So, that's basically what we 
mean when we talk about composition. It's everything included in your artwork. Okay?  
 
 Mr. Tom suspended the students within the process once more as he advanced, "I'm 
gonna show you how to create some of these different strokes here in a little bit. Okay?" As 
he asked the next question, it simultaneously appeared on the screen behind him. This 
widened the mouth of the horseshoe configuration further, opening the ends past the width of 
the screen. Miss Yoko, who had been listening from the outskirts of the horseshoe, slipped to 
the back of the room to turn off a few banks of florescent lights. 
     
Figure 253. Visual reinforcement as background to a verbal question (inset: animated PowerPoint slide). 
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     Connecting technology. "So, does anybody know what a black light is, besides seeing 
one right here?" As he spoke the second half of his sentence, the PowerPoint slide animated 
to reveal three different black lights.  
 Peter quietly raised his hand. "Go ahead," directed Mr. Tom. 
      "It's a light that, um, that doesn't emit visible light. That's why it's called a black light, 
but it emits UV rays that can um, make certain chemicals like fluoresce, like some of the 
paints there." Peter said, pointing to the paint jars. 
       "That is exactly right!" Mr. Tom looked at Peter as he talked to him, and then shifted 
his gaze. "What were you going to say?" Looking at Kate, who also had her hand up, but in a 
much more animated fashion. 
       "Black light is like, if you put something near it, it makes it glow." said Kate. 
        "Exactly. Exactly. Black light, like Peter was saying, is a special light that makes things, 
like especially the neon paint that we're going to be using, glow. So does anybody know then 
what neon or fluorescent means?" 
     
Figure 254. Back and forth emerges between two students in the group. 
      "Neon is like, what makes things glow." proposed Kate. 
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 "Well neon means, not necessarily glowing, but extra bright. Like, you could have a 
green and a neon green, and the neon green would be a whole lot brighter," nuanced Peter. 
       "Yep; the neon green would be a whole lot brighter. Exactly!" followed Mr. Tom. Next, 
he made a comparison between the colored pencils in the pencil box versus the brightness of 
the bottled paint: "So, neon colors a lot of times will glow and will just be a lot brighter than 
your normal colors, like the colored pencils that you see in the pencil box, whereas, the paints 
that you see here are fluorescent." 
 Through the event of a question, Mr. Tom created opportunities for his students to 
connect actively. Within his vocabulary presentation, he cultivated a place where two students 
freely engaged with the subject matter and each other, within the public forum. Mr. Tom's 
manner did not feel hurried or forced. Even after he received a correct answer, and could 
have moved on, he did not. Instead, he called on a second student expressing eagerness to 
participate. It was the second student's answer that reengaged the first student resulting in a 
back and forth exchange.  
     
Figure 255. From the classroom to an artist's studio. 
 Connecting an artist's process. After explaining the concept of abstract art, 
components of a composition, some qualities of gestural paint strokes, and the characteristics 
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of neon, Mr. Tom connected all five aspects to an artist's practice and process. It was 9:17 
when Miss Yoko turned the remaining lights out, music started, and a florescent-infused video 
clip appeared on the large screen. This sent jaws dropping; eyes widening; heads tilting, and 
the heel end of the horseshoe-shaped human-configuration opened wider until it transformed 
into a semi-circle. Mr. Tom, through a YouTube link, took his students on a virtual tour of a 
live painting experience in a Tokyo, Japan nightclub. Here, painter Houxo Que performed a 
solo exhibition- at a closing party named Suimmy.   
Figure 256. Space to place through live painting, Houxo Que, Tokyo, Japan.31 
 As the students stood, physically emplaced around the supply table in room 235, they 
connected through a virtual portal to a space halfway around the world that contained vastly 
                                           
31 According to his website, Houxo Que started his career in graffiti and moved to canvasses, live paintings, and 
murals. Images from YouTube video clip of his main series, Day and Night (2010), referencing flowers.  
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different spatial characteristics. Artist Houxo Que's material space recalled a white box, with 
nothing but four fluorescent black lights spaced equally apart along the back wall. As 
luxurious classical music began to play, lighting inside this box transformed from ambient 
white to black light, and Houxo Que began to paint, in the black light, to very loud music. 
Students watched as the artist's brush, and sponge, came in contact with the wall through 
expressive body movements in sync with the music. On several occasions, the artist paused in 
stillness, to let the paint drip as this seemed to be an important part of the desired outcome. 
The clip lasted just over two minutes, at which time the large mural was complete. 
 Connecting to the lesson. A second clip, a bit softer in comparison, followed the first. 
Because of the slower pace, it was easier to observe nuances within the artist's process. Mr. 
Tom, silent in the first clip, interjected comments during the second: "He basically uses his 
walls as his canvass. I'm hoping, if we have enough time left over, the next time we meet, we 
might get to paint a big mural on the back wall together." Having infused another dose of 
expectancy, Mr. Tom stepped back and allowed the students to watch the second clip for a 
minute or so before resuming his commentary:  
So, here you see some of his gestural strokes. They are very quick and deliberate 
gestural strokes. You see how he lets the paint drip a little bit? He has a lot of paint on 
his brush, so the paint is actually dripping off a little bit. You see how he uses the 
paintbrush to just kind of splatter it all over the wall there! A lot of times when two 
colors are right next to each other, he'll just sort of blend them together. 
 
Mr. Tom interjected vocabulary reviewed prior to the video. 
 "It's dripping!" exclaimed a student, in a loud, excited voice. 
 "Yep," validated Mr. Tom. "It drips all over the place; he uses a lot of paint." 
 "That's really cool!" added another student. 
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 "Yeah. It's kind of like a big flower, yes?" suggested Mr. Tom, presenting the students 
with an opportunity to see something, or not, represented in the composition. "He listens to 
some pretty crazy music when he works!" The students watched the video with intensity, which 
increased exponentially when Mr. Tom announced, "Artist Houxo Que does exactly basically 
what we are going to be doing today. He usually works in a crowd of people with a lot of 
loud music going on around him." 
 Connecting to a future lesson. Mr. Tom showed a third video clip that illustrated the 
abstract piece transforming into a recognizable flower. As the students watched, Mr. Tom 
explained: "Sometimes the artist painted in complete darkness and couldn't even see what he 
was doing or what he was painting. All he could do was feel what he was doing." With this 
comment, more students began to move with the music. All eyes were still glued to the 
screen, but now the heads that held them were moving, and arms, legs, and bodies began to 
model the movements the artist was making.  
So we've seen exactly how he started, and how he finished. So, I just wanted to show 
you guys that this is what we will be doing for the next couple of weeks. Today, I just 
want you guys to basically have fun! Right? I want you guys just to have fun with the 
paint and go at it. 
 
The students looked at each other with wide smiles and raised eyebrows. Mr. Tom had large 
pieces of paper already taped to their easels, so they would be painting in similar conditions 
and orientation as artist, Houxo Que. 
I want you guys to use as many different brushes as you can. Try to do as many 
techniques with the brushes as you can, and basically have fun with the paints. You 
can also mix the colors themselves, so, I encourage you guys to experiment. 
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 Reconnecting current lesson. As the students grew anxious to return to their easels, Mr. 
Tom checked for comprehension: "Peter, can you repeat why the paint glows under the black 
light?" 
 "Well, it depends on what the glowing substance consists of. Like, there could be 
certain chemicals that react to the UV light that comes off of it, and the little chemicals in 
there kind of rile up and they glow." 
Exactly! Exactly! And, like you said earlier, a black light gives off ultraviolet rays, which 
are very bright. Human eyes cannot see ultraviolet light. The florescent objects, like 
this paint, reflect those rays so human eyes can see them. Notice how it's plain old 
paint under regular light? 
 
Mr. Tom emphasized the difference through a visual comparison. 
     
           Figure 257. Art History: Famous abstract artists.                    Figure 258. Slide from Mr. Tom's PowerPoint. 
 Connecting art history. Following the three videos, which lasted approximately seven 
minutes, Mr. Tom projected several static images: montages of abstract art paired with 
portraits of the artists who painted them. With the artist and associated artworks projected, 
Mr. Tom pointed out the signature elements in their abstract artworks: Pollack's large 
paintings and drips; Kandinsky's colored geometric shapes; Mondrian's squares and 
rectangles and three primary colors with black. As Mr. Tom concluded, he mentioned there 
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are countless other abstract artists, and he considered himself among them. One of his 
students asked what he meant by countless. "A lot of them; too many to count; countless!" he 
elaborated. The three featured artists, Pollock, Kandinsky, and Mondrian, also appeared in 
posters on the back wall.  
 Connecting live experience. With the lights still dimmed, Tom invited the students to 
watch a live demonstration: "I can show you some painting techniques, real quick... gather 
over here." Tom moved closer to the table, and the semicircle morphed back into a circle. 
 
 Figure 259. Up close and personal. 
 The circle was tighter this time as the young-students squeezed together to get a closer 
look. "Can everyone see?" questioned Mr. Tom.  Even though the young-students had been 
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standing now for over twenty minutes, and I detected the room temperature was rising, 
individual attentions appeared to remain focused on what Tom was doing. A boy wearing a 
short-sleeved shirt picked up a paper plate from a stack on the supply table and began to fan 
himself as his eyes remained on Tom. As Tom painted, demonstrating the different strokes 
discussed earlier, he reminded the students that this week they were creating an abstract 
painting and their task was to have fun with paints and brushes and sponges. He then 
returned to the animals or mythical creatures that represented their personalities and  
reminded his students that, in a future class, they would be transforming what they were about 
to paint using black or glow-in-the-dark white paint. As he traversed through time, from past 
to present to future, he stressed that, in this class period, their work did not have to be 
recognizable. He ended the demonstration by asking if there were any questions. 
 
Figure 260. Young students beginning to move from easels to supply table. 
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 With no questions, Miss Yoko switched on a few banks of overhead lights and Mr. 
Tom invited the students to return to their easels, sit in their seats, and take five minutes to 
work in their sketchbooks while thinking about what colors and subject matter they wanted to 
paint. Once they made their decisions they were free to load their paper plates with paint, 
return to their easels, and get started. 
 
Figure 261. Moving from pencil concept to paint. 
 Connecting to abstraction. It was now 9:40 and acoustic guitar music began to play, 
from speakers plugged into the laptop on the technology cart. One student grabbed his 
sketchbook from his chair and headed for the back wall. As he stood in front of the abstract 
artist posters, his sketchbook was open but tucked under his arm. His fingers on both hands 
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gripped his pencil, and he twirled it back and forth as his eyes moved across the different 
elements on each poster. After reviewing each poster in sequence, he returned to his easel, 
closed his sketchbook, and began to paint. 
 Many students went directly to paint. Others sketched first. Eventually, all sketchbooks 
began to close around the room, catalyzing frequent movement between the easels and the 
supply table. As Tom appeared pleased by what he was seeing, he announced, "I might come 
by and sit next to some of you if there is an open seat. I may start painting myself." He 
continued to circulate the room. Navigating between the easels, he stayed quiet as he kept 
his eyes on what the young artists were doing. Miss Yoko circulated too, remaining close 
enough for support but careful not to disrupt Mr. Tom's rhythm. 
     
Figure 262. Feeling the paint. 
 Connecting to feeling. At 9:55, Mr. Tom switched off any florescent lights lit overhead, 
leaving only the black lights to illuminate the room, and continued to circulate. As the 
students sat there, stunned initially in the black light-only atmosphere, Mr. Tom offered one 
last comment, "Use as many colors, brushes, strokes as possible!" Music permeated the 
dramatic atmosphere while the young artists painted. Many students with no easel behind 
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them stood up and pushed away their chairs, preferring to paint while standing. Standing or 
seated, bodies moved to the beat of the music. 
      
Figure 263. Experiencing the painting. 
      "I did it! It dripped!" yelled a young-student enthusiastically. 
 I watched while a student dipped her brush, splattered it on her canvas, and, after a 
slight delay, laughed out loud. After a pause, she repeated the sequence: dipping her brush, 
splattering it on her canvas, and laughing out loud. Once again she paused, big smile on her 
face as she stared at her canvas, before repeating the sequence a third time. It was as if she 
experienced something for the first time. This was possibly a liberating moment for this young 
female artist as she lost her inhibitions and learned to experiment with paint. 
 I watched a student experiment with his brush, finessing the paint gently, then switch to 
the handle of the same brush and scrape the paint along the surface. Then, he put down the 
brush altogether and used his whole hand to manipulate the paint. He collapsed the distance 
between his body and his painting, discarding a tool so he could bring his whole being into 
the activity. 
 Mr. Tom gave no specific instructions, other than for students to use as many 
techniques and colors as they could think of, and have fun. When this unrestrained autonomy 
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produced a canvas of brown by an energetic boy who seemed to enjoy the process of mixing 
colors, Mr. Tom intervened gently. As he circulated, he paused briefly at each easel and 
looked carefully at what was emerging. When he saw the predominantly brown canvas, he 
did not alter his rhythm. He continued to pause and move and looked at two or maybe three 
more works in progress before announcing to the class: "I want you to know you have as 
much time as you want to work on this. Another half hour to expand into as many colors as 
you want. You will notice that if you simply mix all the colors together you will get a brown or 
a black."  By the end of the class, the brown canvass transformed into a painting with multiple 
colors and textures and expressive strokes. 
       
                 Figure 264. Pushing beyond the  limits.                                         Figure 265. Persevering.  
 Creating art amongst artists. At 10:15 Mr. Tom moved to an easel by the supply table 
and began to paint. He was painting for several minutes before his students took notice. I 
watched eyebrows raise, and eyes open wider as one-by-one the student-artists realized their 
teacher was doing what he had instructed them to do. The exciting news went viral, non-
verbally, peer-to-peer as students tapped each other and pointed towards Tom. Painting 
amongst his students appeared to result in a shared sense of community that further 
energized the room. The students looked at each other in almost disbelief as Mr. Tom gave 
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them the space to be artists, respecting them enough to create art alongside them. For the 
next fifteen minutes, everyone painted together, moving freely between their easels, sharing 
the supply table, and the sink. Well, not quite everyone. Miss Yoko continued her support 
role, circulating throughout the room, making herself available when needed.   
 
Figure 266. Teacher artist painting alongside student artists. 
 By 10:22, I noticed three or four students staring at their paintings, seemingly happy 
with them; seemingly uninterested in continuing, as if they considered their paintings finished. 
Apparently Mr. Tom noticed this too. He announced, "Just so everyone knows, you have 
about ten minutes...before you need to start cleanup. Another ten minutes to keep painting." 
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 "Ten minutes!" exclaimed a boy who seemed to be in perpetual motion. "Oh boy!" he 
said as he hurried from the sink back to his easel. "I'm having fun!" 
 I heard another student address the peer sitting next to her, "We still have thirty 
minutes! What are we gonna do then?"  
 
Figure 267. Art appreciation. 
 Cleanup this early in the class period was clearly a variation in the Saturday art school 
classroom meta-pattern I had not seen before today. However, on this day, with over thirty 
minutes of class time remaining, I observed another first: many students sitting with hands 
motionless, staring intently at their paintings. Their bright faces and intense gazes signaled to 
me authentic immersion. Artists' eye movements did not leave their respective canvases. This 
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projected to me deep engagement in their work. When I checked Mr. Tom's lesson plan, to 
my surprise, he was right on his projected schedule. 
 Connecting responsibility. At 10:30 Tom stopped painting himself and went to the sink 
and pulled down the black light perched on a shelf overhead. "Garbage cans are in the back 
of the room," he gently prompted. "Anyone who is not cleaning up yet, you should start to 
think about cleaning up your area." Many student had already begun to clean up; some had 
already finished. Cleanup simultaneously occurred at individual workstations using the small 
containers of water; at auxiliary cleanup stations as the buckets moved around the room; at 
the shared sink where students took turns. 
       
Figure 268. Opportunities to show responsibility. 
      
Figure 269. Byproducts of expression. 
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 I observed the emergence of several cell phones as students used them to snap 
photos. I had not seen this before in any of my observations at Saturday Art School. I saw at 
least six students photograph their paintings and send them somewhere electronically via their 
cell phones. At 10:35, Miss Yoko turned on two of the five banks of florescent lights, to assist 
with the cleanup activities. With lights on, she continued to circulate, stopping to photograph 
with her own camera while talking with the students about their work. I watched one student 
after cleaning up walk to the back wall to review the reference posters. 
 
 Figure 270. One-on-one attention. 
 Shine your light. At 10:40, Mr. Tom addressed the class: "Okay, so is everybody ready 
to see what their paintings look like under black lights? The students were hesitant; many 
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looked around as if they did not want to be first. "So we are gonna start over here by the sink; 
so everybody come over here by the sink." The students made their way towards the sink area 
as Tom held onto a black light attached to a long extension cord. As he turned the overhead 
lights off he said, " We're gonna see the textures, and all the different gestural strokes, and all 
the different kinds of things that everybody did in their painting, right?" Then he moved the 
black light fixture very close to a painting. "So, I can get real close. The closer that you get to 
the paintings with the black light, the brighter they glow." 
 
Figure 271. Letting the student's lights shine, one at a time. 
 The students responded with soft comments and murmurs, bodies moving closer to 
Tom, and to each other, in order to get a better view. The group squeezed tightly together. 
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"Maybe later you guys can convince your parents to get you a black light. They are only like 
eleven bucks at the store," promoted Tom, who provided two of the black lights in the 
classroom with money from his own pocket. 
 "So we can see how bright the paintings get with the back light up close, right?" Tom 
proceeded to lead the group of students around the room, weaving through the easels and 
occasionally getting the long extension cord tangled, so he had to backtrack. Then, he 
reversed direction and asked the students at the back of the pack to lead. "So let's walk up 
here, we'll go to the front row .. go ahead. Okay here we go." 
       
Figure 272. Taking turns sharing the spotlight. 
 "Very cool!" a male student blurted out. 
"All right; right over here," prompted Tom. " I like those shapes. Do you see the shapes and 
the color blending?" 
 "I like the colors in that one." responded a female voice. 
"Move this way; everybody move this way. Watch the easels," cautioned Tom. 
 "I see a bird!" a female voice rang out. 
 "I see paint dripping!" uttered a male voice. 
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 "Okay, move over to the other side." Tom continued to navigate as the whole group 
moved as a unit. Watching them was like watching a school of fish change direction as a 
collaborative unit. This unit's composition remained in perpetual flux. As the black light 
circulated from painting to painting, the featured painting drew the artist closer to Mr. Tom to 
facilitate a clear view and a chance to comment from the privileged position. 
 
 Figure 273. Learning how to look. 
 As the students grew more comfortable with the activity, Mr. Tom proposed more 
questions, encouraging the artists to speak, "Do you want to tell us about yours? How did you 
get all these different colors in there?" When he sensed the student was too shy or not yet 
comfortable enough to contribute, he adjusted his questions to yes/no answers. "Did you use 
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the back of the paintbrush? How did you make the scratching marks? That's great!" As the 
students moved with him, Mr. Tom kept talking, and was careful to call out some feature in 
each painting. "Does everybody see how the blue and green is swirled together? Does 
everybody see the effects you can get with so many different paints and all these different 
colors as they kind of run together?" 
 
 Figure 274. Learning how to see. 
 "Like liquid!" a shy student finally felt comfortable enough to offer a comment. 
 "Exactly!" said Mr. Tom. 
 Someone pointed to a congested corner of the room. "Yes, we can go back there. 
Would you like to talk about yours a little bit?" Tom asked a boy who had yet to contribute. 
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 He answered, "That's kind of the whole point of the day- not even knowing what you 
were painting!" 
 Mr. Tom helped him out, "Look at all these colors."Does everyone see all those colors? 
 "Wow!" several students responded in unison. 
 
 
 Figure 275. Connecting the vocabulary.  
 "Do you want to talk about it a little bit? prodded Mr. Tom. 
 Through a wide smile, the student responded, "All I did was put a lot of paint on my 
paintbrush and throw it!" 
 "There you go!" legitimized Mr. Tom. 
 "That's cool!" another student followed.  
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 "That's very cool!" another student chimed in. 
 "Very cool man!" one more student joined the verbal admirers. 
 Mr. Tom kept the group moving, "Okay, let's move on over here. It almost looks like a 
face in there, doesn't it? 
 
 Figure 276. Connecting technique.  
 "Yeah!" one student agreed.  
 "No." a different student disagreed, not seeing a face. 
 "Do you want to say something about it?" encouraged Mr. Tom, looking at the artist. 
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 "Sure!" responded a boy wearing a striped shirt, then he turned to his neighbor and 
pointed saying, "You inspired me! I saw you using your fingers, so I tried it! Then, I just started 
splattering!" both the artist and the inspirer smiled ear to ear. 
 "I'm sure if we stared at these paintings long enough, we'd probably all see a lot of 
different animals and other shapes inside them," proposed Mr. Tom. "Let's move this way... 
Here you can see he used his three fingers and his hand. Do you want to talk about it a little 
bit?" Each time Tom came to a new painting he located and invited the artist to speak. 
 "I like the design. I like how the background is lighter and the abstract design is in the 
middle," analyzed the artist. 
 Mr. Tom was careful to take the light to each easel, asking, "Whose is this one?" and, 
"Would you like to say something about it?" By the time the class reached the last painting, an 
animated conversation was occurring that involved over half the class. 
 "I see a...." 
 "That looks like a ..." 
 "The colors are really interesting..." 
 "Did you use your three fingers?" 
 "Alright we have one more here to look at." Mr. Tom carefully pulled the electrical 
cord with him. "Whose is this? Peter, do you want to talk about it?" 
 Peter happily responded, "I had to do the background first....you can see a creature in 
the background that is trying to fit in..." 
 What began as a group view transformed into an opportunity for the young artists to 
share, discuss, and interpret their work in a public forum. 
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 Reflecting on lessons learned. At about 10:57, with the final painting viewed under 
black light and everyone in contribution mode, Mr. Tom switched to reflection mode: "So, 
while I have you guys all concentrated back here, what did you guys learn today?" He turned 
to one of the girls and called her by name, "Stella, what can you tell me?" 
 Stella answered, "That people can be inspired!" 
 The students began to offer comments without prompting: 
 "Abstract art is cool and awesome! Not normal!" 
 Mr. Tom probed for a connection to the vocabulary, "What does content or 
composition mean?" 
 "Everything that is included in your artwork!" more than one student responded. 
 Then, Mr. Tom foreshadowed the next class:  
We won't be meeting for Saturdays during spring break. For two weeks think about 
what kind of animal or creature you want to turn yourself into. As long as it represents 
you in some way. Before everyone goes, pass around the Sharpie marker. Put your 
name on the bottom so we know which is yours when we come back. 
 
 Meaning confirmed. At 11:01 parents began to enter the room. A young girl moved 
towards her father. When she was halfway between the door and her easel, she stopped and 
motioned him to follow her. When her dad got to her easel, he immediately reached for his 
cell phone and took a picture, saying, "Ohhhhhhh!" Another young girl met her father at the 
door, took his hand and led him to her easel. After showing him her work, she turned to me 
and introduced her father saying, "My father is also an artist." I shook his hand as his 
daughter wrote his website in my notebook. 
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Figure 277. Validation of meaning.  
 A young boy led his grandmother to his easel. Her eyes popped wide open when she 
looked not a the easel, but at his appearance. "He got paint all over-- can I wash them? Will 
they come out?" She looked at me in horror. Two weeks later, I saw her at the sign in table. 
She told me none of the paint came out, and her grandson no longer could wear his shoes in 
public. "It is what it is," she said, "But, he had a fabulous day!" She left smiling and shaking 
her head in positive acknowledgement. 
 Meaning reconfirmed. As soon as the young artists and parents cleared the room, Mr. 
Tom laid out the newly created paintings, turned out the florescent lights, and photographed 
each artwork under black light. He did this so he could have a record for future class periods. 
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Figure 278. Documenting for future discussion. 
Tom's Pedagogical Space and Place Making Choices 
 Within his operational curriculum, Mr. Tom exposed his students to diverse 
pedagogical practices offering diverse educational opportunities.  
 growth: introduction to a concept and art genre (abstract expressionism); related 
artists and art history (Pollack, Kandinsky, Mondrian); vocabulary (composition, 
components, gestural strokes, splattering); technology (neon lighting); materials (neon 
paint and sponges);  techniques (dripping, splattering, blending, mixing);  
 interaction and transaction with: tools and materials (neon paint, brushes, sponges); 
technology (UV lights); people (fellow artists); ideas (abstraction, imagination, 
creativity); feelings (suspense, expectancy, intrigue, inspiration); atmosphere (artist 
studio); 
 taking responsibility (cleaning and caring for equipment and tools);  
 sharing: thoughts and original creations (viewing each painting individually under a 
black light, and being granted the opportunity to talk about it); 
 reflection: what was experienced (what was remembered; learned) 
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 Looking forward: anticipating phase two of the project (where students will add 
personal relevance through contemplating one's personality and imagining oneself as 
an animal or creature) 
These practices were cultivated within a carefully prepared physical environment which Mr. 
Tom artistically coordinated to expand the pedagogical practices he orchestrated. 
 Mr. Tom connected his pedagogies to the material world in diverse ways. The 
presence of easels connoted an artists' studio. A centrally located table enabled shared 
access to supplies. A poster taped to a chalkboard graphically connected the classroom rules 
to the curriculum theme of transformation. The same chalkboard displayed questions of 
inspiration and reflection. Sketchbooks connected personal relevance. Temporally projected 
images supplemented verbal discussion relating to the introduction, vocabulary, history, 
artists, and technology surrounding the lesson concept. Film clips revealed a contemporary 
artist's practice relating to the project. Black lighting transformed the atmosphere from that of 
a classroom to that of an artists' studio. Music and lighting simulated the environment 
witnessed in the YouTube video clips. In addition, Mr. Tom conducted a demonstration that 
involved mixing neon paint and painting with it, using a variety of brushes and sponges to 
accomplish a variety of techniques such as blending and dripping and splattering. Mr. Tom 
utilized newly created student work to facilitate appreciation and even criticism surrounding 
the aesthetic elements highlighted in the lesson. Although the back wall and displayed books 
on abstract art were not explicitly engaged, the back wall was used by students as it related 






The descriptions and interpretation of the operational curricula of six key participants 
in the previous chapter portray diverse uses of the material world. Although the six individuals 
taught art education within the same institutional context, within the same Saturday art school 
program, in fact, within the same physical classroom, their uses of the material world were 
individually varied. In this chapter, I discuss the teaching of art using the material world in its 
richness and complexity, attending to micro, meso, and some macro contexts (Bresler, 
1998b). These interrelated contexts address larger cultural values surrounding education and 
art education, institutional structures and goals of the school system, and individual teacher 
practice encompassing teacher values, backgrounds, and expertise. 
 Even though the material world is concretely present, it is but a tiny part of the explicit 
curriculum of Prairie Saturday art school. Relegated in the program discourse to three line 
items on the lesson plan template-- teacher materials, learner materials, and physical setup 
(that includes listing wall postings and sketching a table formation diagram), it commands an 
essential role, even if implicit. From a tacit position, the material world impacts what happens 
inside the classroom on several levels. To illustrate this impact, I draw on Bresler’s (1994) 
three orientations within visual arts curricula: imitative, complementary, and expansive. 
Bresler introduced this framework as a means to understand the roles of the arts in the 
general curriculum focusing on understanding contents, pedagogies, and evaluation 
practices surrounding the teaching and learning of art in elementary schools: 
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Each of these orientations fulfills a different role within the general curriculum: the first 
is imitative, perpetuating the general academic curriculum in its goals and structures; 
the second is complementary, trying to compensate for teachers' perceptions of 
imbalanced academic curriculum; the third is expansive, aiming to enhance the 
curriculum in ways that are advocated in the scholarly literature, and incorporate into 
it a variety of intelligences and modes of thinking (p. 90). 
My work illustrates the richness and complexity of how the material world is used in each of 
these orientations.  
 Within the imitative orientation, the material world, as observed in this study, plays 
primarily a functional role. This occurs through the arrangement of physical space which 
impacts student engagement and teacher patterns of travel (Hall and Hall, 1977; Sommer, 
1969, 1977; Susi, 1986; Weinstein, 1977) in service of the facilitation of classroom 
management (Susi, 1989, 2002). Within the complementary orientation, the material world 
played a supra-functional (Baudrillard, 1968, 2006; McDonagh-Philip and Lebbon, 2000) or 
extra-structural (Stokrocki, 1986) role infusing artful ambiance that inspired active 
engagement. Within the expansive orientation the material world is called upon to facilitate 
cognition (Eisner, 1982), utilizing artistic forms of presentation to enhance understanding.   
 The next three sections highlight material aspects of the three curricular orientations-- 
imitative, complementary, and expansive -- represented within my data. Each orientation 
makes significant contributions in a SAS setting. The boundaries between orientations are not 
fixed and they are not mutually exclusive. A teacher can incorporate features from one, two, 
or all three orientations. 
Imitative 
 Just as we saw with the school art style, on a macro level, typical classroom artifacts 
are recognizable around the world (Germain, 2012) illustrating the tradition of consistency in 
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school settings (Scott-Webber, 2004). Specifically, many such artifacts were present in room 
235: a clock, a chalkboard, a projection screen, posted classroom rules and other 
instructional resources, and familiar furniture arrangements characteristic of the institution of 
schooling. It is because school practices have remained stable over time (Cuban, 1993), the 
presence of these artifacts have become signifiers that cue social norms, values, and 
behaviors. Hopefully, most fourth, fifth, and sixth graders do not need to be taught how to 
behave in a general classroom setting because, by this point in their education, they have 
had ample opportunity to internalized the nature of experience associated with this familiar 
environment. Hence, imitative classrooms reproduce historically socialized behaviors 
emanating a sense of place derived from long-standing custom and tradition.   
        
Figure 279. Imitative. 
 Arranged behavior. As we learned in chapter 2, furniture can be arranged to support 
and/or discourage different behaviors (Hall and Hall, 1977; Sommer, 1977, 1969; 
Weinstein, 1977; Susi, 1985). A classroom setup with two large work tables (as we saw 
consistently in SAS session-A) can signify support for group work and/or socialization. This 
arrangement carries an educative function that informs students about channels of 
communication within social structures. However, furniture arrangement is not always 
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intentional. Teachers often default to accepting readymade furniture configurations, adjusting 
their teaching to the environment in which they find themselves, rather than purposefully 
aligning the furniture configuration to support their teaching plans.  
 In SAS session-1, we saw the same configuration used for varied projects. A common 
denominator was, all three projects involved the individual completion of tasks (filling out a 
survey, printing a tee-shirt, found-object sculpting a self-portrait). The fact that group work 
was not required reveals the valuing of either the time saved by using an existing 
arrangement, or the social aspect of the arrangement, or both. In the classrooms of Miss 
Jane and Miss Lauren, this arrangement also supported the separation of steps in a process, 
which also involved the separation of certain types of materials. Miss Lauren used one large 
table for student workstations and the other to facilitate material selection. Miss Jane utilized 
both of her tables as differentiated production stations. Both of her tables accommodated 
individualized student work while providing the necessary materials and tools to complete 
disparate tasks in each location. Miss Jane, thus used her furniture arrangement to physically 
separate production steps within her project. One large table was allocated for dry 
production (such as drawing and carving), and the other for printing, which, due to its 
involvement with liquid ink, created a different type of mess. 
 Just as the different locations of Miss Jane's materials also served to direct her student's 
movements, materials set in student workspaces also influence student behavior. The 
presence of detailed place settings connotes teacher management signifying intention for 
students to remain in their seats. As we saw in the classrooms of Miss Hannah and Miss 
Laurel, students entered, took a seat at a place setting, and began to look through the 
materials, with no prompts from either teacher. Under invisible control, the material 
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environment influenced student interactions. Place settings emit a potent influence compelling 
one to stay seated, particularly if they contain items imitative of the general curriculum. One 
item in Miss Hannah's place setting resembled a test. Miss Laurel's place settings contained a 
worksheet and a workbook. These items served to reinforce school-enculturated sedentary 
behavior.  
 Engagement patterns within the general curriculum often involve a teacher giving 
instructions from a central location while students sit quietly as they watch and listen. Students 
contribute by raising hands and waiting to be called on. This might explain why Miss Lauren's 
students remained in their seats, despite the presence of a table displaying books on 
anatomy, a poster of the human skeletal system on the back wall, and a life-size sculpture 
exposing details of human anatomy at the front of the room. These artifacts (imitative of 
general science curriculum) combined with Miss Laurel's worksheet and workbook to reinforce 
a general curriculum classroom atmosphere. Within a general curriculum classroom, 
movement is minimized, unless planned activities involve leaving the classroom. As we saw 
with Miss Hannah, in the case of a planned departure, when students moved, they did so in a 
directed fashion, first lining up at the door before exiting on the teacher's cue.  
 In SAS session-2, we saw three different furniture arrangements. All three included the 
imitative aspect of behavior control. Miss Yoko arranged her tables into a large U-shape 
which served to focus student attention towards the screen and a central supply table. Miss 
Abby arranged her tables to accommodate small group production around a centrally 
located supply table. Mr. Tom arranged easels around a centrally located supply table to 
facilitate individualized work. All three, like Miss Lauren, arranged their furniture to separate 
materials from work areas. In addition, Miss Yoko segregated the materials on her central 
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supply table in accordance with different steps in her process. Her students traveled to the 
center table during three different stages of her project. One area on the table held drawing 
materials; another, plastic trays and sharpie markers; still another, paint and painting 
supplies.  Similar to Miss Jane's use of production stations, Miss Yoko used the material 
placement on her central supply table to reinforce project stages while controlling her 
students' movements throughout her project. Miss Abby's and Mr. Tom's use of a supply table 
was similar to that of Miss Laurel's where the central location of materials served to direct 
movement while affording a higher level of agency on the part of the student. In these three 
examples, when to travel to the central supply area was left up to the students. Using furniture 
to direct behavior fits with the imitative orientation. (Using furniture to direct movement, as we 
shall see in the next section, is complementary of the general curriculum.) 
        
 Figure 280. Time over content.                                             
 Productivity lists. Another aspect of the imitative orientation manifested in the material 
world is the prominent presence of a timetable, instructions for class routines, or a list of 
numbered sequences in a project. In two of my cases, a timetable written on the chalkboard 
made explicit the schedule of activities that were to occur within designated timeframes. The 
presence of a timetable (and following it) signifies a priority of time over content. Even when 
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times are not listed, the presence of a sequenced set of directions is more representative of 
training someone to do something step-by-step, as opposed to teaching someone how to 
think through a process. The presence of timetables and numbered or bulleted lists shed light 
on values that look at teaching as a set of key concepts to cover and check off as opposed to 
intertwining lesson plan components, building one upon the other, to create a broader 
experience. On a macro level, ghosts of the industrial age, which relied on regimented 
training and drill and practice, remain part of the socialized expectation of general schooling. 
             
 Figure 281. Sequenced routine; PowerPoint bulleted to do list.                                         
 Projecting information. Presenting lesson content through the use of a projector and 
projection screen is another material aspect of the general curriculum. Five of my six teachers 
made use of the projection screen-projector combination. However, as I elaborate in the next 
section, the nature of the content presented in the teaching of visual art is visually more 
sophisticated than typical presentations made in general curriculum classrooms. Projected 
presentations containing bulleted lists of instructions or text-base representations of the 
teacher's verbal questions belong in the imitative orientation. Projected presentations that are 
visually complex belong in the complementary orientation.  
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 Engagement with technology. The use of technology has been accelerating in 
contemporary general curriculum settings (Davis, 2011; Mills, 2013; Webb, 2013), as well 
as in everyday life. The increased presence of smart phones, tablets, and computers propelled 
me to question how to conceptualize the use technology aspects of Miss Hannah's project on 
portraiture belonged. On one hand, her project aligns with the imitative orientation if we 
consider that the tools used were familiar: cameras, memory cards, and computers. They 
were easy to use in a school setting because they make no mess, which is an important value 
in general curriculum settings. Teaching students how to use cameras with automatic settings, 
and transfer and manipulate digital files requires teaching step-by-step procedures, which fits 
with the imitative aspect. In the end, the outcome of the lesson in portraiture may have been 
less about art and more about learning skills associated with taking pictures and editing 
digital image files.  
 On the other hand, Miss Hannah's project aligns with the complementary orientation if 
we consider the tradition of photography as an aesthetic and artistic medium. The manual 
camera (paired with cartridges that held spools of film that required chemically assisted 
image development inside a darkroom) has been used extensively to teach within visual arts 
classrooms. Today there are many ways to take a picture. Images can be captured by 
manually adjusting an aperture stop or by simply pressing a button on a point and shoot 
camera. Image qualities can be manipulated in a darkroom or through digital editing 
software. Both shooting a picture and manipulating the captured image can be artistic. 
Taking pictures can build artistic sensibilities by teaching the photographer how to look 
(Lanier, 1982). Developing or editing images can build artistic sensibilities by teaching the 
photographer how to communicate through image.  
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 My observation confirmed that Miss Hannah's students successfully used cameras, 
memory cards, and computers. However, few saw prints of their efforts, and there was no 
time for reflection surrounding the products created. Therefore, in some ways Miss Hannah's 
project was complementary. Her project was potentially expansive but crossing into this 
conceptualization would have required intertwining discussion and experience with artistic 
ways of looking and communicating. 
 In summary, the aspects of the material world within the imitative orientation served to 
channel the students' attention, behavior, and expectations in ways imitative of a typical 
general academic classroom context. 
Complementary 
  Within this orientation, artifacts presented in the imitative orientation remain but take 
on a new dimension. This orientation is more vividly visual. Where the imitative orientation 
foreshadowed utility, the complementary orientation portends supra-functionality. The prefix 
"supra" connotes reaching over and above, or beyond conventional limits. In other words, as 
utility relates to function, supra-function exceeds utility. Baudrillard (1968, 2006) referred to a 
"supra-functionality of human consciousness" (p. 120). Highlighting transcendence from mere 
utilitarian function, supra-functionality takes into accounts the collective "demands of human 
morphology, behavior and psychology" (p. 120). Supra-functional needs, explicitly addressed 
under the heading of emotional design, include cultural, emotional, inspirational, and social 
needs of the recipient (McDonagh-Philip & Lebbon, 2000). As we saw in Chapter 2, Stokroki 
(1986) referred to physical dimensions related to atmosphere as extra-structural.  
 Material attributes within the complementary orientation create an atmosphere that 
offers diverse points of connection; connections that can serve to catalyze personal 
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relationships between the environment and the emplaced student. The complementary 
orientation derives its sense of place from an artistically charged ambiance, an element that is 
missing in general curriculum classrooms. 
        
        
 Figure 282. Complementary: Colors and artistic materials.                                             
 Inspired engagement. Student teachers Jane and Lauren used furniture arrangements 
almost identical to the one modeled by their teaching assistant. However, adding brightly 
colored paper on their tables and openly displaying materials and supplies shifted perception 
from a space that imitated an academic classroom to spaces that celebrate visual essence. 
Complementary classrooms provide opportunities for enhanced experiences through the 
inclusion of multimodal qualities associated with the arts. Visual qualities include the use of 
color. Five of my teachers dressed at least some of their industrial tables in vibrant colored 
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paper which served to advance an artful ambiance. Miss Abby dressed her workgroup tables 
in black, which is technically the absence of color, to project the effect of a stage. Therefore, 
in her case, the table coverings were both functional and supra-functional. Miss Jane draped 
her classroom chairs with colorful smocks that, in addition to performing the function of 
protecting the student's clothes, served to incite the anticipation of messy activity. Mr. Tom 
displayed his neon materials under black light that functionally served to illuminate inherent 
properties in the materials. Supra-functionally, this served to arouse suspense surrounding 
what the students were going to do with the neon paint. 
        
 Figure 283. Diverse use of color.     
 Visual inspiration. All six teachers posted instructional resources on their back walls 
which, on the surface, is imitative. What made their displays complementary was the art-
related content in the posters. Visual representations of artistic subject matter are generally 
absent in conventional classrooms. Five of my six teachers showcased posters that depicted 
reproductions of works of art. Only Mr. Tom showcased artists and related art genre. The 
mixed displays reflected diverse combinations of media and invited significantly different ways 
of looking. For example, through Broudy’s (1987) lenses of aesthetic scanning which 
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transcribes visual qualities into the verbal categories of sensory, formal, expressive, and 
technical properties.32   
       
 Figure 284. Diverse visual qualities.     
 Interestingly, the back wall collections were almost never explicitly engaged by the 
teachers (save Miss Hannah's wave and Miss Laurel's use of a lone skeleton poster). Lack of 
engagement positioned this back wall feature within the complementary orientation. This 
corroborated assertions that art teachers value the creation of ambiance, and speaks towards 
the belief that visually stimulating environments indirectly enhance creative learning 
opportunities (Hickman, 2001). However, had any of the information embedded within the 
posters been drawn upon through discussion that linked actively to a lesson, the back wall 
element could have moved from the complementary orientation into the expansive category. 
Gandini (1993) purported that educational spaces include reflections of culture and history. 
All six teachers included such reflections through their selection of artworks displayed. 
                                           
32 Sensory properties describe visual elements such as line, shape, and color. Formal properties describe design 
principles or, the way the artwork is organized: balance, contrast, dominance, etcetera. Expressive properties 
involve mood or feeling or message, or, the impression an artwork leaves with the viewer. Technical properties 
involve the medium, tools, method (including technique and level of craftsmanship) used in creating the artwork. 
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However, can these displays be considered "educational" if the cultural and historical 
materials embedded were never actively engaged? 
 Other objects that injected supra-function into the classroom include colorful resource 
books, the artistically presented rules posters, and the presence of in-progress student 
artwork. Books displayed by Mr. Tom, presented opened to brightly-colored images of 
abstract art, highlighted complementary aspects often missing in the text-based textbooks 
regularly found in imitative settings. Miss Yoko's rules poster moved from imitative to 
complimentary through the incorporation of visual qualities that tied it to the curriculum 
theme. In-progress projects from earlier classes, as we saw in Miss Jane and Miss Laurel's 
classrooms, carried a supra-function of providing additional inspiration as they encouraged 
students to envision how their projects might look. Recalling from Chapter Two, a lesson from 
Reggio Emilia, no aspect of the physical environment should escape consideration of its 
educational potential (Tarr, 2001). Following this notion, in-progress projects offer glimpses 
of the process and products of learning that fosters forms of collaboration through the 
modeling of techniques embraced by student's peers (Yu, 2008). 
           
 Figure 285. Diverse tactile qualities.                                                                                   
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 Inspiration through touch. Enhanced qualities go beyond the visual. Complementary 
aspects also contain materials one can feel. Miss Jane displayed printed textiles as inspiration 
to her project, which culminated in hand-printed tee-shirts for her students to wear. Miss 
Laurel displayed a three-dimensional sculpture as inspiration as well as various supplies that 
offered diverse tactile experiences. Visual art encourages and enables the transcription of 
qualities one can feel into qualities one can see. 
 Inspiration through sound. Complementary classrooms can contain material qualities 
one can hear. Background music can affect mood and productivity. As described in the 
classrooms of Miss Jane, Miss Lauren, Miss Yoko, and Mr. Tom, the presence of background 
music during student work sessions signified it was okay to relax while working. This 
contributed aurally to an artful ambiance. Miss Yoko's music selection that incorporated 
voices singing in different languages carried an additional component which integrated 
diversity. Visual art facilitates and enables the transcription of qualities one can hear into 
qualities one can see. 
 Sophisticated use of projections. As I mentioned in the imitative section, presenting 
lesson content through the use of a projector and projection screen is an aspect of the 
imitative orientation. When what is projected is visually intricate, it becomes an aspect of the 
complementary orientation. In this setting, projection was used in a complementary fashion to 
review and introduce concepts as well as engage the students in discussions surrounding 
cultural and history. In some instances, interaction with the projections resulted in expansion.  
 Miss Hannah used projection to introduce the concept of culture while simultaneously 
engaging her students in conversation. Pairing large projected images with discussion 
enabled Miss Hannah direct her student's visual attention to a single source while directing 
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her own towards her students' comments and behaviors. By watching their embodied postures 
and facial expressions, she was able to detect a disconnect upon her presentation of an 
image of a woman with well defined muscles. She intervened by introducing beauty as an 
expression of strength hence, verbally reinforcing her concept of the body as culture. In doing 
this, she expanded her student's understanding of beauty. Thus, in this case, pairing a large 
projected image with discussion expanded conceptual meaning. 
        
 Figure 286. Triangulating: projection and back wall.                                                                                  
 Miss Abby, Miss Yoko, and Mr. Tom used projection to introduce reflections of history. 
Miss Abby's YouTube presentation of an animated flip book served as both a lesson in art 
history and an opportunity to show a variation of her concept of stop-gap animation. Miss 
Yoko and Mr. Tom used projection to introduce artwork created by masters. Interestingly, 
images projected in both presentations directly related to images displayed on their respective 
back walls. However, neither teacher explicitly made the connection. Both engaged their 
students in a discussion surrounding the projected works while leaving the back wall posters 
out of the conversation. 
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 Figure 287. Diverse tools requiring artistic skill.                                                                                  
 Sensing and organizing. Miss Jane used projection to introduce sensory qualities. 
Teaching a student how to represent a visual quality involves teaching the student how to see 
and recognize that quality. My data illustrates how the material world is used differently, 
depending on what visual quality is being taught. Through analysis, I found that the 
complementary orientation involved the teaching of sensory, formal, and technical skills. 
        
Figure 288. Teaching sensory and formal properties. 
  Miss Jane and Miss Lauren combined sensory and formal properties within their 
respective lessons. Miss Jane utilized a PowerPoint presentation to point out examples of the 
sensory qualities of shapes and line, and the principle of pattern and repetition. She 
presented the concept of abstraction by holding up a physical example of what she wanted to 
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abstract (in the form of images on a post card), and, in demonstration fashion, reduced it to 
shapes and lines on the chalkboard as the students watched. Miss Lauren utilized a worksheet 
and a workbook to teach the elements of line and value, and the principle of proportion. She 
also relied on the chalkboard to demonstrate the process of shading. Once the students 
learned to recognize these properties in examples from the material world, the next step was 
to learn how to cultivate them within their own artworks.                                                                               
        
 Figure 289. Teaching technical properties.    
  Exploring technical qualities. Technical qualities (one of Broudy's aesthetic scanning 
constructs), are learned in a complementary orientation through the use of tools and media 
that are absent in the general curriculum. Working with technical qualities experientially 
cultivates technical sensitivities. Miss Hannah's students learned how to take photographs in 
front of museum artworks. Miss Jane's students learned how to carve linoleum using cutting 
tools, and how to print using carved linoleum, ink and rubber brayers. Miss Laurel's students 
learned how to sculpt with found objects using an assortment of adhesives. Miss Yoko's 
students learned how to mix and apply acrylic paint using various sized paintbrushes. Miss 
Abby's students learned how to sculpt using clay and a wide combination of sculpting tools. 
Mr. Tom's students learned how to paint using acrylic neon paint. These skills complement the 
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standard curriculum as they teach students to become adept in communicating beyond the 
verbal and numerical through the development of "studio habits of mind" (Hetland et. al., 
2007, 2013) such as stretch and explore, envision, express, and engage and persist. Habits 
of mind combine in different ways as students develop craft through the use of tools and 
materials that offer a multitude of sentient experiences. Eisner reminds us, "In fact we are able 
to differentiate thousands of qualities for which we have no vocabulary" (1982, p. 42). 
Learning skills on a technical level brings us into contact with qualities that are difficult to 
verbalize. Learning technical skills often involves working with messy media. As discussed 
earlier, experiencing messiness through the exploration of technical properties complements 
the general curriculum. However, it behooves a teacher to thoughtfully consider cleanup 
complexity surrounding artist materials that stain (regular acrylic paint) versus washable 
classroom alternatives.  
        
 Figure 290. Inspiring movement: watching a demonstration.     
 Functional movement. In addition to the role movement played in embodied 
manipulation of a tool while learning a skill (Bresler, 2004), in this study it was also a part of 
accessing information and materials. As I mentioned in the imitative section, movement 
around a classroom is a component that complements the general curriculum. Teaching 
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artistic skill requires exposure to method and technique. This exposure frequently occurs 
through teacher demonstration involving modeling the use of material and tools while the 
students watch. After attending to their teacher's movements, the students attempt to translate 
what they have seen into their own bodies. Miss Hannah, Miss Jane, Miss Yoko, Miss Abby, 
and Mr. Tom each called their students from their seats, assembling them in close proximity 
as they demonstrated specific techniques and skills relating to their lessons.  
 The incorporation of areas within the classroom for group demonstration, which 
prompts student movement, is an aspect that complements the general curriculum. In the five 
examples mentioned above, as the students ventured from their seats, they were free to seek a 
location from which to watch based on personal preference. Thus, placing themselves within 
a zone of contact (Hall, 1966) where they felt comfortable. Over the course of two SAS 
sessions (which spawned numerous and varied teacher demonstrations) I noted some of the 
same students consistently moved to places very close to the teacher while others consistently 
remained on the perimeter. Hence, although the movement was teacher-directed, it involved 
a level of student agency.  
        
Figure 291. Inspiring movement: gathering supplies.                                         
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 In addition to teacher-directed movement, the complementary orientation also affords 
student-directed movement. Miss Lauren set up a supply table close to her students' work 
table so they could get up as needed to secure supplies and materials. Miss Yoko and Miss 
Abby set up a supply table in the middle of their classrooms for the same reason. In these 
examples, the arrangement of the material world paired with the artful ambiance of the 
surroundings creating behaviors not present in imitative classrooms. This less-restrictive 
atmosphere accepts, even encourages, a kinetic component in education. For example, the 
student (who slowly rocked back and forth while he stood on the edge of the group, watching 
and listening) during Miss Yoko's demonstration. Miss Abby's student who needed to get up 
during the sculpting of her monsterpiece to take a lap around the room is an additional 
example of kinetic agency. The complementary orientation affords opportunities to enact 
learning style preferences. 
 In summary, the material world within the complementary orientation serves to capture 
student attention, imagination, motivation, and inspire and enact student engagement in ways 
that are missing in a typical general academic classroom context. Emotion can serve to focus 
attention (Chapman, 2005). Thoughtful presentation of the material world can serve as a 
vehicle to capture, focus, and/or heighten a student's attention. A student who is emotionally 
involved is much more present. In this way, emotion can catalyze meaningful engagement, 
serving to enrich an educational experience even before it begins. 
 Lessons learned within the complementary orientation: the material world can be used 
to experientially cultivate artistic skill while evoking a wide range of emotion. Emotions such 
as interest, curiosity, surprise, amusement, can positively affect a learning experience, helping 
to deepen it, adding to its meaning. Emotions such indifference, familiarity, habituation can 
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negatively impact a learning experience, serving to lessen attention and presence, resulting in 
subtracting from its meaning. 
 Within a complementary orientation, teachers present aspects of art history and 
appreciation, as well as sensory, and formal skills through passive engagement using features 
of the material world as examples. Technical skills are taught through active engagement. 
Although a combination of passive and active strategies can help a student learn aspects of 
appreciation and art history, as well as sensory, formal, and technical skills, it does not 
necessarily teach a student how to understand something conceptually. The complementary 
orientation connects a student corporally to learning through engagement with disparate 
qualities of the material world. 
Expansive 
 Within the expansive orientation, some artifacts presented in imitative and 
complementary settings remain, but they operate quietly in the background while contributing 
to a conceptual goal. Here, a sense of place is lesson-dependent as it is derived from a 
combination of function, supra-function, and physical interaction with materials and tools, all 
in service of conceptual understanding. The expansive orientation injects core aspirations of 
the general curriculum. Something that Eisner (1979, 1982) believed the arts can contribute 
significantly, highlighting those aspects unique to the arts.  
 Education in its highest form serves to fulfill the basic need of confronting a famous 
question posed by Socrates, "How should I live?"  The expansive orientation addresses what 
Whitehead (1929) referred to as the aims of education: acquiring the means to craft a life 
that is meaningful. Meaning on this level comes from incorporating information into one's 
identity. Like the moments Maxine Greene speaks of, "at which human beings (freed to feel, 
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to know, and to imagine) suddenly understand their own lives in relation to all that surrounds" 
(2001, p. 7). In the expansive orientation, the artistic use of the material world is a tool for 
understanding something bigger. "Education is the acquisition of the art of the utilization of 
knowledge" (Whitehead, 1929, p. 4). The experiential intermingling of multimodal qualities in 
search of understanding can address such an aim. 
 Learning how to empathize. When complementary aspects become complexly 
conceptual, the use of the material world can be conceptualized as expansive. Miss Yoko 
advanced the concept of empathy through visual image. After presenting the curriculum 
theme of transformation, she drew on the students' understanding of this topic to deepen their 
understanding surrounding the concept of aging. Surpassing mere presentation of sequenced 
concepts, Miss Yoko scaffolded, inviting her students to experience the meaning.  Rather than 
jump from one concept to the other, she first anchored the initial concept using a progression 
of projected images.  
        
Figure 292. Empathy through visual image.                                         
 Through the presentation of projected visuals, Miss Yoko helped the students notice 
more by slowly increasing conceptual complexity. Beginning with an image easily 
recognizable as the depiction of human evolution, she moved through several examples from 
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everyday life (dough to bread; caterpillar to butterfly). By using the animation feature in 
PowerPoint she allowed her students, in a sense, to experientially participate in the examples. 
From the familiar, she moved to an example from the art world (M. C. Escher's Sky and 
Water, 1938) that showed how transformation could be represented on a two-dimensional 
canvass. From attending to what is visible, she moved to an example where the before and 
after looked identical (the hypothetical SAS student). This visually reinforced the concept that 
transformation can be invisible. Through the presentation of a clip composed of time-lapse 
photography (clip showing 41 years in 60 seconds), she demonstrated how some 
transformations can take a long time. Miss Yoko used this animated example of the process 
of aging to segue into the concept of aging, but only after laying a firm foundation.  
 Following her richly visual foundation on transformation, Miss Yoko displayed several 
slides that, through a combination of image and text, provoked intellectual engagement on 
the subject of aging. The class discussion that ensued connected the broader categories of 
transformation (things that are visible from the outside; things that are invisible that occur on 
the inside) to the concept of aging (wrinkles, gray hair; impaired ability/mobility). Upon 
connecting the two concepts, the introduction of an imitative aspect, a worksheet, enabled 
the students to envision by relating both concepts to their own lives.  
 Moving from the imagined to concrete experience, Miss Yoko facilitated further 
probing by giving each student a mirror and asking them to draw their portraits as they would 
appear as a 100 year old. This provided opportunity to engage in four studio habits of mind: 
observe (as they looked closely at their own faces in the mirror); envision (as they continued 
to imagine what they might look like when they are very old), stretch and explore (as they tried 
on ideas regarding what their lives might be like in the future); express (as they injected 
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personal meaning into their drawings). The activity progressed from drawing to painting as 
the students engaged in developing craft while they practiced the habit of engagement and 
persistence. Thus, after creatively imagining what their lives might be like when they are 100 
years old, the children were ready to make art that incorporated these understandings vividly. 
      
Figure 293. Empathy through visual image.                                         
 Miss Yoko combined and connected imitative and complementary aspects in service of 
understanding and cultivating empathy surrounding the process of aging. Utilizing the 
material world to facilitate a myriad of artistic activities and sensibilities, Miss Yoko provided 
an experience directed towards the understanding of a concept that few young people 
thoughtfully consider, even though it is an inevitable part of the human condition. 
 Experiential artistic discovery. Mr. Tom led his students on an intensified experience of 
being artists. He took them beyond institutional art class; beyond school art, as he expanded 
their way of thinking. As I thought about how to characterize what occurred in his classroom, 
it was difficult to pull out individual aspects because each piece seemed tightly woven. Vital 
experience, according to Dewey, is indivisible (1934, p. 56). Mr. Tom created a heightened 
experience for his students by linking parts of the material world with varied pedagogies that 
resulted in an experience in the Deweyan sense of the word. 
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 Figure 294. Expansive.     
 As Dewey, Broudy and Eisner emphasize, all experience is the result of interaction with 
some aspect of the world. Mr. Tom began with the setup of his classroom world to set the 
stage for a journey into artistic discovery. Through this journey, Mr. Tom assisted his students 
in identifying as artists; as individuals who engage and immerse in qualitative forms of 
meaning making. Through the everyday experience of Saturday art class, and thoughtful, 
skillful use of the material world—easels, black lights, glowing paint—Mr. Tom cultivated a 
wow experience; a heightened experience. The setup of his classroom combined with the 
pedagogies he cultivated created an intensified experience that culminated in a way of 
knowing. 
 The activity provided personal ownership. Through questions on the chalkboard, Mr. 
Tom connected the concept of abstract expressionism directly to his students' lives. He 
provoked his students to explore their ideas qualitatively through visual qualities. We saw 
other key participants connect aspects of their lessons to their students' lives, but only Mr. Tom 
made the connection specifically about artistic exploration. This explicit connection provided 
student ownership in the hunt for personal meaning. Engaging in abstract expressionism took 
the students beyond the narrative stories they knew how to relate to that are frequently 
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associated with school art (the portrait, the clay figure). Emphasis on visual qualities and 
experiential exploration was key in the quest for understanding. Mr. Tom gave his students the 
time and space to experience a concept in service of personalized understanding.  
 Mr. Tom forged experiential connection throughout his lesson. Even the manner in 
which he described a composition, "It's everything you end up doing in your painting." He 
provoked his students to experience the composition rather than follow a prescribed plan in 
the creation of one. This approach is opposite of what we so often find in the general 
curriculum. Discovery began as a physical hunt through the easels to find a colored pencil 
and quickly progressed to a hunt for conceptual meaning through the exploration of visual 
qualities. Mr. Tom purposefully constructed continuity and interaction (Dewey, 1938) through 
the linking of experiential aspects of his lesson. Layers built upon layers as Mr. Tom artistically 
scaffolded the presentation of artistic material. Examination of sensory and formal qualities 
was followed by exploration of technical and expressive qualities through engagement with 
brushes and sponges and fingers and hands and music and glowing paint. Mr. Tom's 
seamless activities took me back to Dewey's (1934) suggestion that "An experience has 
pattern and structure, because it is not just doing and undergoing in alteration, but consists of 
them in relationship" (pp. 45-46). The "doing and undergoing" rolls into a single activity 
creating interaction and culminating in transaction. Mr. Tom used intensified experience as a 
foundation for artistic exploration and ownership.  
 Mr. Tom skillfully connected the pieces of his lesson, nesting and layering artistic uses 
of the material world in service of conceptual understanding. We have seen that artistry alone 
falls within the complementary orientation. What made Mr. Tom's lesson expansive was the 
room (space) he left for his students to connect the pieces of his lesson and discover for 
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themselves the meaning of abstract expressionism. He presented an idea and gave the 
students the agency to explore it. "...we must beware of what I will call 'inert ideas' --that is to 
say, ideas that are merely received in the mind without being utilized, or tested, or thrown 
onto fresh combinations" (Whitehead,1929, p. 1). Mr. Tom used multimodal interaction with 
the material word to allow his students to discover for themselves what the idea of abstract 
expressionism meant making it her own, and understanding the "application here and now in 
the circumstances of his actual life" (p. 2). 
 
 Figure 295. Becoming artist.      
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 Mr. Tom used the material world to layer different ways of seeing, thinking, and 
imagining in service of learning how to feel the expressive power of the arts; how to feel what 
it is like to be an artist. 
Significance 
 The overall findings reveal that each orientation makes important contributions to arts 
education. Within this study, through the imitative lens, the material world was used to 
highlight classroom management and discipline. The complementary components infused 
emotion and use of artistic skill and sensibility into the curriculum. These aspects, missing 
from the general curriculum, served to motivate, activate, and engage as well as teach 
specific skills that are not available outside of art class. The expansive orientation utilized the 
power of the arts by employing unique artistic forms of presentation that meaningfully 
intermingled engagements on sensory, emotional, and cognitive levels. Findings also 
revealed that orientations are not mutually exclusive. A teacher can strategically incorporate 
features from one, two, or all three orientations. The boundaries between the orientations are 
not fixed. Blurred edges account for curriculum in transition. 
 Dewey, Broudy, Eisner, all agreed, experience is a necessary condition for knowing. 
Dewey (1938), referring to general education, stressed the importance of exploring and 
interacting with, experiencing the curriculum, as a means of actively making discoveries and 
connections, as opposed to passively receiving information. Referring to heightened 
experience, Dewey (1934) noted that emotion can act as a "glue" to bind together what could 
be separate parts. Sensory draws us in. We can use the material world to help us feel and 
experience different ways of thinking. "Responses can be complex or simple, rich or 
impoverished, stereotyped or vividly original" (Broudy, 1972, p. 28). Eisner reminded us "the 
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character of the experience is dependent upon the qualities to which it is directed, the quality 
of experience will depend on what our senses have access to and upon how well we are  able 
to use them" (1982, p. 29). He also highlighted, "when we define curriculum, we are also 
defining the opportunities the young will have to experience different forms of consciousness" 
(p. 45). Within the expansive orientation, the material world is used in its richness and 
complexity for deeper cognition, such as understanding something about ourselves in relation 
to our culture (Whitehead, 1929, 1967).  
Implications   
 This study examined how the use of the material world in SAS can add to our 
understanding of the arts curriculum in relation to general academic curriculum. Looking at 
the material world through imitative, complementary, and expansive lenses offers a 
productive way to look at educational environments, making the implicit explicit. Thoughtful 
consideration of the physical aspects of teaching can sensitize researchers to see important 
qualities embedded within a learning environment, making aspects of pedagogy and 
curriculum visible that were once hidden. These conceptualizations can serve to illuminate 
connections between the material world and behavior, motivation, skill acquisition, and 
cognition as it relates to teaching. 
 Results of this study may be used for teacher preparation, and teacher reflection, 
encouraging thoughtful consideration beyond classroom setup, towards using the material 
world as an explicit connection point to other aspects of the operational curriculum, as a 




Recommendations for Future Research 
 On the basis of what I have learned, I provide four recommendations for future 
research. First, results of this study can be extended by conducting similar studies within public 
schools. The concept of teachers in transition applies to many public schools that have no 
designated classrooms for art education. This research also applies to art teachers who do. 
 Second, results of this study could be extended by conducting studies in classrooms of 
varying age groups and/or in other art education departments that offer pre-service Saturday 
art school, so what has been described and interpreted may be compared against relevant 
variations. Different educational messages may be embedded within different age levels. 
 Third, the results of this study could be extended by conducting similar studies in a 
general curriculum (for example, math or science) classroom. Although the materials used in 
an art lesson can be vastly different from those used to teach math or science, this research 
illustrates what can happen when pedagogy is intertwined with the material world in service of 
experiential learning. 
 Fourth, the results of this study could be extended by conducting similar studies in 
classrooms where children are more challenged and challenging; classrooms with children 
who are not fitting well into the existing educational system. Learning how to enact pedagogy 
through the presentation of the materiality of the classroom space might transform the way we 
present educational opportunities across diverse student populations. 
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